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Day 1
The first-ever Pacific Workshop on the 1954 
Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflicts (Hague 
Convention) and its Two Protocols took place 
from 8 to 10 November 2016 in Suva, Fiji. The 
Workshop brought together government 
officials in charge of the UNESCO Conventions 
in culture from nine Pacific island states, the 
representatives of the Blue Shield and the 
Interim Blue Shield Pasifika (BSP), as well as 
observers from Fiji.

The Workshop was opened on 8 November 2016 
by Mr Amani Cilikisuva, the Secretary-General 
of the Fijian National Commission for UNESCO 
(Annex I). Extending his warm welcome to the 
delegates, the representatives of the regional 
and international Blue Shield, observers and 

Meeting Proceedings

UNESCO, he emphasized the importance of the 
Workshop as the first workshop focusing on 
the Hague Convention and its Protocols held 
in the Pacific. He described the Workshop as an 
excellent opportunity for the Pacific delegates 
engaged in heritage safeguarding to learn about 
the Hague Convention and its two Protocols and 
the benefits and implications for State Parties. 
“The Pacific delegates look forward to learning 
more from you as you share your knowledge 
and expertise regarding the Hague Convention 
and its Protocols. It will be interesting to see 
how the Convention relates to us in the Pacific 
and its relevance to the Pacific scenarios.” said Mr 
Cilikisuva.

On behalf of the UNESCO Office for the Pacific 
States, Akatsuki Takahashi, Programme 
Specialist for Culture, expressed her gratitude 
to the Fijian authorities (in particular, the Fiji 
Museum and the Ministry of Education, Heritage 
and Arts) for assisting UNESCO in holding this 
important Workshop (Annex I). She introduced 
the Hague Convention and its Protocols as the 
legal instrument designed to protect cultural 
property in peacetime and if conflict should arise. 
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On the first day of the Workshop, Akatsuki 
Takahashi and Ronald Porcelli at the UNESCO 
Office of the Pacific States made a presentation 
on the overview of the Hague Convention 
and its Protocols (Annex II). This presentation 
provided information on the history of the 
Hague Convention and its Protocol, adopted in 
1954, and why and how they were strengthened 
by the adoption of the 2nd Protocol in 1999. 
The 2nd Protocol improved upon the concept 
of respect for cultural property and clarified 
the safeguarding measures to be taken in 
times of peace. These include: (1) preparation 
of inventories, (2) planning of emergency 
measures for protection against fire or structural 
collapse, (3) preparation for the removal of 
movable cultural property or the provision of 
adequate in situ protection of such property, 
and (4) the designation of competent authorities 
responsible for the safeguarding of cultural 
property. Given that special protection by the 
Hague Convention experienced limited success, 
the 2nd Protocol elaborated a new concept of 
enhanced protection. The presentation provided 
updates on the heritage sites accorded enhanced 
protection status by the Intergovernmental 
Committee of the 2nd Protocol, all of which are 
in fact World Heritage Sites – illustrating the 
growing synergy between the two Conventions. 
She drew attention to the specific criteria for 
enhanced protection, which is a non-military 
use declaration by relevant authorities (such 
as the Minister of Defense), declaring that the 

She congratulated the increased ratification 
by Pacific island states of the other UNESCO 
Conventions in culture, notably, the World 
Heritage Convention and the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage Convention. She also acknowledged the 
active network of authorities responsible for the 
safeguarding of cultural heritage that had been 
created in the Pacific island states through the 
promotion and implementation of these Culture 
Conventions. In addition, she acknowledged 
that now is the right time for Pacific island 
states to approach the Hague Convention and 
its Protocols as global citizens and members 
of the international community. “Although the 
Hague Convention was adopted more than half 
a century ago, its goal of protecting cultural 
heritage and institutions during both peacetime 
and armed conflict is more important and 
relevant than ever, given the nature of armed 
conflict in today’s modern world,” said Takahashi. 

The Workshop sessions were facilitated by Adi 
Meretui Ratunabuabua, Director of the Fiji 
Museum, which hosts an interim Blue Shield 
Pasifika (BSP), and by Ms Elizabeth Edwards, 
Secretary of the interim BSP. 
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Palau
Mixed: Rock Islands Southern Lagoon (2012)

Papua New Guinea
Cultural: Kuk Early Agricultural Site (2008)

Solomon Islands
Natural: East Rennell (1998)

Vanuatu
Cultural: Chief Roi Mata’s Domain (2008)

Also in the Pacific:

France - New Caledonia
Natural: Lagoons of New Caledonia: Reef 
Diversity and Associated Ecosystems

UK – Pitcairn 
Natural: Henderson Islands (1988)

USA - Hawaii
Natural: Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (1987)

Mixed: Papahanaumokuakea (2010)

Table: World Heritage sites in Pacific SIDS and territories

Mr Peter Stone, Secretary-General of the Blue 
Shield, and the Chair for Cultural Property 
Protection and Peace at Newcastle University 
in the UK, then made a presentation on the 
institutional development and activities of 
the Blue Shield (Annex III). He informed the 
participants that the amendment to the articles 

property, as well as its immediate surroundings, 
are not and will not be used for military purposes 
or to shield military sites. 

The presentation also provide an explanation of 
the differences and similarities between the Hague 
Convention and the World Heritage Convention. 
One of the main differences between the two 
Conventions relates to the categories of cultural 
property protected under each Convention. The 
World Heritage Convention covers natural and 
cultural heritage sites, while the Hague Convention 
has an expansive definition including cultural 
heritage sites, museums, libraries and archives, 
containing both movable and immovable cultural 
heritage. The Hague Convention and its Protocols 
oblige States Parties to sanction, within their 
criminal jurisdictions, breaches of the Convention, 
as well as to prosecute and punish persons who 
breach or direct another to breach the Convention. 
By ratifying and implementing the World Heritage 
Convention and the Hague Convention and its 
Protocols, State Parties can provide a level of 
additional protection to their current and future 
World Heritage sites, given the comprehensive 
legal framework developed under the Hague 
Convention.

World Heritage Sites in Pacific 
SIDS and Territories

Fiji
Cultural: Levuka Historical Port Town (2013)

Kiribati
Natural: Phoenix Islands Protected Area (2010)

Marshall Islands
Cultural: Bikini Atoll Nuclear Test Site (2010)

Micronesia, Federated States of
Cultural: Nan Madol: Ceremonial Centre in 
Eastern Micronesia (2016)

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1386
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/887
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/854
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1280
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1115
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1115
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/487
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/409
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1326
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1399
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1325
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1339
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1503/
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1503/
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not adequately protect their cultural heritage, 
which placed such cultural heritage at risk of 
decline and destruction. Various delegates 
articulated that, currently, cultural heritage 
in the Pacific has suffered loss and damage 
from a variety of causes, including religious 
fundamentalism and natural disasters, which 
has threatened the future of the region’s cultural 
property. These delegates felt their current 
systems could be strengthened by covering more 
detailed, expansive areas of cultural heritage 
while offering protection in different situations 
(e.g., natural disaster situations), via adoption of 
comprehensive, integrated legislation on cultural 
heritage protection. In particular, they voiced 
concerns that, without more comprehensive 
protections, increasing natural disasters, due in 
part to climate change, would continue to put 
their cultural heritage at risk.

During a Q&A session after the presentations, 
some delegates asked whether the Hague 
Convention would be suitable as comprehensive 
cultural heritage protection legislation, given 
that their domestic laws were still developing 
and the future of their cultural heritage was 
in a precarious state. They also shared the 
challenges they faced in mustering political 
support to fully create and implement new and 
improved cultural heritage protection laws in 
their respective countries. Furthermore, they 
questioned why the Hague Convention did not 
explicitly cover natural disaster situations. They 
felt that concerns over armed conflict were not 
as grave in their countries, but concerns about 
natural disasters were. 

Many delegates further inquired whether it 
would be feasible to use the Hague Convention 
for cultural heritage protection in the event of 
and during natural disasters. They shared their 
interest in using the Hague Convention as a law 
that would cover various emergency situations 
(i.e., natural disasters and armed conflict) that 
affect cultural heritage. As such, they questioned 
whether it would be possible in the future that 
the Hague Convention or a newly-developed 
legal instrument could expressly and officially 
cover natural disasters. 

of Association of National Committees of the 
Blue Shield (ANCBS), executed in April 2016 
in the Netherlands, led to the establishment 
of the Blue Shield, bringing together the roles 
and responsibilities of both the International 
Committee of the Blue Shield (ICBS) and the 
ANCBS under the umbrella of the revised 
Association, which will continue under the name 
Blue Shield.

This was followed by the presentations of 
country reports by Vanuatu, Tonga, Samoa, PNG, 
Palau, Marshall Islands, Niue, FSM and Fiji (Annex 
IV). These presentations provided updated 
information on the key aspects of heritage 
preservation in each respective country, such 
as existing national laws and legislation, the 
implementation status of the World Heritage 
Convention, Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) 
measures put in place for cultural heritage 
and institutions, and the challenges faced 
in these areas. The predominant risks facing 
cultural property in the Pacific island states 
were addressed, including climate change, 
development pressures, and lack of national 
cultural heritage laws to protect cultural 
property. Some countries reported previous 
incidents of civil unrest, internal conflicts, and 
religious fundamentalism that affected their 
cultural property, expressing concern over 
current, and the possibility of future, internal 
armed conflicts.

During their presentations, numerous country 
delegates expressed concerns that their current 
national cultural heritage protection systems did 
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In response to this questioning, the indirect 
applicability of the Hague Convention to natural 
disasters was revealed. Furthermore, the interim 
BSP and the Blue Shield mentioned that both 
organizations had evolved to accept DRR for 
natural disasters as an integral part of their 
mandate. 

In a subsequent discussion session, delegates 
articulated that their respective countries would 
be more willing to ratify the Hague Convention 
if it covered natural disasters, not just armed 
conflict. The delegates again stressed that recent 
natural disasters have taken a severe toll on their 
countries, especially in the realm of sustainable 
development and sustainable tourism, and they 
expressed concerns that such natural disasters 
would only increase in frequency and intensity 
with climate change. Lastly, every delegate 
mentioned that funding for the protection of 
cultural heritage was a serious problem in their 
countries, including in emergency situations. 
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and its Protocols aim to achieve. In addition, 
Mr Porcelli discussed some of the benefits that 
ratification and implementation of the Hague 
Convention provides to State Parties. He stressed 
that the Hague Convention is not just a wartime 
convention but one designed to offer protection 
in times of peace. In addition, he emphasized that 
the Second Protocol to the Hague Convention 
also covers internal armed conflicts, not just 
armed conflicts of an international character. 
Lastly, he instructed on the use and purpose of 
the Model Law to the Hague Convention and its 
Protocols. 

At the following session, Ms Elizabeth Edwards, 
secretariat at the interim BSP, made a presentation 
on the overview of the activities and action plan 
of the interim BSP since its establishment at the 
Preparatory Meeting held in Suva in April 2016. The 
interim BSP, currently hosted at the Fiji Museum, is 
an un-incorporated network, bringing together 
the regional chapters that participated in the 
Preparatory Meeting: ICOMOS Pasifika, the Pacific 
Regional Branch of the International Council on 
Archives (PARBICA), the Pacific Island Association 
of Libraries, Archives and Museums (PIALA) and 
the Pacific Island Museums Association (PIMA). 
Since April 2016, the interim BSP actively engaged 
in a range of activities within the framework 
of the Action Plan for DRR for cultural heritage 
and institutions in Pacific SIDS (2016-2022), 
which consists of actions under 4 priorities: (i) 

Day 2
On the 2nd day at session 3, Ronald Porcelli, 
Law Fellow at the UNESCO Office for the Pacific 
States, made a presentation on the Hague 
Convention and international law (Annex II). 
After introducing the basics of international law, 
he underlined the preventive actions for cultural 
property protection that the Hague Convention 
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improve this situation, the presentation provided 
a summary of the benefits and obligations 
of Parties to the Hague Convention and its 
Protocols. The delegates then discussed the 
possibility of joining the Hague Convention and 
its Protocols at country level. The presentation 
was followed by a question and answer session. 
Mr Opeta Alfeo, Director of the National Archives 
of Fiji and member of the interim BSP, pointed 
to the advantage of utilizing international treaty 
and development frameworks such as the 
Hague Convention as well as the SDGs to build a 
new system of “Information for All” and integrate 
the cultural agenda in the national development 
plan in Fiji and the other Pacific island states. 

In the afternoon of the second day, the 
participants undertook a field visit to the National 
Archives of Fiji, the Library of the University of 
the South Pacific (USP), and the Grand Pacific 
Hotel in Suva.

Day 3
The 3rd day began with the presentation of Lt. 
Col Maika Baleinaloto, a representative of the 
Fiji Police Service. He expressed his appreciation 
for the Workshop that he found relevant to the 
work of the Fiji Police Service. He emphasized 
the importance of inter-agency cooperation 

Understanding disaster risks, (ii) Strengthening 
disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk, (iii) 
Investing in DRR for resilience, and (iv) Enhancing 
disaster preparedness for effective response and 
to Build Back Better in recovery, rehabilitation and 
reconstruction. The activities thus far carried out by 
the interim BSP include awareness raising through 
social media, exhibitions, and participation in the 
Pacific Platform for Disaster Risk Management held 
in Suva in October 2016. Responding to Ms Edwards’ 
presentation, Mr Peter Stone commented on how 
the Blue Shield’s policy could relate to regional/
national strategy, on the importance of cultural 
heritage as an anchor for post-disaster community 
development, on the importance of cultural 
awareness training for police and the military, 
and on the possible cooperation for developing 
resource materials on DRR of heritage institutions. 
He also noted that the General Assembly of the 
Blue Shield will be hosted in Austria in autumn in 
2017 and extended his invitation to the interim 
BSP.

In session 5, Ms Takahashi made a presentation 
on Preparing Policy Briefings and Instruments 
for Ratification. As background, she explained 
that twelve out of fourteen of the Pacific island 
states ratified the World Heritage Convention 
(85% ratification rate) and eleven countries 
ratified the ICH Convention (79% ratification 
rate), while zero out of fourteen have ratified the 
Hague Convention and its Protocols. In order to 
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for cultural property protection, and indicated 
the possibility of concluding MoU between 
the Fiji Police Service and relevant cultural 
organizations in order to develop standard 
operation procedures to enhance the protection 
of cultural property in times of emergency.

Then, the Workshop participants developed 
action plans towards joining the Hague 
Convention and its Protocols. The presentation 
of these action plans showed that the different 
countries had different procedures and scenarios 
in terms of ratification. Discussions then followed 
the presentations. Given that the Pacific region is 
not heavily affected by armed conflict, questions 
arose as to the applicability of the Hague 
Convention and its Protocols to the Pacific region. 
Mr Porcelli explained that although international 
wars are not predominant in the Pacific region, 
they are widespread around the world and 
thus may impact the Pacific region. He then 
clarified that the Hague Convention occupies 
the critical realm of international law known as 
international humanitarian law (i.e., the laws of 
war). Just as there are laws on the protection 
of civilians during armed conflicts, the Hague 
Convention is a law regarding the protection 
of cultural property in the event of and during 
armed conflict. Nations around the world have 
both an international moral responsibility and 
duty as participants in the global legal system to 
contribute to the legal regime of the Convention 
to increase its success and further its universal 
spirit. In addition, some Pacific island states 
commit a certain number of assistance troops to 
UN Peace Keeping Operations around the world. 

These Pacific island states have a responsibility 
to ensure that their troops respect and protect 
cultural property in the event of armed conflicts, 
and during such conflicts, which can be best 
achieved through the official and legal means 
of ratifying and implementing the Hague 
Convention. In developing action plans, some 
participants requested that UNESCO assist 
countries by preparing an information paper, 
for the purpose of briefing relevant Ministers, 
cabinet bodies, parliamentarians, and congress. 
Requests were also made to the Blue Shield to 
help with awareness raising activities among the 
stakeholder agencies in the Pacific region and 
with the formal establishment of BSP. 
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Action Plan towards joining the Hague Convention and its Protocols

Melanesian Group

Timeframe Actions Stakeholders Resources, partners, 
assistance needed

December 
2016

Reporting on the Pacific Workshop on 
the Hague Convention and its Protocols 
to culture heads and those involved in 
the culture programme at national level.

Culture offices, manager of 
cultural institutions, traditional 
leaders, national planning office.

NA

2017

Development and publication of 
promotional materials, e.g. Toolkit, 
brochures, leaflets on the Hague 
Convention and its Protocols for 
distribution at national level.

Awareness raising of target/focus 
group of stakeholders prior to national 
consultation.

Inventorying and GIS mapping of cultural 
assets and repositories in each country.

Incorporate the cultural property 
protection in the event of armed 
conflicts into policy/army operational 
guidelines and procedures manuals. This 
involves the establishment and inclusion 
of cultural heritage assets list in the 
guidelines/manuals.

Review of national legislation to identify 
gaps and provide way forward for an 
inclusive law relevant to the safeguarding 
of cultural heritage/property, assets and 
repositories.

Cultural institutions, libraries, 
archives, repositories, law 
enforcement agencies, legal 
office.

National budget.
Financial and technical 
assistance needed from 
UNESCO, BSP and other 
development partners.

2018

National consultation and lobbying for 
decision makers through preparation 
of an information paper to Minister 
concerned, Cabinet and Standing 
Committee of the Parliament.

Government authorities 
including defence, police, 
customs, fire, national strategic 
planning office, legislators, 
NGOs.

National budget and 
financial assistance 
from UNESCO as well as 
development partners.
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Micronesia Group

Timeframe Actions Stakeholders Resources, partners, 
assistance needed

December 
2016

Briefing of Minister of the Pacific 
Workshop on the Hague Convention and 
its Protocols.

Ministries in charge of culture. NA

2017

Meeting with key agencies of the 
Executive Branch.

Meeting with key semi-governmental 
agencies and local state governments

Ministry of culture, Ministry 
of Justice, Attorney General, 
President Office, Council of 
Traditional Chiefs, Governor’s 
Association.

Technical and financial 
assistance from UNESCO.

2018

National consultation to introduce the 
Hague Convention and its Protocols to 
gain community support.

Develop a resolution in consultation with 
Attorney general Office and introduce it 
to Legislative Branch.

NGOs, community villages.

Office of the President, 
Ministry in charge of culture, 
Senate and Senate Legal 
Council.

National budget.

Polynesia Group

Timeframe Actions Stakeholders Resources, partners, 
assistance needed

December 
2016

Preparing report of the Pacific Workshop 
on the Hague Convention and its 
Protocols with recommendations and 
submit it to the Minister and Cabinet.

Minister, Cabinet. NA

2017 Advocacy works and workshops with key 
stakeholders for awareness raising.

Attorney General, law 
enforcement agencies.

Technical assistance from 
UNESCO.

2018

Community/national consultations.

Submission of a report outlining socio-
economic benefits and implication of 
ratification with recommendations to 
Cabinet/Parliament for endorsement.

Traditional leaders, line 
Ministries concerned.

National budget and 
financial assistance 
from UNESCO and other 
development partners.

The Workshop concluded in agreeing to ensure proper follow up at the country level and use the 
Pacific World Heritage Workshop planned to be hosted in Palau in September 2017 as the opportunity 
to share information on the progress of Hague Convention related matters.



I would especially like to welcome and 
congratulate the Conveners of the workshop 
Dr Akatsuki Takahashi program Specialist for 
Culture from the UNESCO Office for the Pacific 
States and her legal team joining us from Apia 
Samoa, thanks to the partnership with the 
secretariat of Blue Shield Pasifika which is newly 
established at the Fiji National Archives in April 
this year with secretariat housed under the Fiji 
Museum. 

A very warm welcome to Mr Peter Stone 
representative of Blue Shield International, 
Who is also the Chair for Cultural Property 
Protection and Peace at Newcastle University, 
UK. Congratulations on your esteemed position. 
Thank you for joining us accompanied by 
Mrs Stone all the way from the UK. The Pacific 
delegates looks forward to learning more from 
you as you share your knowledge and expertise 
regarding the UNESCO Convention for the 
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of 
Armed Conflicts and its First Protocol which were 
adopted in 1954 in The Hague, Netherlands, 
particularly after world war two catastrophes 
and destruction. It will be interesting to see how 
the convention relates to us in the Pacific and its 
relevancy to the Pacific scenarios.

I understand we have representation from the 
Pacific States Government official representatives 
from Heritage institutions from Papua New 
Guinea, Niue, Samoa, Tonga, Republic of the 
Marshal Islands, Vanuatu, Palau, Federated 
States of Micronesia and Fiji. And observers from 
the SPC Cultural division Dr Elise Huffer, ICOMOS 
Pasifika, PARBICA (for the archives), USP for the 

Opening remarks 
Amani Cirikisuva 
Secretary-General 
Fiji National Commission for UNESCO

Distinguished representatives,
Ladies and Gentlemen

Ni sa bula vinaka. I wish to extend to you a very 
warm welcome as the Secretary General for the 
UNESCO Fiji National Commission under the 
Ministry for Education, Heritage and Arts. 

Thank you for attending this first ever inaugural 
workshop to be held in the Pacific on the 
Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflicts and its 
two protocols.

I am pleased to see that you have arrived safely 
in Suva, Fiji at an auspicious time in our history 
as we approach a period of the once in a life 
time super moon when the moon is at its closest 
position to the earth in all time. For those of you 
who are not from the Pacific I am sure you will be 
experiencing the heat, high humidity and rise of 
temperatures and weather pattern changes as we 
in the Pacific prepare for our cyclone season and 
disaster risk preparedness for natural disasters. 
At this workshop you will be exposed to disaster 
risk preparedness but will learn more about the 
Hague Convention and what to do in the event 
in armed conflicts and its two protocols.

Annex I: Opening 
Remarks
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Opening Remarks 
Akatsuki Takahashi 
Programme Specialist for Culture 
UNESCO Office for the Pacific States

Distinguished participants and guests

It is my pleasure to join you this morning in 
the opening of the Pacific Workshop on the 
Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflicts and its 
Two Protocols. On behalf of the UNESCO Office 
for the Pacific States, I would like to express my 
sincere gratitude to the Fijian authorities, in 
particular, the Fiji Museum under the Ministry 
of Education, Heritage and Arts for assisting 
UNESCO in holding this important Workshop. 
I would also like to extend my welcome to the 
delegates and observers who have accepted our 
invitation to attend this Workshop.

UNESCO is one of the Specialized Agencies 
of the UN. The main objective of UNESCO is to 
contribute to peace and security in the world by 
promoting collaboration among nations through 
education, science, culture and communication. 
To fulfill its mandate, UNESCO performs standard-
setting actions for the preparation and adoption 
of international instruments. 

UNESCO Convention for the Protection of 
Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflicts 
and its First Protocol were adopted in 1954 
in the Hague, Netherlands, as a consequence 
of the massive destruction of the cultural 
heritage and historic towns during World War 
II. They were later complemented by the 2nd 
Protocol adopted in 1999. In nutshell, the Hague 
Convention and its Protocols aim to protect 
cultural property during both peacetime and 
conflicts. Within the framework of the Hague 
Convention, “cultural property” is broadly 
defined so as to include movable or immovable 
property such as monuments of architecture, 
art or history, art works, archaeological sites, 
manuscripts, books and scientific collections, as 

libraries and Library services Fiji. Pacific Island 
Museums Association, the Fiji Red Cross together 
with Representatives from the Fiji Military and 
Police forces who have strong representation in 
areas of conflict in the middle east through the 
UN peace keeping services. 

The three day workshop that will be held here at 
the Southern Cross Hotel, Suva will provide an 
opportunity for government officials who are in 
charge of the UNESCO Conventions in culture and 
disaster risk reduction of cultural heritage sites/
cities and institutions such as museums, libraries 
and archives in the Pacific member states to learn 
the principles and International cooperation 
mechanisms of the Hague Convention and its 
Protocols through presentation of UNESCO and 
those regional and international representatives 
of Blue Shield. 

Parties who sign up to the convention have the 
obligation to respect cultural property and to 
avoid causing damage to that property within 
the context of military operations. The sharing 
and compilation of case studies from the Pacific 
stories would be a good way to raise awareness 
with a comprehensive communications strategy 
will be key to ensuring wider engagement and 
understanding of the implementation of the 
Convention. 

I wish you all the best in sharing your experiences 
and learning of the benefits and implications of 
ratifying the Convention. While also developing 
national and regional plans together during 
this workshop with a view to strengthening the 
protection of cultural heritage and institutions 
in the Pacific towards UNESCO’s universal goal 
for the promotion of World Peace.

Vinaka vakalevu thank you very much and enjoy 
your workshop and safe travels home at the 
conclusion of the three day workshop.
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well as the institutions that house them. 

Although the Hague Convention was adopted 
more than half a century ago, its goal of protecting 
cultural heritage, during both peacetime and 
armed conflict, is more important and relevant 
than ever, given the nature of armed conflict in 
today’s modern world.

This has been reaffirmed by the recent Report 
of the Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural 
rights, Karima Bennoune. The Report contains 
substantial reference to the Hague Convention 
and its Protocols, advocating a human rights 
approach to cultural heritage protection in 
armed conflict. At the same time, the Special 
Rapporteur notes with concern that many 
States have not adhered to these standards, in 
particular the 2nd Protocol.

Ladies and gentlemen,

Over the years, Pacific island states have actively 
engaged in the heritage safeguarding. Notable 
in this regard are the increased ratification 
by Pacific island states of the World Heritage 
Convention and the Intangible Cultural Heritage 
Convention. Through these efforts, we have now 
a strong and active network of government 
officials in charge of cultural heritage, who 
are here today! Building on this, I can say that 
now it is the right moment for Pacific island 
states to approach the Hague Convention and 
its Protocols with a view to joining these legal 
instruments as a global citizen and the members 
of the international community.

Cultural heritage provides us with a sense 
of identity and belongings, thus promoting 
respect for cultural diversity which is, in itself, 
the heritage of humanity. Cultural institutions 
such as museums, libraries and archives, are the 
important base for collection, preservation and 
transmission of memory and knowledge for all.

In this regards, I would like to underline the fact 
that the Hague Convention and its two Protocols 
go beyond the heritage safeguarding and aim to 
protect the human rights and dignity. The Hague 
Convention also contribute to the achievement 

of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (2015-
2030) on the subjects of education, cultural 
diversity and sustainable city and community.

Finally, I would like to extend my warm welcome 
to Dr Peter Stone from the UK. Dr Stone has 
an extensive experience in archaeology and 
international cultural cooperation and currently 
serves as the Secretary General of the Blue Shield 
International. I am confident that the Workshop 
will benefit from Dr Stone, who will allow us to 
connect to the international network of like-
minded experts and groups engaged in the 
protection of cultural heritage at peacetime and 
during conflicts.

Before concluding, I would like to acknowledge 
the excellent work done by the Secretariat of 
the Workshop, notably, the Fiji Museum and 
Blue Shield Pasifika. Without your dedicated 
assistance, we were not here today. 

Once again, thanks for joining this first-ever 
Workshop on the Hague Convention in the 
Pacific. I look forward to working with you.

Thanks for your attention 



Akatsuki Takahashi

Annex II: UNESCO 
Presentation
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conflict. This topic is extremely important, given 
that the Convention is often incorrectly viewed 
as   just a wartime convention, creating confusion 
for those who believe that a wartime convention 
has little role to play in a region where wars are 
not particularly common. The topic of how the 
Convention is not merely a wartime convention 
but one applicable to times of peace is addressed 
by: (1) exploring the language of the Convention 
and its Protocols, which clearly expresses the 
Convention’s applicability to times of peace, and 
(2) exploring the meaning of the phrase “in the 
event of armed conflict.”     

1) Exploring the Language of the Convention 
and its Protocols

Based on the language of the Convention and its 
Protocols, the Convention is designed to operate 
in times of peace, not only times of armed 
conflict. The following are excerpts from the 
actual text of the Convention and its Protocols, 
with emphasis added, demonstrating that the 
Convention is applicable in times of peace:

• The Preamble to the 1954 Hague 
Convention: “such protection cannot be 
effective unless both national and international 
measures have been taken to organize it in 
time of peace.”

• Article 3 of the 1954 Hague Convention: 
“The High Contracting Parties undertake to 
prepare in time of peace for the safeguarding 
of cultural property situated within their 
territory against the foreseeable effects of an 
armed conflict, by taking such measures as 
they consider appropriate.” 

• Article 7 of the 1954 Hague Convention: 
“The High Contracting Parties undertake to 
introduce in time of peace into their military 
regulations or instructions such provisions 
as may ensure observance of the present 
Convention.”

• Article 7 of the 1954 Hague Convention: “The 
High Contracting Parties undertake to plan or 
establish  in peace-time, within their armed 
forces, services or specialist personnel whose 

The Role of the 1954 
Hague Convention for 
the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of 
Armed Conflict and its Two 
Protocols in the Pacific 

Ronald Porcelli 
Legal Assistant 
UNESCO Office for the Pacific States

I) Introduction
Often times, given that the Pacific Region is not 
heavily afflicted by armed conflict, questions 
arise as to the applicability of the 1954 Hague 
Convention for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict to the 
Pacific Region. The following text demonstrates 
how the 1954 Hague Convention for the 
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of 
Armed Conflict (hereinafter “the Convention”) 
and its two Protocols have an important role to 
play in the Pacific Region.        

II) The History and Purpose of the 
Convention
The Convention is an international law, 
developed in the wake of WWII. Given the 
massive, costly destruction of priceless cultural 
property, the international community agreed 
to enshrine the protection of cultural property, 
a broad definition that includes movable and 
immovable cultural heritage (e.g., museums, 
archives, libraries, monuments, heritage sites, 
and paintings), during times of peace and armed 
conflict in a legal document of international 
scope. 

III) The Convention’s Purpose in Times of 
Peace
This section addresses how the Convention 
applies in times of peace, not just times of armed 
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property, they would likely find it was too late, 
which is reflected in the preamble language 
of the Convention. Ultimately, the preparatory 
protection of cultural property in times of peace 
ensures that nations are not left remedying their 
deficiencies during the challenging periods of 
armed conflict.

Therefore, even without a high level of armed 
conflict in the Pacific Region at present, Pacific 
States still have a duty to protect their cultural 
property if an armed conflict should ever arise 
in the region. Thus, the Convention has a major 
role to play in the Pacific Region.

III) The Convention’s Utility as National 
Heritage Legislation
The fact that the Convention is applicable in times 
of peace and that it provides a comprehensive 
legal framework for the protection of cultural 
property is of particular importance to the Pacific 
States, given that many of the Pacific States 
generally have underdeveloped legislation on 
the protection of cultural property, whether 
in times of peace or in times of armed conflict. 
The Convention can assist in remedying this 
deficiency because it is legislation which: (1) 
covers a broad variety of cultural heritage, 
including movable and immovable cultural 
property; (2) it functions during times of peace 
and in the very difficult situation of armed 
conflict; (3) the Convention and its Protocols 
contain a wide-ranging framework of offences 
and penalties for the destruction of cultural 
property, which means the Convention’s 
language not only provides for the respect and 
safeguarding of cultural property but also for an 
updated penal code that reflects the gravity of 
the destruction of cultural property, something 
not often present in national cultural heritage 
legislation; and (4) the Convention has a model 
law, which provides an example of how the 
Convention can be implemented as national 
heritage legislation.    Therefore, given the lack of 
developed, centralized cultural property law, the 
Convention has a place to occupy in the Pacific 
because it assists in ameliorating this gap.

purpose will be to secure respect for cultural 
property and to co-operate with the civilian 
authorities responsible for safeguarding it.”

• Article 8 of the 1954 Hague Convention: 
“such diversion shall be prepared  in time of 
peace.”

• Article 25 of the 1954 Hague Convention: 
“The High Contracting Parties undertake,  in 
time of peace as in time of armed conflict, to 
disseminate the text of the present Convention 
and the Regulations for its execution as widely 
as possible in their respective countries.”

• Article 5 of the Second Protocol to the 1954 
Hague Convention: “Preparatory measures 
taken  in time of peace  for the safeguarding 
of cultural property against the foreseeable 
effects of an armed conflict pursuant to 
Article 3 of the Convention shall include, as 
appropriate, the preparation of inventories, 
the planning of emergency measures for 
protection against fire or structural collapse, 
the preparation for the removal of movable 
cultural property or the provision for 
adequate in situ protection of such property, 
and the designation of competent authorities 
responsible for the safeguarding of cultural 
property.”

2) Exploring the Meaning of the Phrase “in the 
Event of Armed Conflict.”

To further illustrate that the Convention is not 
just a wartime convention but one designed to 
operate in times of peace, the language of the 
Convention’s title will be analyzed. The language 
of the Convention’s title is: “in the Event of Armed 
Conflict.” This phrasing is often misunderstood as 
during armed conflict. However, this is incorrect. 
The phrasing is more accurately expressed as 
the preparatory protection of cultural property 
in case an armed conflict should actually arise.

Moreover, the reality is that to protect cultural 
property successfully in times of armed conflict 
the cultural property must first be protected 
in times of peace. If nations were to wait until 
armed conflict to begin protecting their cultural 
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spirit. Thus, given its prominence in the world 
and the duty of Pacific States as participants in 
the international legal system, the Convention 
has a vital place to occupy in the Pacific. 

VI) The Convention’s Relevance to UN 
Peacekeeping Forces
Lastly, though international wars may not be 
so widespread in the Pacific Region, the reality 
is that many Pacific States commit a certain 
number of assistance troops to UN Peace 
Keeping Operations around the world. By 
entering into the Convention, an international 
agreement, these States are not only agreeing to 
protect their cultural property in their respective 
territory, but they also agree to act in compliance 
with international humanitarian laws. The Pacific 
States have a responsibility to ensure that their 
troops respect and safeguard cultural property 
in the event of armed conflicts, which can best 
be done in an official, legal manner by ratifying 
and implementing the Convention.

IV) The Convention’s Applicability to 
Internal Armed Conflicts
Armed conflict covers a variety of different 
conflict situations, not just war. Armed conflict 
situations, under the second Protocol, include 
internal armed conflicts in a nation (“Article 
22 on armed conflicts not of an international 
character: This Protocol shall apply in the event 
of an armed conflict not of an international 
character, occurring within the territory of 
one of the Parties.”). As such, this means the 
Convention has a broader application than 
just times of international war. Various Pacific 
States have in the past experienced internal 
armed conflicts with the lingering possibility 
of experiencing them in the future. This means 
that the Pacific States would be well served by 
ratifying and implementing the Convention 
in order to safeguard their cultural property in 
times of internal armed conflict.

V) The Conventions Place in the System 
of International Humanitarian Law
Though international wars are not so 
predominant in the Pacific region, international 
wars are widespread around the world. Given 
that the treaty is at its basic level an international 
agreement made up of High Contracting Parties 
(i.e., States), the success of this international 
agreement depends on the number of High 
Contracting Parties that agree to abide by 
this agreement and commit to enforcing it. 
Furthermore, the Convention occupies the 
critical realm of international law known as 
international humanitarian law (i.e., the laws of 
war). Just as there are laws on the protection of 
civilians during armed conflicts, the Convention 
is a law regarding the protection of cultural 
property in the event of and during armed 
conflict. Nations around the world have both 
an international moral responsibility and duty 
as participants in the global legal system to 
contribute to the legal regime of the Convention 
to increase its success and further its universal 
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Tonga
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Vanuatu



Chapter I: General Provisions 
regarding Protection

Article 1 – Defenition of Cultural Property
For the purposes of the present Convention, 
the term “cultural property” shall cover, 
irrespective of origin or ownership: (a) movable 
or immovable property of great importance 
to the cultural heritage of every people, such 
as monuments of architecture, art or history, 
whether religious or secular; archaeological 
sites; groups of buildings which, as a whole, 
are of historical or artistic interest; works of art; 
manuscripts, books and other objects of artistic, 
historical or archaeological interest; as well as 
scientific collections and important collections 
of books or archives or of reproductions of the 
property defined above; (b) buildings whose 
main and effective purpose is to preserve or 
exhibit the movable cultural property defined 
in sub-paragraph(a) such as museums, large 
libraries and depositories of archives, and 
refuges intended to shelter, in the event of armed 
conflict, the movable cultural property defined 
in sub-paragraph (a); (c) centres containing a 
large amount of cultural property as defined 
in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), to be known as 
“centres containing monuments”.

Article 2 – Protection of Cultural Property
For the purpose of the present Convention, the 
protection of cultural property shall comprise the 
safeguarding of and respect for such property.

Convention for the 
Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of 
Armed Conflict

The Hague, 14 May 1954 
The High Contracting Parties, 
Recognizing that cultural property has suffered 
grave damage during recent armed conflicts 
and that, by reason of the developments in the 
technique of warfare, it is in increasing danger of 
destruction;

Being convinced that damage to cultural property 
belonging to any people whatsoever means 
damage to cultural heritage of all mankind, 
since each people makes its contribution to the 
culture of the world;

Considering that the preservation of the cultural 
heritage is of great importance for all peoples 
of the world and that it is important that this 
heritage should receive international protection;

Guided by the principles concerning the 
protection of cultural property during armed 
conflict, as established in the Conventions 
of the Hague of 1899 and of 1907 and in the 
Washington Pact of 15 April, 1935;

Being of the opinion that such protection 
cannot be effective unless both national and 
international measures have been taken to 
organise it in time of peace;

Being determined to take all possible steps to 
protect cultural property;

Have agreed upon the following provisions:

Annex V: Text of the 
Conventions, 1st and 
2nd Protocols
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Article 5 – Occupation
1  Any High Contracting Party in occupation of 

the whole or part of the territory of another 
High Contracting Party shall as far as possible 
support the competent national authorities 
of the occupied country in safeguarding and 
preserving its cultural property.

2  Should it prove necessary to take measures 
to preserve cultural property situated in 
occupied territory and damaged by military 
operations, and should the competent 
national authorities be unable to take such 
measures, the Occupying Power shall, as far 
as possible, and in close-cooperation with 
such authorities, take the most necessary 
measures of preservation.

3  Any High Contracting Party whose 
government is considered their legitimate 
government by members of a resistance 
movement, shall, if possible, draw their 
attention to the obligation to comply with 
those provisions of the Convention dealing 
with respect for cultural property.

Article 6 – Distinctive Marking of Cultural 
Property
In accordance with the provisions of Article 16, 
cultural property may bear a distinctive emblem 
so as to facilitate its recognition.

Article 7 – Military Measures
1  The High Contracting Parties undertake to 

introduce in time of peace into their military 
regulations or instructions such provisions 
as may ensure observance of the present 
Convention, and to foster in the members of 
their armed forces a spirit of respect for the 
culture and cultural property of all peoples.

2   The High Contracting Parties undertake to 
plan or establish in peace-time, with their 
armed forces, services or specialist personnel 
whose purpose will be to secure respect 
for cultural property and to cooperation 
with the civilian authorities responsible for 
safeguarding it.

Article 3 – Safeguarding of Cultural 
Property
The High Contracting Parties undertake to pr, 
directed against such property.epare in time of 
peace for the safeguarding of cultural property 
situated within their own territory against the 
foreseeable effects of an armed conflict, by taking 
such measures as they consider appropriate.

Article 4 – Respect For Cultural Property
1  The High Contracting Parties undertake to 

respect cultural property situated within 
their own territory as well as within the 
territory of other High Contracting Parties 
by refraining from any use of the property 
and its immediate surroundings or of the 
appliances in use for its protection for 
purposes which are likely to expose it to 
destruction or damage in the event of 
armed conflict; and by refraining from any 
act of hostility.

2  The obligations mentioned in paragraph 1 
of the present Article may be waived only in 
cases where military necessity imperatively 
requires such a waiver.

3  The High Contracting Parties further 
undertake to prohibit, prevent and, if 
necessary, put a stop to any form of 
theft, pillage or misappropriation of, and 
any acts of vandalism directed against, 
cultural property. They shall refrain from 
requisitioning movable cultural property 
situated in the territory of another High 
Contracting Party.

4  They shall refrain from any act directed by 
way of reprisals against cultural property.

5  No High Contracting Party may evade the 
obligations incumbent upon it under the 
present Article, in respect of another High 
Contracting Party, by reason of the fact that 
the latter has not applied the measures of 
safeguard referred to in article 3.
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it may nevertheless be placed under special 
protection if the High Contracting Party 
asking for that protection undertakes, in the 
event of armed conflict, to make no use of 
the objective and particularly, in the case 
of a port, railway station or aerodrome, to 
divert all traffic therefrom. In that event, 
such diversion shall be prepared in time of 
peace.

6  Special protection is granted to cultural 
property by its entry in the “International 
Register of Cultural Property under Special 
Protection”. This entry shall only be made, 
in accordance with the provisions of 
the present Convention and under the 
conditions provided for the Regulations for 
the execution of the Convention.

Article 9 – Immunity of Cultural Property 
Under Special Protection
The High Contracting Parties undertake to 
ensure the immunity of cultural property under 
special protection by refraining, from the time of 
entry in the International Register, from any act 
of hostility directed against such property and, 
except for the cases provided for in paragraph 5 
of Article 8, from any use of such property or its 
surroundings for military purposes.

Article 10 – Identification and Control
During an armed conflict, cultural property 
under special protection shall be marked with 
the distinctive emblem described in article 16, 
and shall be open to international control as 
provided for in the Regulations for the execution 
of the Convention.

Article 11 – Withdrawal of Immunity
1  If one of the High Contracting Parties commits, 

in respect of any item of cultural property 
under special protection, a violation of the 
obligations under Article 9, the opposing 
Party shall, so long as this violation persists, 
be released from the obligation to ensure 
the immunity of the property concerned. 

Chapter II: Special Protection

Article 8 – Granting of Special Protection
1  There may be placed under special 

protection a limited number of refuges 
intended to shelter movable cultural 
property in the event of armed conflict, of 
centres containing monuments and other 
immovable cultural property of very great 
importance, provided that they: (a) are 
situated at an adequate distance from any 
large industrial centre or from any important 
military objective constituting a vulnerable 
point, such as, for example, an aerodrome, 
broadcasting station, establishment 
engaged upon work of national defense, a 
port or railway station of relative importance 
or a main line of communication; (b) are not 
used for military purposes.

2  A refuge for movable cultural property may 
also be placed under special protection, 
whatever its location, if it is so constructed 
that, in all probability, it will not be damaged 
by bombs.

3  A centre containing monuments shall be 
deemed to be used for military purposes 
whenever it is used for the movement of 
military personnel or material, even in transit. 
The same shall apply whatever activities 
directly connected with military operations, 
the stationing of military personnel, or the 
production of war material are carried on 
within the center.

4  The guarding of cultural property 
mentioned in paragraph 1 above by armed 
custodians specially empowered to do 
so, or the presence, in the vicinity of such 
cultural property, of policy forces normally 
responsible for the maintenance of public 
order shall not be deemed to be used for 
military purposes.

5  If any cultural property mentioned in 
paragraph 1 of the present Article is 
situated near an important military 
objective as defined in the said paragraph, 
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Article 13 – Transport In Urgent Cases
1  If a High Contracting Party considers that 

the safety of certain cultural property 
requires its transfer and that the matter is of 
such urgency that the procedures laid down 
in Article 12 cannot be followed, especially 
at the beginning of an armed conflict, 
the transport may display the distinctive 
emblem described in Article 16, provided 
that an application for immunity referred 
to in Article 12 has not already been made 
and refused. As far as possible, notification 
of transfer should be made to the opposing 
Parties. Nevertheless, transport covering 
cultural property to the territory of another 
country may not display the distinctive 
emblem unless immunity has been expressly 
granted to it.

2  The High Contracting Parties shall take, so 
far as possible, the necessary precautions to 
avoid acts of hostility directed against the 
transport described in paragraph 1 of the 
present Article and displaying the distinctive 
emblem.

Article 14 – Immunity From Seizure, 
Capture and Prize
1  Immunity from seizure, placing in prize, 

or capture shall be granted to: (a) cultural 
property enjoying the protection provided 
for in Article 12 or that provided for in Article 
13; (b) the means of transport exclusively 
engaged in the transfer of such cultural 
property.

2  Nothing in the present Article shall limit the 
right of visit and search.

Chapter IV: Personnel

Article 15 – Personnel
As far as it is consistent with the interests of 
security, personnel engaged in the protection 
of cultural property shall, in the interests of such 
property, be respected and, if they fall into the 
hands of the opposing Party, shall be allowed to 

Nevertheless, whenever possible, the latter 
Party shall first request the cessation of such 
violation within a reasonable time.

2  Apart from the case provided for in 
paragraph 1 of the present Article, 
immunity shall be withdrawn from cultural 
property under special protection only in 
exceptional cases of unavoidable military 
necessity, and only for such time as that 
necessity continues. Such necessity can be 
established only by the officer commanding 
a force the equivalent of a division in size 
or larger. Whenever circumstances permit, 
the opposing Party shall be notified, a 
reasonable time in advance, of the decision 
to withdraw immunity.

3  The Party withdrawing immunity shall, 
as soon as possible, so inform the 
Commissioner-General for cultural property 
provided for in the Regulations for the 
execution of the Convention, in writing, 
stating the reasons.

Chapter III: Transport of Cultural 
Property

Article 12 – Tranasport Under Special 
Protection
1  Transport exclusively engaged in the 

transfer of cultural property, whether 
within a territory or to another territory, 
may, at the request of the High Contracting 
Party concerned, take place under special 
protection in accordance with the conditions 
specified in the Regulations for the execution 
of the Convention.

2  Transport under special protection shall take 
place under the international supervision 
provided for in the aforesaid Regulations 
and shall display the distinctive emblem 
described in Article 16.

3  The High Contracting Parties shall refrain 
from any act of hostility directed against 
transport under special protection.
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than those mentioned in the preceding 
paragraphs of the present Article, and the 
use for any purpose whatever of a sign 
resembling the distinctive emblem, shall be 
forbidden.

4  The distinctive emblem may not be placed 
on any immovable cultural property unless 
at the same time there is displayed an 
authorization duly dated and signed by the 
competent authority of the High Contracting 
Party.

Chapter VI: Scope of Application 
of the Convention

Article 18 - Application of the 
Convention
1  Apart from the provisions which shall 

take effect in time of peace, the present 
Convention shall apply in the event of 
declared war or of any other armed conflict 
which may arise between two or more of the 
High Contracting Parties, even if the state 
of war is not recognized by, one or more of 
them.

2  The Convention shall also apply to all cases 
of partial or total occupation of the territory 
of a High Contracting Party, even if the said 
occupation meets with no armed resistance.

3  If one of the Powers in conflict is not a Party 
to the present Convention, the Powers 
which are parties thereto shall nevertheless 
remain bound by it in their mutual relations. 
They shall furthermore be bound by the 
Convention, in relation to the said Power, 
if the latter has declared that it accepts the 
provisions thereof and so long as it applies 
them.

Article 19 – Conflicts Not of an 
International Character
1  In the event of an armed conflict not of an 

international character occurring within 
the territory of one of the High Contracting 

continue to carry out their duties whenever the 
cultural property for which they are responsible 
has also fallen into the hands of the opposing 
Party.

Chapter V: The Distinctive 
Emblem

Article 16 – Emblem of the Convention
1  The distinctive emblem of the Convention 

shall take the form of a shield, pointed below, 
persaltire blue and white (a shield consisting 
of a royal-blue square, one of the angles of 
which forms the point of the shield, and of 
a royal-blue triangle above the square, the 
space on either side being taken up by a 
white triangle).

2  The emblem shall be used alone, or repeated 
three times in a triangular formation (one 
shield below), under the conditions provided 
for in Article 17.

Article 17 – Use of the Emblem
1  The distinctive emblem repeated three 

times may be used only as a means of 
identification of: (a)immovable cultural 
property under special protection; (b) the 
transport of cultural property under the 
conditions provided for in Articles 12 and 13; 
(c) improvised refuges, under the conditions 
provided for in the Regulations for the 
execution of the Convention.

2  The distinctive emblem may be used 
alone only as a means of identification 
of: (a) cultural property not under special 
protection; (b) the persons responsible for 
the duties of control in accordance with 
the Regulations for the execution of the 
Convention; (c) the personnel engaged in 
the protection of cultural property; (d) the 
identity cards mentioned in the Regulations 
for the execution of the Convention.

3  During an armed conflict, the use of the 
distinctive emblem in any other cases 
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Party, of the Director-General of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation, or on its own initiative, propose 
to the Parties to the conflict a meeting of 
their representatives, and in particular of the 
authorities responsible for the protection of 
cultural property, if considered appropriate 
on suitably chosen neutral territory The 
Parties to the conflict shall be bound to give 
effect to the proposals for meeting made to 
them. The Protecting Powers shall propose 
for approval by the Parties to the conflict a 
person belonging to a neutral Power or a 
person presented by the Director-General 
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation, which person 
shall be invited to take part in such a meeting 
in the capacity of Chairman.

Article 23 – Assistance of UNESCO
1  The High Contracting Parties may call upon 

the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation for technical 
assistance in organizing the protection of 
their cultural property, or in connection 
with any other problem arising out of the 
application of the present Convention 
or the Regulations for its execution. The 
Organisation shall accord such assistance 
within the limits fixed by its programme and 
by its resources.

2  The Organisation is authorized to make, on 
its own initiative, proposals on this matter to 
the High Contracting Parties.

Article 24 – Special Agreements
1  The High Contracting Parties may conclude 

special agreements for all matters 
concerning which they deem it suitable to 
make separate provision.

2  No special agreement may be concluded 
which would diminish the protection 
afforded by the present Convention to 
cultural property and to the personnel 
engaged in its protection.

Parties, each party to the conflict shall be 
bound to apply, as, a minimum, the provision 
of the present Convention which relate to 
respect for cultural property.

2  The parties to the conflict shall endeavor 
to bring into force, by means of special 
agreements, all or part of the other provisions 
of the present Convention.

3  The United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation may offer its 
services to the parties to the conflict.

4  The application of the preceding provisions 
shall not affect the legal status of the parties 
to the conflict.

Chapter VII: Execution of the 
Convention

Article 20 – Regulations for the Execution 
of the Convnetion
The procedure by which the present Convention 
is to be applied is defined in the Regulations for 
its execution, which constitute an integral part 
thereof.

Artlcle 21 – Protecting Powers
The present Convention and the Regulations 
for its execution shall be applied with the 
cooperation of the Protecting Powers responsible 
for safeguarding the interests of the Parties to 
the conflict.

Article 22 – Conciliation Procedure
1  The Protecting Powers shall lend their good 

offices in all cases where they may deem it 
useful in the interests of cultural property, 
particularly if there is disagreement between 
the Parties to the conflict as to the application 
or interpretation of the provisions of the 
present Convention or the Regulations for 
its execution.

2  For this purpose, each of the Protecting 
Powers may, either at the invitation of one 
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the Regulations for its execution, and to 
formulate recommendations in respect 
thereof.

3  The meeting may further undertake a 
revision of the Convention or the Regulations 
for its execution if the majority of the High 
Contracting Parties are represented, and in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 39.

Article 28 – Sanctions
The High Contracting Parties undertake to take, 
within the framework of their ordinary criminal 
jurisdiction, all necessary steps to prosecute and 
impose penal or disciplinary sanctions upon 
those persons, of whatever nationality, who 
commit or order to be committed a breach of 
the present Convention.

Final Provisions

Article 29 – Languages
1  The present Convention is drawn up in 

English, French, Russian and Spanish, the 
four text being equally authoritative.

2  The United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation shall arrange for 
translations of the Convention into the other 
official languages of its General Conference

Article 30 – Signature
The present Convention shall bear the date of 14 
May, 1954 and, until the date of 31 December, 
1954, shall remain open for signature by all 
States invited to the Conference which met at 
the Hague from 21 April, 1954 to 14 May194.

Article 31 – Ratification
1  The present Convention shall be subject to 

ratification by signatory States in accordance 
with their respective constitutional 
procedures.

2  The instrument of ratification shall be 
deposited with the Director-General of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation.

Article 25 – Dissemination of the 
Convention
The High Contracting Parties undertake, in 
time of peace as in time of armed conflict, to 
disseminate the text of the present Convention 
and the Regulations for its execution as widely 
as possible in their respective countries. They 
undertake, in particular, to include the study 
thereof in their programmes of military and, if 
possible, civilian training, so that its principles are 
made known to the whole population, especially 
the armed forces and personnel engaged in the 
protection of cultural property.

Article 26 – Translation Reports
1  The High Contracting Parties shall 

communicate to one another, through the 
Director-General of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation, the official translations of the 
present Convention and of the Regulations 
for its execution.

2  Furthermore, at least once every four years, 
they shall forward to the Director-General 
a report giving whatever information they 
think suitable concerning any measures 
being taken, prepared or contemplated 
by their respective administrations in 
fulfillment of the present Convention and of 
the Regulations for its execution.

Article 27 – Meetings
1  The Director-General of the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation may, with the approval of 
the Executive Board, convene meetings of 
representatives of the High Contracting 
Parties. He must convene such a meeting 
if at least one-fifth of the High Contracting 
Parties so request.

2  Without prejudice to any other functions 
which have been conferred on it by the 
present Convention or the Regulations for 
its execution, the purpose of the meeting 
will be to study problems concerning 
the application of the Convention and of 
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Article 35 – Territorial Extension Of The 
Convention
Any High Contracting Party may, at the time of 
ratification or accession, or at any time thereafter, 
declare by notification addressed to the Director-
General of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organisation, that the 
present Convention shall extend to all or any of 
the territories for whose international relations 
it is responsible. The said notification shall take 
effect three months after the date of its receipt.

Article 36 – Relation To Previous 
Conventions
1  In the relations between Powers which 

are bound by the Conventions of the 
Hague concerning the Laws and Customs 
of War on land (IV) and concerning Naval 
Bombardment in Time of War (IX), whether 
those of 29 July, 1899 or those of 13 October, 
1907, and which are Parties to the present 
Convention, this last Convention shall be 
supplementary to the aforementioned 
Convention (IX) and to the Regulations 
annexed to the aforementioned Convention 
(IV) and shall substitute for the emblem 
described in Article 5 of the aforementioned 
Convention (IX) the emblem described in 
article 16 of the present Convention, in cases 
in which the present Convention and the 
Regulation for its execution provide for the 
use of this distinctive emblem.

2  In the relations between Powers which 
are bound by the Washington Pact of 15 
April, 1935 for the Protection of Artistic 
and Scientific Institutions and of Historic 
Monuments (Roerich Pact) and which are 
Parties to the present Convention, the latter 
Convention shall be supplementary to the 
Roerich Pact and shall substitute for the 
distinguishing flag described in article III of 
the Pact the emblem defined in Article 16 
of the present Convention, in cases in which 
the present Convention and the Regulations 
for its execution provided for the use of this 
distinctive emblem. 

Article 32 – Accession
From the date of its entry into force, the present 
Convention shall be open for accession by all 
States mentioned in Article 30 which have not 
signed it, as well as any other State invited to 
accede by the Executive Board of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation. Accession shall be effected by 
deposit of an instrument of accession with 
the Director-General of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation.

Article 33 – Entry Into Force
1  The present Convention shall enter into 

force three months after five instruments of 
ratification have been deposited.

2  Thereafter, it shall enter into force, for each 
High Contracting Party, three months after 
the deposit of its instrument of ratification 
or accession.

3  The situation referred to in Articles 18 
and 19 shall give immediate effect to 
ratifications or accessions deposited by the 
Parties to the conflict either before or after 
the beginning of hostilities or occupation. 
In such cases the Director-General of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation shall transmit the 
communications referred to in Article 28 by 
the speediest method.

Article 34 – Effective Application
1  Each State Party to the Convention on the 

date of its entry into force shall take all 
necessary measures to ensure its effective 
application within a period of six months 
after such entry into force.

2  This period shall be six months from the date 
of deposit of the instruments of ratification 
or accession for any State which deposits 
its instrument of ratification or accession 
after the date of the entry into force of the 
Convention
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acceptance of the proposed amendment 
without a Conference; or (c)favours the 
rejection of the proposed amendment 
without a Conference.

2  The Director-general shall transmit the 
replies, received under paragraph 1 of the 
present Article, to all High Contracting 
Parties.

3  If all the High Contracting Parties which have, 
within the prescribed time-limit, stated their 
views to the Director-General of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation, pursuant to paragraph 1(b) 
of this Article, inform him that they favour 
acceptance of the amendment without a 
Conference, notification of their decision 
shall be made by the Director-General in 
accordance with Article 38. The amendment 
shall become effective for all the High 
Contracting Parties on the expiry of ninety 
days from the date of such notification.

4  The Director-General shall convene a 
Conference of the High Contracting Parties 
to consider the proposed amendment more 
than one-third of the High Contracting 
Parties.

5  Amendments to the Convention or to the 
Regulations for its execution, dealt with 
under the provisions of the preceding 
paragraph, shall enter into force only after 
they have been unanimously adopted by 
the High Contracting Parties represented at 
the Conference and accepted by each of the 
High Contracting Parties.

6  Acceptance by the High Contracting Parties 
of amendments to the Convention or to the 
Regulations for its execution, which have 
been adopted by the Conference mentioned 
in paragraphs 4 and 5, shall be effected 
by the deposit of a formal instrument 
with the Director-general of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation.

Article 37 – Denunciation
1  Each High Contracting Party may denounce 

the present Convention, on its own behalf, 
or on behalf of any territory for whose 
international relations it is responsible.

2  The denunciation shall be notified by an 
instrument in writing, deposited with the 
Director-General of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation.

3  The denunciation shall take effect one 
year after the receipt of the instrument of 
denunciation. However, if, on the expiry of 
this period, the denouncing Party is involved 
in an armed conflict, the denunciation shall 
not take effect until the end of hostilities, or 
until the operation of repatriating cultural 
property are completed, whichever is the 
later.

Article 38 – Notifications
The Director-General of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
shall inform the States referred to in Articles 
30 and 32, as well as the United Nations, of 
the deposit of all the instrument of ratification, 
accession or acceptance provided for in Articles 
31, 32, and 39 and of the notifications and 
denunciations provided for respectively in 
articles 35, 37 and 39.

Article 39 – Revision Of The Convention 
And Of The Regulations For Its Execution
1  Any High Contracting Party may propose 

amendments to the present Convention 
or the Regulations for its execution. The 
text of any proposed amendment shall be 
communicated to the Director-General of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation who shall 
transmit it to each High Contracting Party 
with the request that such Party reply within 
four months stating whether it: (a) desires 
that a Conference be convened to consider 
the proposed amendment; (b) favours the 
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the importation of the property or, failing 
this, at the request of the authorities of that 
territory.

3  Each High Contracting Party undertakes 
to return, at the close of hostilities, to the 
competent authorities of the territory 
previously occupied, cultural property 
which is in its territory, if such property 
has been exported in contravention of the 
principle laid down in the first paragraph4.. 
Such property shall never be retained as war 
reparations.

4  The High Contracting Party whose obligation 
it was to prevent the exportation of cultural 
property from the territory occupied by 
it, shall pay an indemnity to the holders in 
good faith of any cultural property which 
has to be returned in accordance with the 
preceding paragraph.

II
5  Cultural property coming from the territory 

of a High Contracting Party and deposited by 
it in the territory of another High Contracting 
Party for the purpose of protecting such 
property against the dangers of an armed 
conflict, shall be returned by the latter, at 
the end of hostilities, to the competent 
authorities of the territory from which it 
came.

III
6  The present Protocol shall bear the date of 14 

May, 1954 and, until the date of 31 December, 
1954, shall remain open for signature by all 
States invited to the Conference which met at 
The Hague from 21 April, 1954 to 14 May, 1954.

7  (a) The present Protocol shall be subject to 
ratification by signatory States in accordance 
with their respective constitutional 
procedures. (b) The instrument of ratification 
shall be deposited with the Director-General 
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation.

7  After the entry into force of amendments 
to the present Convention or to the 
Regulations for its execution, only the text of 
the Convention or of the Regulations for its 
execution thus amended shall remain open 
for ratification or accession.

Article 40 – Registration
In accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of 
the United Nations, the present Convention shall 
be registered with the Secretariat of the United 
Nations at the request of the Director-General of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation.

In faith whereof the undersigned, duly 
authorized, have signed the present Convention.

Done at the Hague, this fourteenth day of May, 
1954, in a single copy which shall be deposited in 
the archives of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organisation, and certified 
true copies of which shall be delivered to all the 
States referred to in Articles 30 and 32 as well as 
to the United Nations.

1954 (First) Protocol

The Hague, 14 May 1954 
The High Contracting Parties are agreed 
as follows:

I
1  Each High Contracting Party undertakes to 

prevent the exportation, from a territory 
occupied by it during an armed conflict, of 
cultural property as defined in Article 1 of 
the Convention for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, 
signed at the Hague on 14 May, 1954.

2  Each High Contracting Party undertakes 
to take into its custody cultural property 
imported into its territory either directly or 
indirectly from any occupied territory. This 
shall either be effected automatically upon 
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12  Any High Contracting Party may, at the 
time of ratification or accession, or at any 
time thereafter, declare by notification 
addressed to the Director-General of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation, that the present 
Protocol shall extend to all or any of the 
territories for whose international relations 
it is responsible. The said notification shall 
take effect three months after the date of its 
receipt.

13  (a) Each High Contracting Party may 
denounce the present Protocol, on its own 
behalf, or on behalf of any territory for whose 
international relations it is responsible. 
(b) The denunciation shall be notified by 
an instrumenting in writing, deposited 
with the Director-General of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation. (c) The denunciation shall take 
effect one year after receipt of the instrument 
of denunciation. However, if, on the expiry of 
this period, the denouncing Party is involved 
in an armed conflict, the denunciation shall 
not take effect until the end of hostilities, or 
until the operations of repatriating cultural 
property are completed, whichever is the 
later.

14  The Director-General of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation shall inform the states referred 
to paragraph 6 and 8, as well as the United 
Nations, of the deposit of all the instruments 
of ratification, accession or acceptance 
provided for in paragraphs 7, 8 and 15 
and the notifications and denunciations 
provided for respectively in paragraphs 12 
and 13.

15  (a) The present Protocol may be revised if 
revision is requested by more than one-
third of the High Contracting Parties. 
(b) The Director-General of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation shall convene a Conference 
for this purpose. (c) Amendments to the 
present Protocol shall enter into force only 

8  From the date of its entry into force, the 
present Protocol shall be open for accession 
by all States mentioned in paragraph 6 which 
have not signed it as well as any other States 
invited to accede by the Executive Board of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation. Accession shall 
be effected by the deposit of an instrument 
of accession with the Director-General of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation.

9  The States referred to in paragraphs 6 and 
8 may declare, at the time of signature, 
ratification or accession, that they will not 
be bound by the provisions of Section I or 
by those of Section II of the present Protocol.

10  (a) The present Protocol shall enter into 
force three months after five instruments 
of ratification have been deposited. (b)
Thereafter, it shall enter into force, for each 
High Contracting Party, three months after 
the deposit of its instrument of ratification 
or accession. (c) The situations referred to in 
Articles 18 and 19 of the Convention for the 
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event 
of Armed Conflict, signed at the Hague on 
14 May, 1954, shall give immediate effect to 
ratifications and accessions deposited by the 
Parties to the conflict either before or after 
the beginning of hostilities or occupation. 
In such cases, the Director-General of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation shall transmit the 
communications referred to in paragraph 14 
by the speediest method.

11  (a) Each State Party to the Protocol on the 
date of its entry into force shall take all 
necessary measures to ensure its effective 
application within a period of six months 
after such entry into force. (b) This period 
shall be six months from the date of deposit 
of the instruments of ratification or accession 
for any State which deposits its instrument 
of ratification or accession after the date of 
the entry into force of the Protocol.
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Second Protocol to the 
Hague Convention of 
1954 for the Protection of 
Cultural Property in the 
Event of Armed Conflict

The Hague, 26 March 1999 
The Parties,
Conscious of the need to improve the protection 
of cultural property in the event of armed 
conflict and to establish an enhanced system of 
protection for specifically designated cultural 
property;

Reaffirming the importance of the provisions 
of the Convention for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, 
done at the Hague on 14 May 1954, and 
emphasizing the necessity to supplement these 
provisions through measures to reinforce their 
implementation;

Desiring to provide the High Contracting Parties 
to the Convention with a means of being more 
closely involved in the protection of cultural 
property in the event of armed conflict by 
establishing appropriate procedures therefor;

Considering that the rules governing the 
protection of cultural property in the event of 
armed conflict should reflect developments in 
international law;

Affirming that the rules of customary 
international law will continue to govern 
questions not regulated by the provisions of this 
Protocol;

Have agreed as follows:

Chapter 1 Introduction

Article 1 – Definitions
For the purposes of this Protocol: (a) “Party” 
means a State Party to this Protocol; (b) “cultural 
property” means cultural property as defined 

after they have been unanimously adopted 
by the High Contracting Parties presented at 
the Conference and accepted by each of the 
High Contracting Parties. (d) Acceptance by 
the High Contracting Parties of amendments 
to the present Protocol, which have been 
adopted by the Conference mentioned in 
sub-paragraphs (b) and (c), shall be effected 
by the deposit of a formal instrument 
with the Director-General of the United 
National Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation. (e) After the entry into force 
of amendments to the present Protocol, 
only the text of the said Protocol thus 
amended shall remain open for ratification 
or accession.

In accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of 
the United Nations, the present Convention shall 
be registered with the Secretariat of the United 
Nations at the request of the Director-General of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation.

In faith whereof the undersigned, duly 
authorized, have signed the present Protocol.

Done at the Hague, this fourteenth day of May, 
1954, in English, French, Russian and Spanish, the 
four texts being equally authoritative, in a single 
copy which shall be deposited in the archives of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation, and certified true copies 
of which shall be delivered to all the States 
referred to in paragraphs 6 and 8 as well as to 
the United Nations.
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Article 4 – Relationship between Chapter 
3 and other provisions of the Convention 
and this Protocol
The application of the provisions of Chapter 3 
of this Protocol is without prejudice to: (a) the 
application of the provisions of Chapter I of the 
Convention and of Chapter 2 of this Protocol; (b) 
the application of the provisions of Chapter II 
of the Convention save that, as between Parties 
to this Protocol or as between a Party and a 
State which accepts and applies this Protocol 
in accordance with Article 3 paragraph2, where 
cultural property has been granted both special 
protection and enhanced protection, only the 
provisions of enhanced protection shall apply.

Chapter 2 General Provisions 
regarding protection

Article 5 – Safeguarding of cultural 
property
Preparatory measures taken in time of peace for 
the safeguarding of cultural property against the 
foreseeable effects of an armed conflict pursuant 
to Article 3 of the Convention shall include, as 
appropriate, the preparation of inventories, the 
planning of emergency measures for protection 
against fire or structural collapse, the preparation 
for the removal of movable cultural property or 
the provision for adequate in situ protection of 
such property, and the designation of competent 
authorities responsible for the safeguarding of 
cultural property.

Article 6 – Respect for cultural property
With the goal of ensuring respect for cultural 
property in accordance with Article 4 of 
the Convention: (a) a waiver on the basis of 
imperative military necessity pursuant to article 
4 paragraph 2 of the Convention may only be 
invoked to direct an act of hostility against 
cultural property when and for as long as; (i) 
that cultural property has, by its function, been 
made into a military objective; and (ii) there is no 
feasible alternative available to obtain a similar 

in Article 1 of the Convention; (c) “Convention” 
means the Convention for the Protection of 
Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, 
done at The Hague on 14 May 1954; (d) “High 
Contracting Party” means a State Party to the 
Convention; (e) “enhanced protection” means 
the system of enhanced protection established 
by Articles 10 and 11; (f ) “military objective” 
means an object which by its nature, location, 
purpose, or use makes an effective contribution 
to military action and whose total or partial 
destruction, capture or neutralization, in the 
circumstances ruling at the time, offers a 
definite military advantage; (g) “illicit” means 
under compulsion or otherwise in violation 
of the applicable rules of the domestic law 
of the occupied territory or of international 
law; (h) “List” means the International List of 
Cultural Property under Enhanced Protection 
established in accordance with Article 27, sub-
paragraph 1(b); (i) “Director-General” means 
the Director-General of UNESCO; (j) “UNESCO” 
means the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation; (k) “First Protocol” 
means the Protocol for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict done at 
The Hague on 14 May 1954.

Article 2 – Relation to the Convention
This Protocol supplements the Convention in 
relations between the Parties.

Article 3 – Scope of application
1  In addition to the provisions which shall 

apply in time of peace, this Protocol shall 
apply in situations referred to in Article 18 
paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Convention and in 
Article 22 paragraph 1.

2  When one of the parties to an armed conflict 
is not bound by this Protocol, the Parties to 
this Protocol shall remain bound by it in their 
mutual relations. They shall furthermore be 
bound by this Protocol in relation to a State 
party to the conflict which is not bound by 
it, if the latter accepts the provisions of this 
Protocol and so long as it applies them.
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Article 7 – Precautions in attack
 Without prejudice to other precautions required 
by international humanitarian law in the conduct 
of military operations, each Party to the conflict 
shall: (a) do everything feasible to verify that the 
objectives to be attacked are not cultural property 
protected under Article 4 of the Convention; 
(b) take all feasible precautions in the choice 
of means and methods of attack with property 
protected under Article 4 of the Convention; (c) 
refrain from deciding to launch any attack which 
may be expected to cause incidental damage 
to cultural property protected under Article 4 
of the Convention which would be excessive 
in relation to the concrete and direct military 
advantage and anticipated; and (d) cancel or 
suspend an attack if it becomes apparent; (i) 
that the objective is cultural property protected 
under Article 4 of the Convention; (ii) that the 
attack may be expected to cause incidental 
damage to cultural property protected under 
Article 4 of the Convention which would be 
excessive in relation to the concrete and direct 
military advantage anticipated.

Article 8 – Precautious against the effects 
of hostilities
The Parties to the conflict shall, to the maximum 
extent feasible: (a) remove movable cultural 
property from the vicinity of military objectives 
or provide for adequate in situ protection; (b) 
avoid locating military objectives near cultural 
property.

Article 9 – Protection of cultural property 
in occupied territory
1  Without prejudice to the provisions of 

Articles 4 and 4 of the Convention, a Party 
in occupation of the whole or part of the 
territory of another Party shall prohibit and 
prevent in relation to the occupied territory: 
(a) any illicit export, other removal or transfer 
of ownership of cultural property; (b) any 
archaeological excavation, save where this 
is strictly required to safeguard, record or 

military advantage to that offered by directing 
an act of hostility against that objective; (b) 
a waiver on the basis of imperative military 
necessity pursuant to Article 4 paragraph 2 of the 
Convention may only be invoked to use cultural 
property for purposes which are likely to expose 
it to destruction or damage when and for as long 
as no choice is possible between such use of the 
cultural property and another feasible method 
for obtaining a similar military advantage; (c) the 
decision to invoke imperative military necessity 
shall only be taken by an officer commanding a 
force the equivalent of a battalion in size or larger, 
or a force smaller in size where circumstances 
do not permit otherwise; (d) in case of an attack 
based on a decision taken in accordance with 
sub-paragraph (a), an effective advance warning 
shall be given whenever circumstances permit.

Without prejudice to other precautions required 
by international humanitarian law in the 
conduct of military operations, each Party to 
the conflict shall: (a) do everything feasible to 
verify that the objectives to be attacked are not 
cultural property protected under Article 4 of 
the Convention; (b) take all feasible precautions 
in the choice of means and methods of attack 
with a view to avoiding, and in any event to 
minimizing, incidental damage to cultural 
property protected under Article 4 of the 
Convention; (c) refrain from deciding to launch 
any attack which may be expected to cause 
incidental damage to cultural property protected 
under Article 4 of the Convention which would 
be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct 
military advantage anticipated; and (d) cancel 
or suspend an attack if it becomes apparent: (i) 
that the objective is cultural property protected 
under Article 4 of the Convention; (ii) that the 
attack may be expected to cause incidental 
damage to cultural property protected under 
Article 4 of the Convention which would be 
excessive in relation to the concrete and direct 
military advantage anticipated.
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recommend specific cultural property to the 
Committee. In such cases, the Committee 
may decide to invite a Party to request 
inclusion of that cultural property in the List.

4  Neither the request for inclusion of cultural 
property situated in a territory, sovereignty 
or jurisdiction over which is claimed by more 
than one State, nor its inclusion, shall in any 
way prejudice the rights of the parties to the 
dispute.

5  Upon receipt of a request for inclusion in 
the List, the Committee shall inform all 
Parties of the request. Parties may submit 
representations regarding such a request 
to the Committee within sixty days. These 
representations shall be made only on the 
basis of the criteria mentioned in article 
10. They shall be specific and related 
to facts. The Committee shall consider 
the representations, providing the Party 
requesting inclusion with a reasonable 
opportunity to respond before taking the 
decision. When such representations are 
before the Committee, decisions for inclusion 
in the List shall be taken, notwithstanding 
Article 26, by a majority of four-fifth of its 
members present and voting.

6  In deciding upon a request, the Committee 
should ask the advice of governmental and 
non-governmental organisations, as well as 
of individual experts.

7  A decision to grant or deny enhanced 
protection may only be made on the basis of 
the criteria mentioned in Article 10.

8  In exceptional cases, when the Committee 
has concluded that the Party requesting 
inclusion of cultural property in the List 
cannot fulfil the criteria of Article 10 sub-
paragraph (b), the Committee may decide 
to grant enhanced protection, provided that 
the requesting Party submits a request for 
international assistance under Article 32.

9  Upon the outbreak of hostilities, a Party to 
the conflict may request, on an emergency 

preserve cultural property; (c) any alteration 
to, or change of use of, cultural property 
which is intended to conceal or destroy 
cultural, historical or scientific evidence.

2  Any archaeological excavation of, alteration 
to, or change of use of, cultural property in 
occupied territory shall, unless circumstances 
do not permit, be carried out in close co-
operation with the competent national 
authorities of the occupied territory.

Chapter 3 Enhanced Protection

Article 10 – Enhanced protection
Cultural property may be placed under enhanced 
protection provided that it meets the following 
three conditions: (a) it is cultural heritage of 
the greatest importance for humanity; (b) 
it is protected by adequate domestic legal 
and administrative measures recognizing its 
exceptional cultural and historic value and 
ensuring the highest level of protection; (c) it 
is not used for military purposes or to shield 
military sites and a declaration has been made 
by the Party which has control over the cultural 
property, confirming that it will not be so used.

Article 11 – The granting of enhanced 
protection
1  Each Party should submit to the Committee 

a list of cultural property for which it intends 
to request the granting of enhanced 
protection.

2  The Party which has jurisdiction or control 
over the cultural property may request that 
it be included in the List to be established 
in accordance with Article 27 sub-paragraph 
1(b). This request shall include all necessary 
information related to the criteria mentioned 
in Article 10. The Committee may invite a 
Party to request that cultural property be 
included in the List.

3  Other Parties, the International Committee of 
the Blue Shield and other non-govermental 
organisations with relevant expertise may 
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2  In the circumstances of sub-paragraph 1(b), 
such property may only be the object of 
attack if: (a) the attack is the only feasible 
means of terminating the use of the property 
referred to in sub-paragraph 1(b); (b) all 
feasible precautions are taken in the choice 
of means and methods of attack, with a 
view to terminating such use and avoiding, 
or in any event minimizing, damage to the 
cultural property; (c) unless circumstances 
do not permit, due to requirements of 
immediate self-defence: (i) the attack is 
ordered at the highest operational level of 
command; (ii) effective advance warning is 
issued to the opposing foces requiring the 
termination of the use referred to in sub-
paragraph 1(b); and (iii) reasonable time is 
given to the opposing forces to redress the 
situation.

Article 14 – Suspension and cancellation 
of enhanced protection
1  Where cultural property no longer meets any 

one of the criteria in article 10 of the Protocol, 
the Committee may suspend its enhanced 
protection status or cancel that status by 
removing that cultural property from the List.

2  In the case of a serious violation of Article 
12 in relation to cultural property under 
enhanced protection arising from its use in 
support of military action, the Committee 
may suspend its enhanced protection status. 
Where such violations are continuous, the 
Committee may exceptionally cancel the 
enhanced protection status by removing 
the cultural property from the List.

3  The Director-General shall, without delay, 
send to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations and to all Parties to this 
Protocol notification of any decision of 
the Committee to suspend or cancel the 
enhanced protection of cultural property.

4  Before taking such a decision, the Committee 
shall afford an opportunity to the Parties to 
make their views known.

basis, enhanced protection of cultural 
property under its jurisdiction or control 
by communicating this request to the 
Committee. The Committee shall transmit 
this request immediately to all Parties to 
the conflict. In such cases the Committee 
will consider representations from the 
Parties concerned on an expedited basis. 
The decision to grant provisional enhanced 
protection shall be taken as soon as possible 
and, notwithstanding Article 26, by a 
majority of four-fifths of its members present 
and voting. Provisional enhanced protection 
may be granted by the Committee pending 
the outcome of the regular procedure 
for the granting of enhanced protection, 
provided that the provisions of Article 10 
sub-paragraphs (a) and (c) are met.

10  Enhanced protection shall be granted to 
cultural property by the Committee from 
the moment of its entry in the List.

11  The Director-General shall, without delay, 
send to the Secretary-General of the United 
Nations and to all Parties notification of 
any decision of the Committee to include 
cultural property on the List.

Article 12 – Immunity of cultural 
property under enhanced protection
The parties to a conflict shall ensure the immunity 
of cultural property under enhanced protection 
by refraining from making such property the 
object of attack or from any use of the property 
or its immediate surroundings in support of 
military action.

Article 13 – Loss of enhanced protection
1  Cultural property under enhanced 

protection shall only lose such protection: (a) 
if such protection is suspended or cancelled 
in accordance with Article 14; or (b) if, and 
for as long as, the property has, by its use, 
become a military objective.
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2  With respect to the exercise of jurisdiction 
and without prejudice to Article 28 of the 
Convention: (a) this Protocol does not 
preclude the incurring of individual criminal 
responsibility or the exercise of jurisdiction 
under national and international law that 
may be applicable, or affect the exercise of 
jurisdiction under customary international 
law; (b) except in so far as a State which is not 
Party to this Protocol may accept and apply 
its provisions in accordance with Article 3 
paragraph2, members of the armed forces 
and nationals of a State which is not Party 
to this Protocol, except for those nationals 
serving in the armed forces of a State which 
is a party to this Protocol, do not incur 
individual criminal responsibility by virtue of 
this Protocol, nor does this Protocol impose 
an obligation to establish jurisdiction over 
such persons or to extradite them.

Article 17 – Prosecution
1  The Party in whose territory the alleged 

offender of an offence set forth in Article 
15 sub-paragraphs 1 (a) to (c) is found to 
be present shall, if it does not extradite 
that person, submit, without exception 
whatsoever and without undue delay, 
the case to its competent authorities, 
for the purpose of prosecution, through 
proceedings in accordance with its domestic 
law or with, if applicable, the relevant rules 
of international law.

2  Without prejudice to, if applicable, the 
relevant rules of international law, any 
person regarding whom proceedings 
are being carried out in connection with 
the Convention or this Protocol shall 
be guaranteed fair treatment and a fair 
trial in accordance with domestic law 
and international law at all stages of the 
proceedings, and in no cases shall be 
provided guarantees less favorable to such 
person than those provided by international 
law.

Chapter 4 Criminal responsibility 
and jurisdiction

Article 15 – Serious violations of this 
Protocol
1  Any person commits an offence within 

the meaning of this Protocol if that person 
intentionally and in violation of the 
Convention or this Protocol commits any 
of the following acts: (a) making cultural 
property under enhanced protection the 
object of attack; (b) using cultural property 
under enhanced protection or its immediate 
surroundings in support of military action; 
(c) extensive destruction or appropriation 
of cultural property protected under the 
Convention and this Protocol; (d) making 
cultural property protected under the 
Convention and this Protocol the object of 
attack; (d) theft, pillage or misappropriation 
of, or acts of vandalism directed against 
cultural property protected under the 
Convention.

2  Each Party shall adopt such measures as may 
be necessary to establish as criminal offences 
under its domestic law the offences set forth 
in this Article and to make such offences 
punishable by appropriate penalties. When 
doing so, Parties shall comply with general 
principles of law and international law, 
including the rules extending individual 
criminal responsibility to persons other than 
those who directly commit the act.

Article 16 – Jurisdiction
1  Without prejudice to paragraph2, each Party 

shall take the necessary legislative measures 
to establish its jurisdiction over offences set 
forth in Article 15 in the following cases: (a) 
when such an offence is committed in the 
territory of that State; (b) when the alleged 
offender is a national of that State; (c) in 
the case of offences set forth in Article 15 
sub-paragraphs (a) to (c), when the alleged 
offender is present in its territory.
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assistance that may exist between them. In 
the absence of such treaties or arrangements, 
Parties shall afford one another assistance in 
accordance with their domestic law.

Article 20 – Grounds for refusal
1  For the purpose of extradition, offences 

set forth in Article 15 sub-paragraphs 1 (a) 
to (c), and for the purpose of mutual legal 
assistance, offences set forth in Article 15 
shall not be regarded as political offences nor 
as offences connected with political offences 
nor as offences inspired by political motives. 
Accordingly, a request for extradition or 
for mutual legal assistance based on such 
offences may not be refused on the sole 
ground that it concerns a political offence or 
an offence connected with a political offence 
or an offence inspired by political motives.

2  Nothing in this Protocol shall be interpreted 
as imposing an obligation to extradite 
or to afford mutual legal assistance if the 
requested Party has substantial grounds for 
believing that the request for extradition 
for offences set forth in Article 15 sub-
paragraphs 1 (a) to (c) or for mutual legal 
assistance with respect to offences set forth 
in Article 15 has been made for the purpose 
of prosecuting or punishing a person on 
account of that person’s race, religion, 
nationality, ethnic origin or political opinion 
or that compliance with the request would 
cause prejudice to that person’s position for 
any of these reasons.

Article 21 – Measures regarding other 
violations
Without prejudice to Article 28 of the Convention, 
each Party shall adopt such legislative, 
administrative or disciplinary measures as may 
be necessary to suppress the following acts when 
committed intentionally: (a) any use of cultural 
property in violation of the Convention or this 
Protocol; (b) any illicit export, other removal or 
transfer of ownership of cultural property from 
occupied territory in violation of the Convention 
or this Protocol.

Article 18 – Extradition
1  The offences set forth in Article 15 sub-

paragraph 1 (a) to (c) shall be deemed to 
be included as extraditable offences in any 
extradition treaty existing between any of 
the Parties before the entry into force of this 
Protocol. Parties undertake to include such 
offences in every extradition treaty to be 
subsequently concluded between them.

2  When a Party which makes extradition 
conditional on the existence of a treaty 
receives a request for extradition from 
another Party with which it has no extradition 
treaty, the requested Party may, at its option, 
consider the present Protocol as the legal 
basis for extradition in respect of offences as 
set forth in Article 15 sub-paragraphs 1 (a) 
to (c).

3  Parties which do not make extradition 
conditional on the existence of a treaty shall 
recognize the offences set form in article 15 
sub-paragraphs 1 (a) to (c) as extraditable 
offences between them, subject to the 
conditions provided by the law of the 
requested Party.

4  If necessary, offences set forth in Article 15 
sub-paragraphs 1 (a) to (c) shall be treated, 
for the purposes of extradition between 
Parties, as if they had been committed not 
only in the place in which they occurred but 
also in the territory of the Parties that have 
established jurisdiction in accordance with 
article 16 paragraph 1.

Article 19 – Mutual legal assistance
1  Parties shall afford one another the greatest 

measure of assistance in connection with 
investigations or criminal or extradition 
proceedings brought in respect of the 
offences set forth in Article 15, including 
assistance in obtaining evidence at their 
disposal necessary for the proceedings.

2  Parties shall carry out their obligations under 
paragraph 1 in conformity with any treaties 
or other arrangements on mutual legal 
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Chapter 6 Institutional Issues

Article 23 – Meeting of the Parties
1  The Meeting of the Parties shall be convened 

at the same time as the General Conference 
of UNESCO, and in co-ordination with the 
Meeting of the High Contracting Parties, 
if such a meeting has been called by the 
Director-general.

2  The Meeting of the Parties shall adopt its 
Rules of Procedure.

3  The Meeting of the Parties shall have the 
following functions: (a) to elect the Members 
of the Committee, in accordance with Article 
24 paragraph1; (b) to endorse the Guidelines 
developed by the Committee in accordance 
with Article 27 sub-paragraph 1(a); (c) to 
provide guidelines for, and to supervise 
the use of the Fund by the Committee; 
(d) to consider the report submitted by 
the Committee in accordance with Article 
27 sub-paragraph 1(d); (e) to discuss any 
problem related to the application of this 
Protocol, and to make recommendations, as 
appropriate.

4  At the request of at least one-fifth of the 
Parties, the Director-General shall convene 
an Extraordinary Meeting of the Parties.

Article 24 – Committee for the Protection 
of Cultural Property in the Event of 
Armed Conflict
1  The Committee for the Protection of Cultural 

Property in the Event of Armed Conflict is 
hereby established. It shall be composed of 
twelve Parties which shall be elected by the 
Meeting of the Parties.

2  The Committee shall meet once a year 
in ordinary session and in extra-ordinary 
sessions whenever it deems necessary.

3  In determining membership of the 
Committee, Parties shall seek to ensure an 
equitable representation of the different 
regions and cultures of the world.

Chapter 5 The protection of 
cultural property in armed 
conflicts not of an international 
character

Article 22 – Armed conflicts not of an 
international character
1  This Protocol shall apply in the event of 

an armed conflict not of an international 
character, occurring within the territory of 
one of the Parties.

2  This Protocol shall not apply to situations of 
internal disturbances and tensions, such as 
riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence 
and other acts of a similar nature.

3  Nothing in this Protocol shall be invoked 
for the purpose of affecting the sovereignty 
of a State or the responsibility of the 
government, by all legitimate means, to 
maintain or re-establish law and order in 
the State or to defend the national unity and 
territorial integrity of the State.

4  Nothing in this Protocol shall prejudice 
the primary jurisdiction of a Party in 
whose territory an armed conflict not of 
an international character occurs o, for any 
reason whatever, in the armed conflict or in 
the internal or external affairs of the Party in 
the territory of which that conflict occurs the 
violations set forth in Article 15.

5  Nothing in this Protocol shall be invoked 
as a justification for intervening, directly or 
indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the 
armed conflict or in the internal or external 
affairs of the Party in the territory of which 
that conflict occurs.

6  The application of this Protocol to the 
situation referred to in paragraph 1 shall not 
affect the legal status of the parties to the 
conflict.

7  UNESCO may offer its services to the parties 
to the conflict.
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reports of the Parties, to seek clarifications 
as required, and prepare its own report on 
the implementation of this Protocol for 
the Meeting of the Parties; (e) to receive 
and consider requests for international 
assistance under Article 32; (f ) to determine 
the use of the Fund; (g) to perform any other 
function which may be assigned to it by the 
Meeting of the Parties.

2  The functions of the Committee shall be 
performed in co-operation with the Director-
General.

3  The Committee shall co-operate with 
international and national governmental 
and non-governmental organisations 
having objectives similar to those of the 
Convention, its First Protocol and this 
Protocol. To assist in the implementation of 
its functions, the Committee may invite to its 
meetings, in an advisory capacity, eminent 
professional organisations such as those 
which have formal relations with UNESCO, 
including the International Committee of 
the Blue Shield (ICBS) and its constituent 
bodies. Representatives of the International 
Centre for the Study of the Preservation 
and Restoration of Cultural Property (Rome 
Centre) (ICCROM) and of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) may also 
be invited to attend in an advisory capacity.

Article 28 – Secretariat
The Committee shall be assisted by the 
Secretariat of UNESCO which shall prepares the 
Committee’s documentation and the agenda for 
its meetings and shall have the responsibility for 
the implementation of its decisions.

Article 29 – The Fund for the Protection 
of Cultural Property in the Event of 
Armed Conflict
1  A Fund is hereby established for the 

following purposes: (a) to provide financial 
or other assistance in support of preparatory 
or other measures to be taken in peacetime 
in accordance with, inter alia, Article 5, Article 
10 sub-paragraph (b) and Article 30; and (b) 

4  Parties members of the Committee shall 
choose as their representatives persons 
qualified in the fields of cultural heritage, 
defence or international law, and they shall 
endeavor, in consultation with one another, 
to ensure that the Committee as a whole 
contains adequate expertise in all these 
fields.

Article 25 – Terms of office
1  A Party shall be elected to the Committee for 

four years and shall be eligible for immediate 
re-election only once.

2   Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 
1, the term of office of half of the members 
chose at the time of the first election shall 
cease at the end of the first ordinary session 
of the Meeting of the Parties following that 
at which they were elected. These members 
shall be chosen by lot by the President of the 
Meeting after the first election.

Article 26 – Rules of procedure
1  The Committee shall adopt its Rules of 

Procedures.

2  A majority of the members shall constitute 
a quorum. Decisions of the Committee shall 
be taken by a majority of two-thirds of its 
members voting.

3  Members shall not participate in the voting 
on any decisions relating to cultural property 
affected by an armed conflict to which they 
are parties.

Article 27 – Functions
1  The Committee shall have the following 

functions: (a) to develop Guidelines for the 
implementation of this Protocol; (b) to grant, 
suspend or cancel enhanced protection for 
cultural property and to establish, maintain 
and promote the List of Cultural Property 
under Enhanced Protection; (c) to monitor 
and supervise the implementation of this 
Protocol and promote the identification 
of cultural property under enhanced 
protection; (d) to consider and comment on 
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2  The Parties shall disseminate this Protocol as 
widely as possible both in time of peace and 
in time of armed conflict.

3  Any military or civilian authorities who, in time 
of armed conflict, assume responsibilities 
with respect to the application of this 
Protocol, shall be fully acquainted with the 
text thereof. To this end the Parties shall, as 
appropriate: (a) incorporate guidelines and 
instructions on the protection of cultural 
property in their military regulations; (b) 
develop and implement, in cooperation with 
UNESCO and relevant governmental and 
non-govermental organisations, peace time 
training and educational programmes; (c) 
communicate to one another, through the 
Director-General, information on the laws, 
administrative provisions and measures 
taken under sub-paragraphs (a) and (b); (d) 
communicate to one another, as soon as 
possible, through the Director-General, the 
laws and administrative provisions which 
they may adopt to ensure the application of 
this Protocol.

Article 31 – International cooperation
In situations of serious violations of this Protocol, 
the Parties undertake to act, jointly through 
the Committee, or individually, in cooperation 
with UNESCO and the United Nations and 
in conformity with the Charter of the United 
Nations.

Article 32 – International assistance
1  A Party may request from the Committee 

international assistance for cultural property 
under enhanced protection as well as 
assistance with respect to the preparation, 
development or implementation of the laws, 
administrative provisions and measures 
referred to in Article 10.

2  A party to the conflict, which is not a Party 
to this Protocol but which accepts and 
applies provisions in accordance with Article 
3, paragraph 2, may request appropriate 
international assistance from the Committee.

to provide financial or other assistance in 
relation to emergency, provisional or other 
measures to be taken in order to protect 
cultural property during periods of armed 
conflict or of immediate recovery after the 
end of hostilities in accordance with, inter 
alia, Article 8 sub-paragraph (a).

2  The Fund shall constitute a trust fund, 
in conformity with the provisions of the 
financial regulations of UNESCO.

3  Disbursements from the Fund shall be used 
only for such purposes as the Committee shall 
decide in accordance with the guidelines 
as defined in article 23 sub-paragraph 3(c). 
The Committee may accept contributions 
to be used only for a certain programme or 
project, provided that the Committee shall 
have decided on the implementation of 
such programme or project.

4  The resources of the Fund shall consist of: 
(a) voluntary contributions made by the 
Parties; (b)contributions, gifts or bequests 
made by: (i) other States; (ii) UNESCO or 
other organisations of the United Nations 
system; (iii) other intergovernmental or 
non-governmental organisations; and (iv) 
public or private bodies or individuals; (c) 
any interest accruing on the Funds; (d) funds 
raised by collections and receipts from 
events organized for the benefits of the 
Fund; and (e) all other resources authorized 
by the guidelines applicable to the Fund.

Chapter 7 Dissemination of 
Information and International 
Assistance

Article 30 – Dissemination
1  The Parties shall endeavor by appropriate 

means, and in particular by educational 
and information programme, to strengthen 
appreciation and respect for cultural 
property by their entire population.
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2  For this purpose, each of the Protecting 
Powers may, either at the invitation of one 
Party, of the Director-General, or on its 
own initiative, propose to the Parties to the 
conflict a meeting of their representatives, 
and in particular of the authorities 
responsible for the protection of cultural 
property, if considered appropriate, on the 
territory of a State not party to the conflict. 
The Parties to the conflict shall be bound 
to give effect to the proposals for meeting 
made to them. The Protecting Powers shall 
propose for approval by the Parties to the 
conflict a person belonging to a State not 
party to the conflict or a person presented 
by the Director-General, which person shall 
be invited to take part in such a meeting in 
the capacity of Chairman.

Article 36 – Conciliation in absence of 
Protecting Powers
1  In a conflict where no Protecting Powers 

are appointed the Director-General may 
lend good offices or act by any other form 
of conciliation or mediation, with a view to 
settling the disagreement.

2  At the invitation of one Party or of the 
Director-General, the Chairman of the 
Committee may propose to the Parties to the 
conflict a meeting of their representatives, 
and in particular of the authorities 
responsible for the protection of cultural 
property, if considered appropriate, on the 
territory of a State not party to the conflict.

Article 37 – Translation and reports
1  The Parties shall translate this Protocol 

into their official languages and shall 
communicate these official translations to 
the Director-General.

2  The Parties shall submit to the Committee, 
every four years, a report on the 
implementation of this Protocol.

3  The Committee shall adopt rules for the 
submission of requests for international 
assistance and shall define the forms the 
international assistance may take.

4  Parties are encouraged to give technical 
assistance of all kinds, through the 
Committee, to those Parties to the conflict 
who request it.

Article 32 – Assistance of UNESCO
1  A Party may call upon UNESCO for technical 

assistance in organizing the protection of 
its cultural property, such as preparatory 
action to safeguard cultural property, 
preventive and organizational measures 
for emergency situations and compilation 
of national inventories of cultural property, 
or in connection with any other problem 
arising out of the application of this Protocol. 
UNESCO shall accord such assistance within 
the limits fixed by its programme and by the 
resources.

2  Parties are encouraged to provide technical 
assistance at bilateral or multilateral level.

3  UNESCO is authorized to make, on its own 
initiative, proposals on these matters to the 
Parties.

Chapter 8 Execution of this 
Protocol

Article 34 – Protecting Powers
This Protocol shall be applied with the co-
operation of the Protecting Powers responsible 
for safeguarding the interests of the Parties to 
the conflict.

Article 35 – Conciliation procedure
1  The Protecting Powers shall lend their good 

offices in all cases where they may deem it 
useful in the interests of cultural property, 
particularly if there is disagreement between 
the Parties to the conflict as to the application 
or interpretation of the provisions of this 
Protocol.
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2  Thereafter, it shall enter into force, for each 
Party, three months after the deposit of 
its instrument of ratification, acceptance, 
approval or accession.

Article 44 – Entry into force in situations 
of armed conflict
The situations referred to in Article 18 and 19 
of the Convention shall give immediate effect 
to ratifications, acceptances or approvals of or 
accessions to this Protocol deposited by the 
parties to the conflict either before or after the 
beginning of hostilities or occupation. In such 
cases the Director-General shall transmit the 
communications referred to in Article 46 by the 
speediest method.

Article 45 – Denunciation
1  Each Party may denounce this Protocol.

2  The denunciation shall be notified by an 
instrument in writing, deposited with the 
Director-General.

3  The denunciation shall take effect one 
year after the receipt of the instrument of 
denunciation. However, if, on the expiry of 
this period, the denouncing Party is involved 
in an armed conflict, the denunciation shall 
not take effect until the end of hostilities, or 
until the operations of repatriating cultural 
property are completed, whichever is the 
later.

Article 46 – Notifications
The Director-General shall inform all High 
Contracting Parties as well as the United Nations, 
of the deposit of all the instruments of ratification, 
acceptance, approval or accession provided 
for in Articles 41 and 42 and of denunciations 
provided for Article 45.

Article 38 – State responsibility
No provision in this Protocol relating to 
individual criminal responsibility shall affect the 
responsibility of States under international law, 
including the duty to provide reparation.

Chapter 9 Final Clauses

Article 39 – Languages
This Protocol is drawn up in Arabic, Chinese, 
English, French, Russian and Spanish, the six text 
being equally authentic.

Article 40 – Signature
This Protocol shall bear the date of 26 March 
1999. It shall be opened for signature by all High 
Contracting Parties at the Hague from 17 May 
1999 until 31 December 1999.

Article 41 – Ratification, acceptance or 
approval
1  This Protocol shall be subject to ratification, 

acceptance or approval by High Contracting 
Parties which have signed this Protocol, 
in accordance with their respective 
constitutional procedures.

2  The instruments of ratification, acceptance 
or approval shall be deposited with the 
Director-General.

Article 42 – Accession
1  This Protocol shall be open for accession 

by other High Contracting Parties from 1 
January 2000.

2  Accession shall be effected by the deposit of 
an instrument of accession with the Director-
General.

Article 43 – Entry into force
1  This Protocol shall enter into force three 

months after twenty instruments of 
ratification, acceptance, approval or 
accession have been deposited.
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Article 47 – Registration with the United 
Nations
In conformity with Article 102 of the Charter 
of the United Nations, this Protocol shall be 
registered with the Secretariat of the United 
Nations at the request of the Director-General.

IN FAITH WHEREOF the undersigned, duly 
authorized, have signed the present Protocol.

DONE at the Hague, this twenty-sixth day of 
March 1999, in a single copy which shall be 
deposited in the archives of the UNESCO, and 
certified true copies of which shall be delivered 
to all the High Contracting Parties.
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INTRODUCTION
This model law has been drafted for consideration by States with a common-law legal tradition. For States with a civil-law legal 
tradition, it may prove useful as a checklist of provisions that need to be implemented through domestic law.

Some of the provisions of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Additional Protocols of 19771 have been supplemented 
through the adoption of international instruments that provide for the protection of certain categories of property in the event 
of armed conflict. The 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict (the Hague 
Convention) and its First and Second Protocols are examples of such instruments. 

The Hague Convention and its First Protocol were adopted in 1954 following large-scale destruction of cultural property during 
the Second World War. While the Hague Convention is the first treaty to provide for a system of protection of cultural property 
in the event of armed conflict, the First Protocol provides for a system of protection specifically adapted to situations in which 
the territory of one State is occupied by another State. Several conflicts that erupted in the 1990s revealed certain gaps in the 
protection afforded by the Hague Convention and its First Protocol. This led in 1999 to the drafting of the Second Protocol, 
which supplements and reinforces the protection system set out in the Hague Convention by, inter alia, clarifying the concepts 
of ‘safeguarding’ and ‘respect,’ providing for new precautions and instituting a system of enhanced protection for property of 
the greatest importance for humanity.

Parties to the Hague Convention and its Protocols are responsible for enshrining the protection of cultural property in their 
domestic legislation, in particular by introducing offences for violations of these instruments.2 Acts defined as offences 
may also be prohibited under the implementing legislation for the Geneva Conventions and/or the Rome Statute. In such 
cases, States may choose to let the relevant prosecuting body determine under which piece of legislation to prosecute the  
alleged offender. 

This model law seeks to provide guidance on how to incorporate the Hague Convention and its two Protocols into domestic 
law. This can be a complicated process given the nature of the provisions in each instrument and their potential overlap. 
For States that have only ratified the Hague Convention, or the Hague Convention and its First Protocol, some provisions in 
the model law will not be applicable. An effort has therefore been made to highlight those provisions in the model law that 
specifically implement provisions contained in the Protocols to the Convention. In addition, some provisions that may be 
useful to States in the practical implementation of the Hague Convention and its Protocols have not been included in this 
model law, and States may choose to add such provisions when drafting domestic legislation. These include, for instance, 
provisions concerning defences, search and seizure, and forfeiture, which may be particularly useful in regulating unlawfully 
exported cultural property. Where such provisions are included in domestic legislation, section 16 should be amended to set 
out the relevant offences.

Finally, the Hague Convention and its Protocols oblige States to take many administrative steps that are not part of the 
implementing legislation. In order to ensure the full protection required by the Hague Convention and its Protocols, States 
must therefore adopt comprehensive regulations pertaining to the implementing legislation. An effort has been made in this 
model law to highlight some of the provisions that need to be elaborated on in such regulations.

1 Articles 53 and 85(4)(d) of the First Additional Protocol and Article 16 of the Second Additional Protocol.

2 See Article 28 of the Convention and Articles 15 and 21 of the Second Protocol.
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CULTURAL PROPERTY (PROTECTION IN ARMED CONFLICT) ACT  
[INSERT NUMBER AND YEAR OF ACT]

An Act to implement the obligations of [insert country name] under the Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict of 1954, and under the Protocols to that Convention of 1954 and 1999, and to 
provide for matters incidental thereto.

CONTENTS

PaRT I - Preliminaries
 1. Short title and entry into force
 2. Definitions
 3. Application
 4. Relationship between Convention and Second Protocol
 5. Act binding on the State

PaRT II – General protection of cultural property
 6. Safeguarding cultural property in times of peace
 7. Precautionary measures during armed conflict
 8. Respect for cultural property
 9. Protection of cultural property in occupied territory
 10. Return of cultural property

PaRT III – Special and/or enhanced protection of cultural property
 11. Special and/or enhanced protection

PaRT IV – Cultural-property emblem
 12. Protection of cultural-property emblem
 13. Use of cultural-property emblem
 14. Trademarks and saving clause

PaRT V – Prohibitions and offences
 15. Prohibited conduct
 16. Offences and penalties 
 17. Offences by commanders and superiors
 18. Extraterritorial application of this Act

PaRT VI – administration of this act
 19. International assistance
 20. National Commission for the implementation of this Act
 21. Regulations
 22. Effect of this Act on [relevant Rome Statute/Geneva Conventions legislation]

SCHeDULeS
 − 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict
 − Regulations for the Execution of the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict
 − 1954 Protocol for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict
 − 1999 Second Protocol to the 1954 Hague Convention
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Whereas [insert desired preamble]. 

Be it enacted by the Parliament of [insert country name] as follows:

PART I – PRELIMINARIES

1. Short title and entry into force
1) This Act may be cited as the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict Act [insert year].

2) This Act comes into force on [insert date/procedure].

2. Definitions
In this Act – 

‘commanding officer’ means an officer commanding a force equivalent to a battalion3 in size or larger, or a force smaller in size 
where circumstances do not permit otherwise, and effectively acting as a military commander;

‘committee’ means the Committee for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict;4

‘convention’ means the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, done at The Hague 
on 14 May 1954;

‘cultural property’ covers, irrespective of origin or ownership:

(a)  movable or immovable property of great importance to the cultural heritage of all peoples, such as monuments 
of architecture, art or history, whether religious or secular; archaeological sites; groups of buildings that, as 
a whole, are of historical or artistic interest; works of art; manuscripts, books and other objects of artistic, 
historical or archaeological interest; and scientific collections and important collections of books or archives or 
of reproductions of the property defined above; 

(b)  buildings whose main and effective purpose is to preserve or exhibit the movable cultural property defined 
in sub-paragraph (a), such as museums, large libraries and depositories of archives, and refuges intended to 
shelter, in the event of armed conflict, the movable cultural property defined in sub-paragraph (a); and

(c)  centres containing a large amount of cultural property as defined in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), to be known as 
‘centres containing monuments;’

‘cultural-property emblem’ means the emblem in the form of a shield, pointed below, consisting of a royal-blue square, one 
of the angles of which forms the point of the shield, and of a royal-blue triangle above the square, the space on either side 
being taken up by a white triangle;

‘enhanced protection’ means the system of enhanced protection established by Articles 10 and 11 of the Second Protocol to 
the Hague Convention;5

‘first protocol’ means the Protocol for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, done at The Hague 
on 14 May 1954;6

3 As the definition of a battalion may vary, depending on the State, from 650 to 800 soldiers, a State may choose to amend this definition accordingly.

4 This international Committee, established under Article 24 of the Second Protocol, serves to ensure the proper implementation of that Protocol and to grant 
enhanced protection for certain cultural property. It is therefore only necessary to include this term if the Act is intended to implement the Second Protocol.

5 As the system of enhanced protection is established under the Second Protocol, it is only necessary to include this term if the Act is intended to implement 
the Second Protocol.

6 It is only necessary to include this term if the Act is intended to implement the First Protocol.
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‘Fund’ means the Fund for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict;7

‘High Contracting Party’ means a State party to the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the 
Event of Armed Conflict;
‘Identification’ means the decision to consider an object, building or site to be cultural property worthy of protection;

‘Illicit’ means under compulsion or otherwise in violation of the applicable rules of the domestic law of the occupied territory 
or of international law;8

‘Inventory’ means a list of all protected cultural property that is drawn up and made available to the national bodies concerned 
with the protection of cultural property, both civilian and military;

‘List’ means the International List of Cultural Property under Enhanced Protection;9

‘Military objective’ means an object that, by its nature, location, purpose or use, makes an effective contribution to military 
action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite 
military advantage;

‘Minister’ means the Minister of [insert Minister with responsibility for this Act] or his or her delegate;

‘Party’ means a State party to the 1999 Second Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict;

‘Regulations’ means the Regulations for the Execution of the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event 
of Armed Conflict;

‘Second Protocol’ means the Second Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of Cultural Property in the 
Event of Armed Conflict, done at The Hague on 26 March 1999;10

‘Special protection’ means the system of special protection established under Articles 8-11 of the 1954 Hague Convention 
and Articles 11-16 of the Regulations for the Execution of the Convention, and granted to a limited number of:

 − refuges intended to shelter movable cultural property in the event of armed conflict;
 − centres containing monuments; and 
 − other immovable property of great importance. 

3. Application
Apart from the provisions of this Act that apply in times of peace, this Act shall apply in the event of an international armed 
conflict, including all cases of partial or total occupation, and in the event of a non-international armed conflict.11

4. Relationship between Convention and Second Protocol12

1) If cultural property has been granted both special protection and enhanced protection, the provisions of special protection 
will be replaced by the provisions of enhanced protection. 

7 This Fund is established under the Second Protocol, therefore it is only necessary to include this definition if this Act is intended to implement the Second 
Protocol.

8 Illicit export, removal or transfer of ownership of cultural property is prohibited in the context of occupation and dealt with in the Second Protocol. 
Therefore, it is only necessary to include this term if the Act is intended to implement the Second Protocol.

9 This List refers to a list of property under enhanced protection, which is established by the Second Protocol. It is, therefore, only necessary to include this 
definition if this Act is intended to implement the Second Protocol.

10 It is only necessary to include this term if the Act is intended to implement the Second Protocol.

11 The Convention specifies in Articles 18 and 19 that its provisions apply in the event of an international armed conflict, including occupation, but that in 
the event of a non-international armed conflict, all States Parties are bound to comply, as a minimum, with the provisions relating to respect for cultural 
property. The Second Protocol specifies in Article 22 that its provisions shall also apply in the event of a non-international armed conflict. In addition, 
Rules 38–40 of the ICRC’s study, Customary International Humanitarian Law, provide that the obligations undertaken by States to avoid damaging cultural 
property, to avoid exposing it except where imperative military necessity so requires, and to refrain from seizing or stealing it, all apply in both international 
and non-international armed conflicts. It is therefore suggested that all provisions of this Act be extended to both international and non-international armed 
conflict. States may also elect to extend the provisions of this Act to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, as some national jurisdictions have 
begun to do in their draft legislation. 

12 This section need only be included where a State intends to incorporate the Second Protocol into its domestic legislation.
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2) In mutual relations with High Contracting Parties to the Convention alone, [insert country name] remains bound solely 
by the Convention. In mutual relations with States party to the Convention and the Second Protocol, [insert country name] is 
bound by both instruments. 

5. Act binding on the State
This Act binds the State.

PART II – GENERAL PROTECTION  
OF CULTURAL PROPERTY

6. Safeguarding cultural property in times of peace
1) The Minister shall, in times of peace and in consultation with the relevant Ministries, prepare for the safeguarding of cultural 
property situated within the borders of [insert country name] against the foreseeable effects of an armed conflict, including 
through the following non-exhaustive measures:13

(a) designating those competent authorities, including within the armed forces of [insert country name], 
responsible for the safeguarding of cultural property;

(b)  ensuring wide dissemination of knowledge regarding the provisions of the Convention and Protocols among 
both military personnel and the general population;14

(c)  identifying cultural property and preparing inventories, as defined in the regulations for this Act;

(d)  planning emergency measures for the protection of cultural property against fire or structural collapse;

(e)  preparing for the removal of movable cultural property or the provision of adequate in situ protection of  
such property;

(f )  incorporating guidelines or instructions on the protection of cultural property in military doctrine, procedures, 
regulations and training materials;15 and

(g)  marking cultural property with the cultural-property emblem as set forth in Articles 6, 10, 16 and 17 of the 
Convention and Article 20 of the Regulations.16

7. Precautionary measures during armed conflict17

1) In the event of armed conflict, the Minister shall, in consultation with the relevant Ministries, take all feasible precautions 
to remove cultural property from the vicinity of military objectives or provide for adequate in situ protection, as defined in the 
regulations for this Act.

2) In the event of armed conflict, the Minister shall, in consultation with the relevant Ministries, take all feasible precautions to 
avoid locating military objectives near cultural property.

13 While the Convention requires States Parties to undertake to prepare in times of peace for the safeguarding of cultural property, it is the Second Protocol 
that provides clarity on these preparatory measures. It is therefore only necessary to enumerate these measures if the Act is intended to implement the 
Second Protocol. However, as these measures are examples of means of complying with an obligation under the Convention, it is recommended that, for the 
purpose of clarity, they be included even where the Act is not intended to implement the Second Protocol.

14 While not included in the list of safeguarding measures, this activity is derived from Article 25 of the Convention and Article 30 of the Second Protocol.

15 While not included in the list of safeguarding measures, this activity is derived from Article 7(1) of the Convention and Article 30 of the Second Protocol, 
which require States Parties to ensure that military authorities are acquainted with the system of protection of cultural property.

16 Although not required under the Convention or Protocols, it has been suggested by UNESCO that this measure be included in domestic legislation, and that 
it be elaborated on in domestic regulations for that legislation.

17 The Second Protocol includes precautions in attack and against the effect of hostilities in Articles 7 and 8 respectively, so it is only necessary to include this 
section if the Act is intended to implement the Second Protocol.
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3) In the event of armed conflict, the Minister shall remind the relevant Ministries to take all feasible precautions to avoid 
attacking cultural property and to avoid or minimize excessive incidental damage to cultural property.

8. Respect for cultural property
1) The Minister, together with the Minister of Defence,18 shall ensure that cultural property is not used in a manner that is likely 
to expose it to destruction or damage in the event of an armed conflict, or to any act of hostility directed against such property. 
2) A commanding officer of the armed forces of [insert country name] may invoke imperative military necessity,19 and 
accordingly waive the obligation to respect cultural property, where and for as long as:

(a) the cultural property in question has been made into a military objective; 

(b) there is no feasible alternative available to obtain a similar military advantage to that offered by directing an act 
of hostility against that objective; 

(c) the cultural property in question is used for purposes that are likely to expose it to destruction or damage, where 
no choice is possible between such use of the cultural property and another feasible method for obtaining a 
similar advantage; and

(d) effective advance warning of attack is given where circumstances permit.

3) Personnel engaged in the protection of cultural property shall be respected and allowed to continue to carry out their 
duties as far as is consistent with the interests of security.

4) For the purposes of this section, respect for cultural property shall refer to cultural property located within and outside the 
borders of [insert country name],20 and shall extend to the immediate surroundings of the property and to the means that are 
in use for the protection of the property. 

9. Protection of cultural property in occupied territory
1) In the event of occupation during an armed conflict, the Minister shall, in consultation with the relevant Ministries, prevent 
the export of cultural property from the territory that [insert country name] is occupying. Any cultural property directly or 
indirectly imported into [insert country name] shall be taken into custody by [insert relevant body] as defined in the regulations 
for this Act.21

2) Where necessary, the Minister shall, in consultation with the relevant Ministries, take the measures required to preserve 
damaged cultural property in the occupied territory.

10. Return of cultural property

1) The Minister may, on application by the relevant foreign authority, accept into custody foreign cultural property  
for safekeeping.

2) The Minister shall, in consultation with the relevant Ministries, ensure that cultural property deposited with [insert country 
name] for protection is returned at the end of hostilities to the competent authorities of the territory from which it came.

18 An important aspect of this Act is to establish the necessary links between the civilian and military authorities and existing protection systems in order to 
ensure that the rules applicable in armed conflict are known and observed.

19 The Second Protocol goes further than the Convention by setting out the conditions under which military necessity will be defined as imperative. It notes 
that the doctrine of ‘imperative military necessity’ may only be invoked where the cultural property in question has been made into a military objective and 
where there is no feasible alternative to obtaining a similar military advantage. It is therefore strictly necessary to add these conditions only where the Act 
is intended to implement the Second Protocol. However, it is important to remember that during the negotiation of the Second Protocol, this extended 
interpretation of the waiver in case of imperative military necessity was not controversial. For this reason, it is suggested that the conditions for imperative 
military necessity be included even where this Act is not intended to implement the Second Protocol.

20 The Convention only requires that respect be extended to cultural property within the borders of States party to the Convention, but States may wish to 
take this opportunity to extend the principle of respect to cultural property in all territories.

21 Provisions relating to the protection of cultural property in the event of armed conflict were not included in the Convention but rather in its First Protocol. It 
is therefore not necessary to include this section if the Act is not intended to implement the First Protocol.
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3) The Minister shall, in consultation with the relevant Ministries, ensure that cultural property on the territory of [insert 
country name] and illegally exported from territories occupied by [insert country name] is returned at the end of hostilities 
and is not retained as war reparations. Where [insert country name] was responsible for preventing such export, the authorities 
shall pay an indemnity to the holders in good faith of such cultural property.22

PART III – SPECIAL AND/OR ENHANCED 
PROTECTION OF CULTURAL PROPERTY

11. Special protection23

1) The Minister may apply to have a limited amount of immovable cultural property placed under special protection, provided:

(a)  the property consists of refuges intended to shelter movable cultural property or centres containing monuments 
and other immovable cultural property of very great importance;

(b)  the property is situated at an adequate distance from large industrial centres constituting a vulnerable point or 
important military objectives; and

(c)  the property is not used for military purposes.

2) For the purpose of paragraph 11(1)(c), a centre containing immovable property is used for military purposes when it 
is used for the movement of military personnel or material, even in transit. The same shall apply when activities directly 
connected with military operations, the stationing of military personnel or the production of war material, are carried out 
within the centre. 

3) For the purpose of paragraph 11(1)(c), property guarded by armed custodians specially empowered to do so, or property 
having, in its vicinity, police forces normally responsible for the maintenance of public order, shall not be deemed to be used 
for military purposes.

4) No act of hostility may be directed against any cultural property under special protection, and such property may not be 
used for military purposes, except in exceptional cases of unavoidable military necessity and only for as long as that necessity 
continues or when a party to the conflict uses property under special protection for unauthorized purposes.

5) The Minister shall define in the regulations for this Act the necessary procedures to apply for the registration of such cultural 
property with the International Register of Cultural Property under Special Protection.

AND/OR

 Enhanced protection24

1) The Minister may apply to have certain cultural property placed under enhanced protection, provided:

(a) the property is considered as cultural heritage of the greatest importance for humanity, in that it has exceptional 
cultural significance, is unique and its damage would constitute an irretrievable loss for humanity;25

22 While all cultural property should be returned to its rightful owner after an armed conflict, there is a specific provision in Article 3 of the First Protocol 
requiring that cultural property from occupied territories not be retained as war reparations.

23 Where this Act is intended to implement the Second Protocol, it may not be necessary to include the chapter on special protection as the latter is in general 
effectively replaced by the system of enhanced protection provided for under the Second Protocol. Chapter 3 should therefore in most cases only provide 
for one system of protection, depending on the ambit of this Act. See Article 4(b) of the Second Protocol, which states that where cultural property has 
been granted both special and enhanced protection, only the provisions of enhanced protection shall apply. However, where a State has ratified both the 
Convention and the Second Protocol, there may be cases where cultural property granted special protection is not given enhanced protection, even though 
it is entitled to it. In such cases, a State may choose to include both systems of protection in this Act.

24 As the system of enhanced protection is established under the Second Protocol, it is only necessary to include this chapter if the Act is intended to 
implement the Second Protocol. In such cases, it will replace the section on special protection.

25 The phrase “greatest importance for humanity” is not taken from the Second Protocol but rather from the UNESCO Guidelines for the Implementation of the 
1999 Second Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict.
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(b) the property is protected by adequate domestic legal and administrative measures recognizing its exceptional 
cultural and historical value and ensuring the highest level of protection; and

(c) the property is not used for military purposes or to shield military sites, and a declaration by the competent 
State authorities has been made to the effect that it shall not be so used.

2) Cultural property under enhanced protection shall be immune from attack and from any use of the property or its immediate 
surroundings in support of military action.

3) Cultural property under enhanced protection shall lose its protection where the following requirements are met:

(a) protection is suspended or cancelled by the Committee owing to the conditions of protection listed in 
subsection (1) no longer being met; and/or

(b) protection is suspended or cancelled by the Committee in the case of a serious violation of subsection (2);  
and/or

(c) if and for as long as the property has, through its use, become a military objective and:

 (i) the attack is the only feasible means of terminating the military use of the property; 

 (ii) all feasible precautions have been taken in the choice of means and methods of attack; and

 (iii)  the attack is ordered by the highest operational level of command26 and effective advance warning and 
reasonable time for redress is given to the opposing forces, unless the requirements of immediate self-
defence do not permit.

4) The Minister shall define in the regulations for this Act the necessary procedures to apply for such cultural property to be 
incorporated into the List.

PART IV – CULTURAL-PROPERTY EMBLEM

12. Protection of cultural-property emblem
The cultural-property emblem is protected in the manner provided for in this Act and in the Schedules to this Act.27

13. Use of cultural-property emblem
1) Use of the emblem to facilitate the recognition of cultural property must be authorized by the Minister, in accordance with 
[existing Geneva Conventions/emblem legislation], and a copy of such authorization, duly dated and signed, shall accompany 
the use of the emblem on cultural property.28

2) The emblem may29 be used alone to identify the following:

(a) cultural property not under special protection;

(b) personnel engaged in the protection of cultural property, including through identity cards; and/or

(c) cultural property under enhanced protection.30

26 If this is unclear, it may be better to replace it with the term ‘commanding officer,’ which is defined in this Act.

27 This section may not be necessary where the cultural-property emblem is already protected under relevant legislation on the use of protective emblems, 
e.g. legislation implementing the Geneva Conventions, but it is suggested that it be included nonetheless for reasons of clarity. 

28 Use of the emblem is regulated by Article 17 of the Convention.

29 Cultural property under general protection may be marked with the cultural property-emblem so as to facilitate its recognition.

30 The Second Protocol does not specify how the cultural-property emblem should be used for recognition of enhanced protection. However, according to the 
UNESCO Guidelines for the Implementation of the Second Protocol, as cultural property under enhanced protection is by definition cultural property, States 
are entitled to mark such property by displaying the emblem once. The 6th Meeting of States Parties to the Second Protocol will, in 2015, decide on the 
possibility of a new emblem to mark cultural property under enhanced protection.
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3) The emblem shall31 be repeated three times in a triangular formation to identify the following:

(a) immovable cultural property under special protection;

(b) transport for cultural property under special protection and in urgent cases; and/or

(c) improvised refuges under special protection.

14. Trademarks and saving clause
1) The filing and registration of trademark applications, trade names, associations, commercial or merchandise brands and 
industrial models and designs making use of or incorporating the cultural-property emblem shall be in violation of this Act 
and shall be refused registration.

2) Persons making use of the cultural-property emblem, or of any sign constituting an imitation thereof, prior to the entry into  
force of this Act shall be permitted to continue such use for a maximum period of [insert period of time] after its entry  
into force. 

PART V – PROHIBITIONS AND OFFENCES

15. Prohibited conduct32

1) A person commits an offence if he or she commits one of the following serious violations in the context of an armed conflict:33

(a) makes cultural property under enhanced protection the object of attack, where there is no exception under 
military necessity;

(b) uses cultural property under enhanced protection or its immediate surroundings in support of military action;

(c) causes extensive destruction or appropriation of protected cultural property;

(d) makes cultural property the object of attack; or

(e) steals, pillages, vandalizes or misappropriates protected cultural property.

2) A person commits an offence if he or she commits one of the following violations:34

(a) illicitly exports, removes or transfers ownership of cultural property from occupied territory;

(b) conducts archaeological excavation of cultural property in an occupied territory, except where strictly required 
to safeguard, record or preserve cultural property;

(c) makes alterations to or changes the use of cultural property in occupied territory in order to conceal or destroy 
cultural, historical or scientific evidence;

31 Cultural property under special protection must bear the cultural-property emblem so as to facilitate its recognition.

32 In adopting this model provision, States may wish to amend the language to reflect national definitions of existing domestic offences.

33 These offences are listed in Article 15 of the Second Protocol as serious violations. They are separated from other offences as they involve special measures 
relating to jurisdiction. While the first two serious violations need only be included where the Act is intended to establish a system of enhanced protection, 
the other three serious violations can be included even where the Act is only intended to implement the Convention.

34 The offences in section 15(2)(a)-(c) are listed in Article 9 of the Second Protocol, and as such need only be included where the Act is intended to implement 
the Second Protocol. However, it is suggested that all five offences listed in section 15(2) be included, even where the Act is only intended to implement the 
Convention and the First Protocol.
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(d) uses the cultural-property emblem or a sign resembling the cultural-property emblem in any cases other than 
those provided for in part 4 above; or

(e) uses cultural property in any manner that violates the provisions of the Schedules to this Act.35

3) It is an offence to assist, aid, abet, encourage or induce, in any way, anyone to engage in conduct referred to in subsections 
15(1) and 15(2).

16. Offences and penalties
1) Any person who contravenes subsection 15(1) shall be guilty of an offence and liable upon conviction to:

(a) in the case of an individual, imprisonment for a term not exceeding [insert number] years or to a fine not 
exceeding [insert amount] or both.

(b) in the case of a body corporate/legal person, a fine not exceeding [insert amount].

2) Any person who contravenes subsection 15(2) shall be guilty of an offence and liable upon conviction to:

(a) in the case of an individual, imprisonment for a term not exceeding [insert number] years or to a fine not 
exceeding [insert amount] or both.

(b) in the case of a body corporate/legal person, a fine not exceeding [insert amount].

3) Where an offence under subsection 16(1) or 16(2) that is committed by a body corporate/legal person is proved to have 
been committed with the consent and connivance of, or to be attributable to any negligence on the part of, any director, 
manager or other similar officer of the body corporate/legal person, or any person who was purporting to act in such capacity, 
such person, and the body corporate, shall be guilty of that offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished, 
upon conviction, in accordance with paragraphs 16(1)(a) or 16(2)(a) above.

17. Offences by commanders and superiors36

1) If an offence listed in section 15 is committed by forces that are under the effective command and control of a military 
commander or by subordinates who are under the effective authority and control of a superior, the commander or superior in 
question commits the same offence if it is proved that:

(a) the offence was committed as a result of the commander or superior’s failure to exercise proper control over the 
forces or subordinates;

(b) the commander or superior either knew or ought reasonably to have known that the forces or subordinates 
were committing or about to commit the offence; and

(c) the commander or superior failed to take all necessary and reasonable measures within his or her power to 
prevent or repress the commission of the offence or to submit the matter to the competent authorities for 
investigation and prosecution.

2) In such cases the commander or superior shall be guilty of an offence and liable upon conviction to imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding [insert period of time] or to a fine not exceeding [insert amount] or both.

35 Although this is a generic offence, it is required by Article 28 of the Convention and Article 21 of the Second Protocol, and serves as a catch-all phrase for 
offences such as acts of reprisal against cultural property or the marking of immovable property with the cultural-property emblem without attaching a 
copy of the necessary authorization.

36 Superior responsibility is required by Article 15(2) of the Second Protocol, which extends criminal responsibility to persons other than those who directly 
commit the act, and Article 28 of the Convention, which extends criminal responsibility to those who order a breach to be committed.
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18. Extraterritorial application of this Act37

1) Where an offence listed in paragraphs 15(1)(a)-(c) is committed on the territory of [insert country name] or where the 
alleged offender is a national38 of [insert country name] or a body corporate/legal person incorporated under the laws of [insert 
country name] or where the alleged offender is present on the territory of [insert country name], the authorities shall submit 
the case without delay to the [insert name of competent court] for the purpose of prosecution. Alternatively, the authorities 
may extradite the alleged offender, in accordance with [relevant domestic legislation].39

2) Where an offence listed in paragraphs 15(1)(d)-(e) is committed on the territory of [insert country name] or where the 
alleged offender is a national of [insert country name] or a body corporate/legal person incorporated under the laws of [insert 
country name], the authorities shall submit the case without delay to the [insert name of competent court] for the purpose  
of prosecution.40

3) Where an offence listed in subsection 15(2) is committed, the ordinary jurisdictional requirements for prosecution in [insert 
country name] shall apply.

PART VI - ADMINISTRATION OF THIS ACT

19. International assistance41

1) Where necessary, the Minister may request assistance from the Committee, UNESCO or other States party to the Second 
Protocol, through the procedure defined in the regulations for this Act.

2) Where feasible, the Minister may choose to provide direct bilateral or multilateral technical assistance to other States party 
to the Second Protocol, or to inform the Committee where and to what extent it is in a position to provide technical assistance 
to other States party to the Second Protocol.

20. National Commission for the implementation of this Act
The Minister may establish a National Commission responsible for the implementation of the provisions of this Act, and shall 
define in the regulations for this Act the responsibilities and powers of the Commission.42

21. Regulations43

1) The Minister shall establish regulations providing for such other matters as are required or permitted to be prescribed, 
or that are necessary or convenient to be prescribed, in order to carry out or give effect to this Act, including setting out 
procedures for:

(a) identifying and preparing an inventory of cultural property;

(b) illustrating the form of the cultural-property emblem as described in the Convention;

(c) marking buildings and monuments with the cultural-property emblem, and regulating the marking of armlets, 
identity cards, flags and other objects, all in good time;

37 Instead of referring to extradition in this section, States may prefer to amend existing domestic legislation dealing with extradition to include the offences 
listed in section15(1)(a)-(c) as extraditable acts.

38 A State may wish to extend this provision to cover permanent residents and nationals.

39 For the purpose of extradition, these offences may not be regarded as political offences, and so a request for extradition based on such offences may not 
be refused on the sole ground that it concerns a political offence (see Article 20 of the Second Protocol). This may necessitate a change to a State’s domestic 
legislation or to bilateral extradition treaties entered into by the State.

40 Where the ordinary jurisdiction of a State’s courts extends to offences committed on the territory of the State or by a national of the State or a body 
corporate/legal person incorporated in the State, it will not be necessary to include subsection 18(2). In such a case, subsection 18(3) can be extended to 
include reference to offences committed under paragraphs 14(1)(d)-(e).

41 This section need only be included where a State intends to incorporate the Second Protocol into domestic legislation.

42 Where applicable, the authorities may delegate the powers of such a commission to the existing National Committee for the Implementation of 
International Humanitarian Law.

43 Many of the suggested areas requiring regulation are derived from the Regulations to the Convention, which form an integral part of the protection regime 
and should also be reflected in a State’s domestic framework. Some are directly derived from the First and Second Protocols, and therefore need only be 
included where a State has ratified those instruments.
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(d) removing cultural property from the vicinity of military objectives or providing for adequate in situ protection;

(e) ensuring registration of [special/enhanced] protection, including emergency enhanced protection during 
armed conflict;

(f ) adopting the necessary measures to access and contribute to the Fund for the Protection of Cultural Property 
in the Event of Armed Conflict;

(g) defining the responsibilities and functions of the National Commission described in section 20;

(h) appointing a representative for cultural property if [insert country name] is engaged in an armed conflict;

(i) regulating improvised refuges for cultural property and the transport of cultural property;

(j) regulating cultural property taken into custody from an occupied territory; 

(k) regulating the interaction between the authorities and the Committee, including the submission of State 
reports to the Committee; and

(l) applying for international and technical assistance.

22. Effect of this Act on [relevant Rome Statute/Geneva Conventions legislation]
The provisions of this Act shall not be construed as limiting, amending or otherwise altering any provision of [relevant Rome 
Statute/Geneva Conventions legislation], or as exempting any person from any duty or obligation imposed by [relevant Rome 
Statute/Geneva Conventions legislation] or prohibiting any person from complying with any provision of [relevant Rome 
Statute/Geneva Conventions legislation].

SCHEDULES

1) 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict
2) Regulations for the Execution of the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict
3) 1954 Protocol for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict
4) 1999 Second Protocol to the 1954 Hague Convention



Outcomes:
1  Enhanced understanding by Pacific member 

states of the Hague Convention and its 
Protocols

2  Action plan

3  Increased ratifications

Guidelines for country 
presentation
Country delegate is requested to prepare a 
PowerPoint presentation consisting of 7 slides 
as follows, and send it to UNESCO (a.takahashi@
unesco.org & r.porcelli@unesco.org) by 30 
October 2016;

Slide 1: Name of country and presenter

Slide 2: Information on a national focal point 
on cultural heritage protection matters (i.e., 
name of officials involved in cultural heritage 
protection and promotion as well as their 
contact information) 

Slide 3: List of national laws and legislation 
(and a link to their online source, if available) 
pertaining to:

• General National Heritage Laws, related 
to moveable, immoveable, and intangible 
cultural heritage

• The 1954 Hague Convention, related to the 
protection of cultural heritage and institutions 
(e.g. museums, libraries, and archives) from 
natural and human-induced disasters

General Information
Title: Pacific Workshop on the Hague Convention 
for the Protection of Cultural Property in the 
Event of Armed Conflicts and its Two Protocols 

Organizers: UNESCO in cooperation with the 
Fijian authorities

Date: 8 – 10 November 2016 

Venue: Southern Cross Hotel, Suva, Fiji

Description:
This Workshop will provide an opportunity for 
government officials who are in charge of the 
UNESCO Conventions in culture and disaster 
risk reduction of cultural heritage sites/cities 
and institutions such as museums, libraries, 
and archives in Pacific member states to learn 
the principles and international cooperation 
mechanisms of the Hague Convention and its 
Protocols through presentations by UNESCO 
and those of the regional and international 
representatives of Blue Shield, a coalition 
of NGOs in the field of cultural heritage and 
institutions.

Objectives:
1  To obtain knowledge of the Hague 

Convention and its Protocols and their 
benefits and implications for states parties

2  To develop an action plan with a view to 
strengthening the protection of cultural 
heritage and institutions in the Pacific

3  Increase ratification of the Hague 
Conventions and its Protocols by Pacific 
member states

Annex VII: Information 
Document of the 
Workshop

mailto:a.takahashi@unesco.org
mailto:a.takahashi@unesco.org
mailto:r.porcelli@unesco.org
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Contact information:
Akatsuki Takahashi 
Programme Specialist for Culture 
UNESCO Office for the Pacific States 
Apia, Samoa 
Email: a.takahashi@unesco.org

Ronald Porcelli 
Legal assistant 
UNESCO Office for the Pacific States 
Apia, Samoa 
Email: r.porcelli@unesco.org

Meretui Ratunabuabua
Acting Director
Fiji Museum
Suva, Fiji
Email: 

Elizabeth Edwards
Secretariat
Blue Shield Pasifika
Suva, Fiji
Email: ekaivitiedwards@yahoo.com

• Offences and Punishment, related to cultural 
property (e.g., theft, vandalism, damage, 
destruction, etc.) 

• All other law related to the protection and 
promotion of cultural heritage 

Slide 4: Current status on the implementation of 
the 1972 World Heritage Convention including 
the management of World Heritage sites in the 
country if any

Slide 5: Current status in Disaster Risk Reduction 
of cultural heritage and institutions (museums, 
libraries, and archives)

Slide 6: Challenges faced

Slide 7: Proposal for Action Plan to be developed 
at the Workshop

Information for delegates:
• The Organizer will cover airfare and 

accommodation necessary for delegates’ 
travel to attend the Workshop.

• Airport pickup will be provided by the 
Organizer.

• Single rooms at Southern Cross Hotel (63 
Gordon Street, Suva, Fiji) are booked for 
country delegates and accommodation fee 
will be directly paid by the Organizer.

• Morning/afternoon tea and lunch will be 
covered by the Organizer.

• Delegates will receive app. USD 60 per day 
as pocket money upon registration on the 
morning of the 1st day of the Workshop.

mailto:a.takahashi@unesco.org
mailto:porcelli@unesco.org
mailto:ekaivitiedwards@yahoo.com
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List of Participants 

Countries

Country Name Title Email

1 Fiji Sipriano Nemani Senior Policy Officer snemani@govnet.gov.fj

2 FSM Augustine Kohler Secretary-General, FSM NATCOM kusgoose@hotmail.com

3 Niue Moira Enetama Culture Officer Moira.Enetama@mail.gov.nu

4 Marshall 
Islands Melvin Majmeto Executive Director of Alele Museum 

and Library

alelemuseum@gmail.com

melvinmajmeto@gmail.com

5 Palau Sunny Ngirmang
Director 

Bureau of Arts and Culture
Bac_reg@palaunet.com

6 PNG Vicky Amoko PNG National Museum and Arts 
Gallery

vamoko@museumpng.gov.pg

vickyamoko@gmail.com

7 Samoa Peone Solomona
Assistant CEO

Culture Division
p.solomona@mesc.gov.ws

8 Tonga Pulpaki Ika Deputy Director 
Culture & Youth Division pulupaki.ika@gmail.com

9 Vanuatu Asal Lazare Director of Vanuatu Cultural Centre 
(VCC) alazare@vanuatu.gov.vu

Observers

1 Opeta Alefaio
Director

Fiji Archives
Opeta.alefaio@govnet.gov.fj

2 Dr David Gegeo
Director

Pacific Heritage Hub (PHH)

3 Shirley Devi USP Library shirley.devi@usp.ac.fj

4 Lt. Col Maika Baleinaloto
Director Force Devlpt./Strategic Command

The Republic of Fiji Military Forces
mbaleinaloto@yahoo.co.uk

5 Kirisitofa Waqa
Superintendent

Fiji Police Force
cwaqa@yahoo.com

6 Fiona Mohr
Consultant

Fiji Museum

7 Elise Huffer Culture Advisor eliseh@spc.int

mailto:snemani@govnet.gov.fj
mailto:kusgoose@hotmail.com
mailto:Moira.Enetama@mail.gov.nu
mailto:alelemuseum@gmail.com
mailto:melvinmajmeto@gmail.com
mailto:Bac_reg@palaunet.com
mailto:vamoko@museumpng.gov.pg
mailto:p.solomona@mesc.gov.ws
mailto:pulupaki.ika@gmail.com
mailto:alazare@vanuatu.gov.vu
mailto:shirley.devi@usp.ac.fj
mailto:cwaqa@yahoo.com
mailto:vickyamoko@gmail.com
mailto:alefaio@govnet.gov.fj
mailto:mbaleinaloto@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:eliseh@spc.int
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NGO - Blue Shield

1 Blue Shield 
International Peter Stone

Chairman of the UN National 
Commission of the Blue Shield and

UNESCO Chair for Cultural Property 
Protection and Peace at Newcastle 
University

peter.stone@newcastle.ac.uk

2 Blue Shield 
Pasifika

Mere 
Ratunabuabua

Director

Fiji Museum
merefiji@outlook.com

3 Blue Shield 
Pasifika Elizabeth Edwards BSP Secretariat ekaivitiedwards@yahoo.com

4 ICOMOS 
Pasifika Eva Swann ICOMOS Pasifika Volunteer evaswann@gmail.com

UNESCO

1 UNESCO in 
Apia Akatsuki Takahashi

Programme Specialist for 
Culture

UNESCO Office for the Pacific 
States

a.takahashi@unesco.org

2 UNESCO in 
Apia Roland Porcelli Volunteer – Legal assistant r.porcelli@unesco.org

mailto:merefiji@outlook.com
mailto:r.porcelli@unesco.org
mailto:stone@newcastle.ac.uk
mailto:ekaivitiedwards@yahoo.com
mailto:evaswann@gmail.com
mailto:takahashi@unesco.org
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Pacific Workshop on the Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in 
the Event of Armed Conflicts and its Two Protocols (Suva, Fiji, 8 10 November 2016)

Time Day 1 - Tuesday 
8 November 2016

Day 2 – Wednesday
9 November 2016

Day 3 - Thursday
10 November 2016

8:30 Registration Recap Recap

9:00-
10:00 

Opening Session

Opening prayer

Opening remarks (Fiji)Opening 
remarks (UNESCO) 

Session 3: Developing national 
legislation 

UNESCO in Apia (Ronald Porcelli)

Session 6: Preparing Action Plan 

Group 1 (Vanuatu, PNG, Fiji)

Group 2 (Marshall Islands, FSM)

Group 3 (Tonga, Samoa, Niue)

Q and A 

10:00-
10:30

Group photo - Morning tea Morning tea Morning tea

10:30-
11:30

Session 1: Keynote 
Presentations

UNESCO in Apia (Akatsuki 
Takahashi and Ronald Porcelli)

Blue Shield International (Peter 
Stone) 

Session 4: NGO Report

Blue Shield Pasifika (BSP)

Response by Blue Shield International

Q and A 

Session 7: Presentation of an 
Action Plan by Group

11:30-
12:30

Session 2: Country Report

Vanuatu

Tonga

Samoa

Session 5: Preparing policy briefing 
and instrument of ratification

UNESCO in Apia (Akatsuki Takahashi)

Session 9:A Way Forward

Discussions on regional actions

Closing Session

12:30-
13:30

Lunch Lunch Lunch

13:30-
14:30

PNG

Palau

Marshall Islands

Study Visit – DRR of Cultural 
Institutions in Suva

(The National Archives of Fiji, The 
University of the South Pacific, 
Grand Pacific Hotel/TBD, etc )

14:30-
15:00

Afternoon tea

15:00-
17:00

Niue

FSM

Fiji

Q and A

Evening Reception at the Fiji Museum



SUVA, FIJI, 5 – 6 APRIL 2016

PREPARATORY 
MEETING

ESTABLISHMENT
OF BLUE SHIELD PASIFIKA
ON THE 

Annex VIII: Final report of the 
Preparatory Meeting on the 
Establishment of Blue Shield 
Pasifika (Suva, Fiji, 5 – 6 April 2016)
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Photo: Pariticipants of the Preparatory Meeting  On the 
Establishment of Blue Shield Pasifika
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Acronyms

BSA Blue Shield Australia

BSP Blue Shield Pasifika

DRR Disaster Risk Reduction

ICA International Council of Archives

ICBS International Committee of Blue Shield

ICOM International Council of Museums

ICOMOS International Council of Monuments and Sites

ICORP International Committee on Risk Preparedness

IFLA International Federation of Library Associations

NAF National Archives of Fiji

OCACPS Oceania Centre for Arts, Culture and Pacific Studies

PARBICA Pacific Regional Branch of the International Council on 
Archives

PDNA Post-Disaster Needs Assessment

PIALA Pacific Island Association of Libraries, Archives and 
Museums

PIF Pacific Islands Forum

PIMA Pacific Islands Museums Association

SIDS Small Island Developing States

USP University of the South Pacific

WCDRR World Conference for Disaster Risk Reduction
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Summary

A month after tropical cyclone Winston struck Fiji, UNESCO held 
a regional preparatory meeting to establish the Pacific branch 

of the ‘Blue Shield’, a coalition of international non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) that engage in disaster risk reduction (DRR) 
activities to protect cultural heritage and institutions from risks 
associated with natural and human-induced disasters. The meeting 
took place on 5 and 6 April 2016 at the National Archives of Fiji (NAF) 
office in Suva, Fiji.

The preparatory meeting brought together representatives of the 
regional chapters of the four NGOs that make up the International 
Committee of Blue Shield (ICBS), namely, the International Council of 
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), the International Council of Museums 
(ICOM), the International Council of Archives (ICA) and the International 
Federation of Libraries Association (IFLA). The regional chapters that 
participated in the meeting were: ICOMOS Pasifika, the Pacific Regional 
Branch of the International Council on Archives (PARBICA), the Pacific 
Island Association of Libraries, Archives and Museums (PIALA) and 
the Pacific Island Museums Association (PIMA). International resource 
persons also participated in the meeting, as representatives of three 
NGOs in Asia: Blue Shield Australia (BSA), the Asia-Pacific Alliance of 
ICOM and the International Committee on Risk Preparedness (ICORP) 
of ICOMOS.

The meeting was held as part of the UNESCO project titled, 
‘Empowerment of Pacific Small Island Developing States in Disaster 
Risk Reduction of Cultural Heritage and Institutions: Promotion of 
the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property 
in the Event of Armed Conflicts and its two Protocols and the Sendai 
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (2015-2030)’. The three main 
objectives of the meeting were: to share good practices in DRR for 
cultural heritage and institutions (museums, archives and libraries) in 
Pacific Small Island Developing States promoted by NGOs in the Pacific; 
to gain a better understanding of the role of the Blue Shield within the 
framework of the 1954 Hague Convention and its Two Protocols and 
the Sendai Framework for DRR (2015-2030); and to prepare an action 
plan for establishing a Blue Shield branch in the Pacific region.

The participants discussed DRR strategies and the challenges relating to 
heritage protection faced by NGOs in the Pacific region. One challenge 
highlighted at the meeting was climate change. As the President of 
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SUMMARY

PIALA, Atarino Helieisar, observed, ‘Our member institutions keep 
the Pacific collections, which are composed of unique items on 
Pacific cultures and peoples that cannot be found elsewhere. These 
collections are increasingly exposed to risks and threats triggered by 
climate change’.

The meeting participants benefited from the presence of international 
resource persons, including from Blue Shield Australia, which has 
a decade of experience in promoting DRR for cultural heritage and 
institutions. In explaining the purpose of BSA, the Secretary, Cameron 
Auty, noted that ‘the Blue Shield is for culture an equivalent to the Red 
Cross for humanitarian assistance’.

Following a review of Blue Shield mechanisms and regional field 
studies relating to cultural heritage, collections and rescue operations, 
the meeting participants discussed the importance of preparedness, 
cooperation, immediate disaster response, training and awareness, 
noting that all of these are key to DRR in the region.

During the meeting, the participants prepared an action plan for a 
Pacific branch of the Blue Shield, and agreed on the establishment 
of an interim Blue Shield Pasifika (BSP) with a view to establishing it 
formally during the regional Blue Shield conference planned for 2017 
in Australia.
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Day 1

Opening Session

Opeta alefaio, Director of the National Archives of Fiji (NAF) and 
President of the Pacific Regional Branch of the International Council 

on Archives (PARBICA), delivered the Welcome Remarks, extending a 
welcome to the participants from across the Pacific region to Suva. 

Observing that powerful Tropical Cyclone Winston had struck Fiji in late 
February 2016, just over a month before the meeting, Mr Alefaio noted 
the relevance of the meeting’s topic, namely, Disaster Risk Reduction 
(DRR) for cultural heritage and institutions in Pacific Small Island 
Developing States (SIDS). 

Mr Alefaio emphasized the importance for society of documentary 
heritage as historical records of the peoples of the Pacific, and explained 
the role of the NAF, noting that the NAF was established in 1954 as the 
‘Central Archives of Fiji and the Western Pacific High Commission’ and 
became the ‘National Archives’ when Fiji attained independence in 1970. 

He wished the participants every success in achieving the objectives of 
the meeting, and the meeting participants were then invited to introduce 
themselves. Each of the participants explained her/his professional role in 
the area of cultural heritage and institutions in the Pacific. 

Akatsuki Takahashi, Programme Specialist for Culture with the UNESCO 
Office for the Pacific States, then introduced the meeting’s topic and 

Meeting Proceedings

Photo: Opeta Alefaio delivering 
the Welcome Remarks.

©NAF
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MEETING PROCEEDINGS - DAY 1

outlined the programme. Ms Takahashi also explained the meeting’s 
three objectives: to share good practices in DRR for cultural heritage 
and institutions (museums, archives and libraries) in Pacific SIDS; to 
gain a better understanding the role of the Blue Shield within the 
framework of the Hague Convention and the Sendai Framework; and 
to develop an action plan for establishing a Blue Shield branch in the 
Pacific region: Blue Shield Pasifika (BSP).  

Ms Takahashi went on to explain that the meeting was part of a project 
titled ‘Empowerment of Pacific Small Island Developing States in 
Disaster Risk Reduction of cultural heritage and institutions: Promotion 
of the 1954 Convention and its two Protocols (The Hague Convention) 
and the Sendai Framework for DRR 2015-2030’, which was approved 
under UNESCO’s Regular Programme. Ms Takahashi then provided an 
overview of the two international frameworks that were relevant to the 
meeting, namely, the Sendai Framework for DRR 2015-2030, and the 
UNESCO 1954 Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the 
Event of Armed Conflict and its two Protocols (The Hague Convention).  

She explained that the Sendai Framework for DRR 2015-2030 is an 
internationally-agreed framework that was approved at the Third 
World Conference on DRR, which was held in Sendai, Japan, in March 
2015. The Sendai Framework has seven targets, aiming to bring about 
substantial reductions in disaster-related deaths, as well as reductions 
in the number of people affected by disasters, economic losses, damage 
to critical infrastructure and disruptions to basic services such as health 
and education. The framework also seeks to increase the number of 
countries with national and local risk reduction strategies, to bolster 
the DRR capacity of developing countries and to increase coverage 
of early warning systems. She drew the participants’ attention to the 
four priority areas of the Sendai Framework: Priority 1 – Understanding 
disaster risk, Priority 2 – Strengthening disaster risk governance to 
manage disaster risk, Priority 3 – Investing in DRR for resilience and 
Priority 4 – Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response and 
to ‘Build Back Better’ (BBB) in recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction. 
This information was significant as the participants were later asked to 
develop an action plan based on the four priority areas.  

Ms Takahashi noted the important contribution of a series of activities 
carried out by the cultural heritage community prior to and during the 
Third World Conference on DRR, including the International Expert 
Meeting on Cultural Heritage and Disaster Resilient Communities 
(Tokyo, March 2015). The recommendations of that expert meeting 
fed into the Sendai Framework, resulting in substantial references 
to cultural heritage and to traditional/indigenous/local knowledge 
and practices and their relationship with DRR. She also noted that 
the Outcome Document of the UNESCO Regional Conference on 
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Harmonizing Actions to Reduce Risks for Cultural Heritage in Asia 
and the Pacific (Penang, December 2015) now serves as a strategy for 
implementing the Sendai Framework in the heritage sector.

Ms Takahashi then outlined the history, main principles and international 
cooperation mechanisms of the Hague Convention, and developments 
since the adoption of the Second Protocol in 1999, along with updates 
in terms of synergies between the World Heritage Convention and 
the Second Protocol. She explained that none of the Pacific SIDS were 
parties to the Hague Convention and its two Protocols and that a Pacific 
workshop on these legal instruments was planned for November 2016. 

She noted that the Blue Shield was a special emblem of the Hague 
Convention and also the name of a coalition of international NGOs 
addressing DRR for cultural heritage and institutions, against risks 
associated with natural and human-induced disasters. 

Ms Takahashi concluded her presentation by expressing her hope 
that the meeting would result in an action plan, based on the Sendai 
Framework priority areas, which could serve as a guide for future 
cooperation between Pacific SIDS in the area of DRR for cultural 
heritage and institutions. 

During the morning break, the meeting participants took part in a 
guided tour of the NAF building. They had a chance to examine some 
of the precious documentary heritage kept at the NAF office, including 
the Records of the Indian Indentured Labourers, which were submitted 
to UNESCO’s Memory of the World Register by Fiji, Guyana, Suriname, 
and Trinidad and Tobago and were included in the register in 2011. 
The participants were also able to interact with NAF staff, who were 
engaged in various archival tasks, including conservation treatments, 
digitalization and communication/information services.

Photo: Meeting participants 
examining documentary 
heritage at the NAF office.

©NAF
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Session 1: Introduction – What is the Blue Shield? 

Session 1 of the meeting aimed to increase understanding of 
the purpose and activities of the Blue Shield. In this session, 

Cameron Auty, Secretary of Blue Shield Australia (BSA) described the 
organization’s activities for disaster preparedness. He explained that 
BSA was established in 2005 by four pillar organizations: Australia’s 
International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), the 
International Council of Museums (ICOM) Australia, the Council of 
Australian Archives and Records Authorities (CAARA) and the Australian 
Library and Information Association (ALEA). Besides its four pillar 
organizations, it has six associate members. BSA has four meetings 
each year and is funded through membership fees. Project groups 
are led by the pillar organizations, and project officers are employed 
where needed. He also noted that Australia has over 5,000 collecting 
institutions that are vulnerable to diverse types of disasters, ranging 
from bushfires to cyclones and floods.

BSA’s regions of activity are primarily Australia and the Asia-Pacific 
region, and its activities include advocacy, training, conferences/
events and mutual aid cooperatives. With an ability to engage with 
governments, BSA submitted enquiries for the renewal of the Protection 
of Movable Cultural Heritage Act (1986), and has been working towards 
Australia’s ratification of the Second Protocol of the Hague Convention. 

BSA organizes annual campaigns every May Day, which was designated 
by the American Society of Archivists as a day for the safeguarding of 
archives. BSA also provides cultural first aid as an emergency response, 

Photo: Cameron Auty describing 
Blue Shield Australia.

©NAF
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and also supports recovery efforts in affected countries (for example, 
book donations to libraries in Vanuatu following Tropical Cyclone Pam 
in 2015). BSA’s conferences and events are important in promoting 
its visibility and raising its profile. Its training activities are organized 
on request and are conducted by harnessing a network of cultural 
organizations and professionals. Mr Auty noted that links to defence 
and emergency services are yet to be fully explored, and fundraising 
and IT infrastructure are other areas to be developed. Mr Auty noted 
that a challenge facing BSA is the nature of the BSA network, which 
is an informal network of professionals with various capacities and 
differing levels of commitment. 

Concluding his presentation, Mr Auty extended BSA’s full support to 
establishing Blue Shield Pasifika. He noted the need to be aware of 
resource levels and to select members who can leverage capacity, 
and noted that it is important to set clear responsibilities and to 
aim to achieve a few discrete projects, especially in the initial phase. 
Information sheets on the BSA operating guidelines were distributed 
among the meeting participants along with questions relating to 
governance, so as to stimulate discussion on the topic.

Responding to the presentation, one of the participants raised a 
question about BSA’s membership fees. Mr Auty replied that the fees 
are based on the institutional contribution in compliance with the 
provision set out in its operating guidelines. When questioned about the 
relationship between BSA and the International Committee of the Blue 
Shield (ICBS), Mr Auty answered that BSA maintains communication 
with ICBS for coordination and direction at the international level.
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Box 1: Questions relating to the management 
and governance of Blue Shield Pasifika

What will Blue Shield Pasifika’s areas of responsibility and 
influence be?

- What is BSA’s responsibility for Australia and influence across 
South East Asia and the Pacific?

Who will be invited to associate member status? 

- When will this be decided?

What will be the meeting frequency of Blue Shield Pasifika? 

- How will meeting logistics be handled? Who will host 
teleconferences?

- Will there be capacity for annual face-to-face meetings?

Who will be the Blue Shield Pasifika Secretariat?

- What is the best physical location for the secretariat to be based?

How will Blue Shield Pasifika’s banking needs be fulfilled?

- In which country should accounts be held?

- How will this affect cross-border projects?

- Does the Secretariat need citizenship in the country in which 
accounts are held?

Will Blue Shield Pasifika seek Incorporation or similar legal 
status?

- Does this work across borders?

Who will host and manage the Blue Shield Pasifika website?

- Will it be commercially hosted? Or will one Pillar take on 
permanent responsibility?

- Will the Secretariat have responsibility to update and run the 
site? Or will it be shared?

Who will manage Blue Shield Pasifika’s social media presence? 

- Which social media platforms will be used? 

Questions relating to 
the management and 
governance of Blue 
Shield Pasifika
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Session 2: Presentations of NGO activities on DRR

Session 2 of the meeting was devoted to presentations by the regional 
chapters of three NGOs (ICOMOS Pasifika, PARBICA and PIALA) 

regarding their activities in the areas of cultural heritage, museums, 
archives and libraries.

ICOMOS Pasifika

Representing ICOMOS Pasifika, Christophe Sand provided an 
overview of the organization, explaining that it was established 
as a regional scientific committee of ICOMOS, so as to provide an 
opportunity for heritage experts in Pacific SIDS to become ICOMOS 
members, considering that SIDS often have difficulty in securing five 
professionals per country: the minimum requirement for establishing 
a national committee of ICOMOS. As of April 2016, ICOMOS Pasifika 
had 15 members, including government officials engaged in heritage 
preservation and cultural professionals such as archaeologists and 
architects. Mr Sand elaborated the definition of cultural heritage in 
the Pacific islands context, noting that it embraces both intangible 
and tangible heritage, including places of worship, community 
infrastructure, ‘tabu’ (protected/sacred) spaces and village meeting 
places. He noted a growing concern among ICOMOS members with 
regard to the risks and threats, such as climate change, to heritage sites 
in the Pacific region, and listed capacity building and fundraising as 
challenges facing ICOMOS Pasifika.

Photo: Christophe Sand 
presenting an overview of 
ICOMOS Pasifika.
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PARBICA

Opeta Alefaio presented an overview of PARBICA and its activities, 
noting that PARBICA is a Pacific regional chapter of the International 
Council on Archives (ICA) and is funded by membership fees, which 
vary depending on the organizations. He observed that New Zealand 
and Australia are members of PARBICA and provide significant financial 
assistance to the organization. 

DRR-related activities implemented by PARBICA include a records 
management training session held in Tonga in 2011, a disaster 
preparedness workshop held prior to the ICA congress in 2012 and 
a disaster preparedness and response workshop held prior to the 
PARBICA Congress in 2014. PARBICA has rich web-based resources that 
complement its face-to-face trainings. 

Mr Alefaio noted that PARBICA plans to organizes, in cooperation with 
the National Archives of Australia, a workshop on disaster preparedness 
for effective governance on archives in the Indo-Pacific Region, which 
will be held in Canberra, Australia, in 2016 or 2017. Mr Alefaio also 
mentioned PARBICA’s intention to approach the Pacific Islands Forum 
(PIF) in order to encourage governments in the Pacific region to commit 
to the preservation of archives and to develop relevant regulatory 
frameworks.

Photo: Opeta Alefaio describing 
the activities of PARBICA.

©NAF
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PIALA

Representing the Pacific Island Association of Libraries, Archives and 
Museums (PIALA), Atarino Helieisar explained that the organization 
was established in 1991 as a regional association to address the needs 
of Pacific librarians, archivists, museum staff and other information 
professionals. PIALA focuses particularly on Micronesia, including 
Palau, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, the Federated States of 
Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands. 

Mr Helieisar described PIALA’s activities, which include participatory 
learning, training in preventive conservation and cultural first aid. 
He expressed his high hopes for the ongoing Pacific Digital Library 
(PDL) project, which is expected to assist in safeguarding the Pacific 
collections, which include unique items that cannot be found elsewhere. 
He noted that despite their cultural significance, these collections are 
increasingly under threat from extreme weather events and violent 
cyclones triggered by climate change. 

Mr Helieisar then presented several pending projects that aim to 
strengthen DRR in member institutions. These projects include 
activities such as awareness-raising among community leaders; 
the development and upgrading of DRR policies; improvements to 
physical infrastructure; digitalization; and identification of refuges for 
the emergency evacuation of collections.

In response to the presentation, some participants sought clarification 
on the mandate of PIALA, which is a member of IFLA but includes 
museums as its members. Mr Helieisar responded that in Micronesia 
the functions of museums are often ensured by libraries, and several 
countries have cultural centres that have multiple functions. A 
representative of the Pacific Islands Museums Association (PIMA) 
confirmed this, noting that there is close cooperation between 
PIALA and PIMA through museum experts who are members of both 
organizations.

Photo: Atarino Helieisar 
speaking to the meeting 
participants about the role of 
PIALA.
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Session 3: Establishing Blue Shield Pasifika

Yuji Kurihara, the Director of Administration at Tokyo National 
Museum, Secretary-General of the National Institute for Cultural 

Heritage, and Vice-President of the Asia-Pacific Alliance of ICOM,  
represented ICOM-Japan at the meeting and gave a presentation 
explaining plans to establish a Japanese National Committee of the 
Blue Shield. 

He began by describing the cultural property rescue project that was 
launched by the Agency for Cultural Affairs in response to the Great 
East Japan Earthquake that struck Japan on 11 March 2011.  Over 700 
cultural properties, including national treasures, were damaged in the 
disaster, and some 1,300 museums, libraries and community centres 
were affected. Mr Kurihara emphasized the importance of government 
leadership in the rescue project and praised the active participation of 
over 6,000 volunteers, who included heritage and museum experts as 
well as local residents. Mr Kurihara also described the rescue operations 
for the museums located in the evacuation zone around the Fukushima 
Nuclear Plant.  

Mr Kurihara explained that the rescue project launched after the 
earthquake in 2011 led to recognition of the need for a permanent 
structure that could enhance disaster preparedness and promote DRR 
for cultural heritage and institutions in Japan. This was a driving force 
behind the establishment of a national task force for the Japanese 
Cultural Heritage Disaster Risk Mitigation Network (CH-DRAM Net). 
Since its launch in July 2014, CH-DRAM Net has implemented various 
activities, including a series of meetings within the framework of the 

Photo: Yuji Kurihara 
explaining plans to establish 

a Japanese National 
Committee of the Blue Shield.
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World Conference on DRR held in Sendai in March 2015. As for its future 
activities, the CH-DRAM plans to support DRR training for cultural 
professionals and organizations, construct a rescue base, strengthen 
its network and promote international cooperation in this area. 

Mr Kurihara said that he considered the CH-DRAM Net as a foundation 
for a Japanese Committee of the Blue Shield. He noted that the use of 
Blue Shield name and emblem would assist cultural professionals and 
organizations in Japan to strengthen advocacy for DRR in the cultural 
sector within the country, while enhancing the sharing of knowledge 
and experiences with similar organizations outside Japan. The likely 
members of the Japanese committee are: ICOM Japan, the Japan 
Library Association, the Japan Society of Archives Institutions, Japan 
ICOMOS, the National Film Centre and the National Museum of Modern 
Arts. 

Mr Kurihara concluded his presentation by suggesting a strengthened 
partnership between the Asia-Pacific Alliance of ICOM and PIMA. He 
also invited the participants to join the ICOM General Conference 
planned for Kyoto in 2019. 

Following Mr Kurihara’s presentation, the meeting participants 
watched a video produced for the World Conference on DRR about the 
cultural heritage rescue project that was launched in response to the 
2011 earthquake in Japan.

ICORP

Kanefusa Masuda, a member of Japan ICOMOS and ICOMOS-ICORP, 
presented information about the International Committee on Risk 
Preparedness (ICORP), explaining that it is a focal point at ICOMOS for 
Blue Shield activities. Mr Masuda also described the preliminary findings 

Photo: Kanefusa Masuda 
presenting the findings of a field 
visit in Fiji.
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of a field verification visit to Navala Village in Ba Province, Fiji, that was 
carried out within the framework of a Post-Disaster Needs Assessment 
(PDNA) following Tropical Cyclone (TC) Winston in February 2016. 

A PDNA is an exercise carried out after disasters to collect information 
on damage and loss, so as to have a better understanding of the 
impact of the disasters on the nation and community and to determine 
a recovery strategy and priorities. The assessment of damage relating 
to the culture sector is usually included under the social sector cluster 
or as a cross-cutting theme. TC Winston was one of the most severe 
cyclones that has ever hit Fiji and caused widespread destruction in 
the country. At the request of the Fiji government, ICORP launched the 
PDNA process on 29 March 2016. 

Mr Masuda explained that Navala Village is the only traditional 
settlement remaining in Fiji that has a significant concentration 
of Fijian bure (traditional houses). In this village, the traditional 
knowledge and skills necessary for bure building are still held by elders 
and youth alike. The field verification visit found that the strong winds 
of TC Winston affected most of the traditional houses in the village as 
well as the vegetation surrounding the village, from which the raw 
materials necessary for bure building are sourced. He recommended 
that appropriate assistance be provided to support the restoration 
of the affected bure using Build Back Better (BBB) measures, while 
documenting this process to support the process of education and 
transmission of traditional house building knowledge and skills, 
which are important intangible cultural heritage for the people of Fiji. 
According to Mr Masuda, an approach that strikes a balance between 
modernization of the living environment in the village and preservation 
of both tangible and intangible heritage is both possible and strongly 
recommended.

Session 4: Preparing the Action Plan 
The meeting participants used Session 4 as an opportunity to 
further discuss the issues and to prepare draft action plans, with the 
assistance of the international experts present. Three documents to 
guide the preparation of the action plans were distributed among the 
participants, namely, the Chart of the Sendai Framework for DRR 2015-
2030, the Recommendations of the International Expert Meeting on 
Cultural Heritage and Disaster Resilient Communities (Tokyo, March 
2015), and the Outcome Document of UNESCO Regional Conference 
on Harmonizing Actions to Reduce Risks for Cultural Heritage in Asia 
and the Pacific (Penang, December 2015).
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Day 2

Field Visit

In the morning of the second day, the participants undertook a 
field visit to the Fiji Museum and to the Pacific Heritage Hub at the 

University of the South Pacific (USP) in Suva.

Fiji Museum

After a customary welcome ceremony, Ratu Jone Baleinavalu at the 
Fiji Museum explained that the museum building was constructed 
some 60 years ago and an extension was built in the 1970s. He then 
briefed the visitors on the museum’s DRR plan, noting that it includes a 
broad range of preparedness measures such as ongoing maintenance 
and care of the building, setting up an alarm system, compiling a 
comprehensive inventory of museum collections, conducting fire 
drills, disaster reporting and emergency communication, and cultural 
first aid training for staff. The visitors then participated in a guided tour 
of the exhibitions and storage rooms of the museum. 

Photo: Meeting participants 
visiting the Fiji Museum.
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Pacific Heritage Hub/USP

David Gegeo, Acting Director of the Oceania Centre for Arts, Culture 
and Pacific Studies (OCACPS) at USP, extended a warm welcome to 
the visitors. Temalesi Waqainabete, Capacity Building Officer with the 
Pacific Heritage Hub (PHH), then presented an overview of the PHH and 
its activities. The participants then visited the Art Gallery and its storage 
rooms, and exchanged views on the DRR measures implemented by 
the USP.

Session 5: Presenting the Action Plan

In this session, the participants shared their draft action plans and 
discussed them. Under each priority of the Sendai Framework, the 

participants identified several actions that addressed the needs at the 
national and regional levels. The participants then consolidated their 
plans into a single action plan (Box 2).

Box 2: Action Plan for DRR for cultural heritage and 
institutions in Pacific SIDS (2016-2022)

Photo: Meeting participants 
visiting the University of the 

South Pacific.

©UNESCO/A.Takahashi

Priority 
1 

Understanding disaster risk

Support the development of a regional knowledge base of cultural 
heritage, institutions (museums, archives and libraries) and their 
collections through establishing a cultural heritage register, database 
and inventory that provide baseline data and information to contribute 
to the monitoring of the implementation of the Sendai Framework in 
Pacific SIDS.

Support a multi-hazard risk assessment of cultural heritage, institutions 
and collections in Pacific SIDS, analyse and promote its findings to 
address vulnerabilities and high-risk elements.

Support the strengthening of information management for risk 
preparedness, including making digital copies and storing backup 
copies in safe locations, in cooperation with relevant agencies.

Support community-based research on indigenous/traditional/local 
knowledge of and women’s participation in DRR and climate change 
adaptation as related to cultural heritage and movable cultural objects.
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Priority 
2

Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk

Build and strengthen networking between regional NGOs and BSA to 
share resources, including governance documents.

Support the building of a regional and national platform for DRR for 
the culture sector through multi-stakeholder consultations involving 
governments and NGOs in the areas of culture and communities.

Advocate for ratification of the Hague Convention and its Protocols to 
build a solid framework and high level visibility for DRR across the region.

Priority 
3

Investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience

Assist national authorities in developing a DRR strategy for World 
Heritage properties, archaeological sites, historic cities and cultural 
institutions as part of their management plans.

Build a solid institutional framework for Blue Shield Pasifika (BSP), 
including secure funding, firm commitments from pillar organizations, 
resourceful associate members and reliable infrastructure, with a view 
to its formal launch at the regional Blue Shield Conference planned for 
2017 in Australia.

Advocate for investment in DRR for resilience of cultural heritage and 
institutions through the empowerment of regional organizations 
and networks, enhanced structural measures, capacity building and a 
digitalization programme.

Priority 
4

Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response and to 
Build Back Better in recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction

Enhance the communication and information activities of BSP relating 
to DRR for cultural heritage and institutions.

Support the capacity building of cultural professionals and organizations 
in DRR and PDNA.

Support the establishment of effective communication and coordination 
protocols between governments, BSP, emergency response services and 
the military for enhanced DRR for cultural heritage and institutions.
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Session 6: A way forward – Regional cooperation 
and partnership
In this session the participants agreed to set up an interim Blue Shield 
Pasifika (BSP), with a view to its formal establishment at the BSA regional 
conference planned for 2017 in Australia. Furthermore, they decided 
that the Fiji Museum would coordinate the phase of establishing BSP, 
in close cooperation with the pillar organizations that were present at 
the meeting and with UNESCO’s assistance.

Closing Session
Akatsuki Takahashi, Programme Specialist for Culture with the UNESCO 
Office for the Pacific States, delivered the Closing Remarks. She thanked 
the speakers and explained that two speakers: Tarisi Vunidilo, the 
Secretary-General of PIMA, and Sipiriano Nemani from the Department 
of Heritage and Arts of Fiji, had been unable to attend. She noted that 
their presentations would nevertheless be included in the meeting’s 
final report.  

In summing up the themes of the meeting, Ms Takahashi reiterated 
the importance of the mission of the professionals working in 
cultural authorities, heritage sites and cultural organizations in taking 
responsibility for disaster risk reduction for cultural heritage and 
institutions. She also emphasized the importance of multisectoral 
collaboration and partnerships among those engaged in this 
specialized field. She noted that the Blue Shield, the ‘cultural Red Cross’, 
could facilitate such cooperation and the sharing of expertise. 

She concluded her remarks by expressing her gratitude to the participants 
for their active participation and to the FNA for its hospitality.
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1. Name and relationships

1.1  The name of the association is Blue Shield Australia, referred to 
herein as ‘BSA’ or ‘the association’.

1.2  BSA is a federation of the Australian representatives of four of the 
pillar bodies of the International Committee of the Blue Shield 
(ICBS) (i.e. ICA, ICOM, ICOMOS, and IFLA).

1.3  BSA is recognised by the International Committee of the Blue 
Shield as it’s Australian national committee.

1.4  BSA is recognised as the Australian national committee of the 
Blue Shield by The Blue Shield formerly known as the ICBS and 
ANCBS.

2. Definitions

‘ANCBS’ means the Association of National Committees of the Blue 
Shield.

‘Associate member’ means the nominated representative, by invitation, 
of an Australian organisation that is not a pillar body but that is actively 
involved with the protection of cultural heritage and / or with Australia’s 
response to emergencies and armed conflict.

‘BSA’ means Blue Shield Australia.

‘Committee’ means the committee of management of the association 
and consists of the members of the association

‘Full member’ means the appointed representative of the four pillar bodies 
as they exist in Australia, appointed in accordance with section 5.4.
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‘ICA’ means the International Council on Archives.

‘ICBS’ means the International Committee of the Blue Shield

‘ICOM’ means the International Council of Museums.

‘ICOMOS’ means the International Council on Monuments and Sites.

‘IFLA’ means the International Federation of Library Associations and 
Institutions.

‘Member’ means a person appointed to one of the membership 
categories identified in Rule 5.1.

‘Nominating organisation’ means a pillar body or other organisation 
that nominates a Full member, Proxy or Associate member to the 
association.

‘Pillar bodies’ means the four organisations identified by The Blue 
Shield committee and also represented by Australian counterpart 
organisations (i.e. ICA, ICOM, ICOMOS, and IFLA).

‘Proxy’ means the alternate for a Full member, appointed in accordance 
with section 5.4.

‘Secretariat’ means a member of the BSA committee or another person 
who has been appointed by the BSA committee to act as the Secretariat 
and record and assist with implementing the decisions taken by the 
BSA committee.

‘Year’ means the Australian Taxation Office’s financial year, 1st July-30th 
June.

 3. Objects of the association

The objects of the association are:

3.1 To serve as the Australian national committee of The Blue Shield.

3.2 To promote the protection of cultural property (as defined in the 
Hague Convention) against threats of all kinds.

3.3 To intervene strategically with decision makers and relevant 
organisations to prevent and to respond to disasters of all kinds.

3.4 To contribute to efforts to protect the world’s cultural heritage 
threatened by disasters of all kinds.

3.5 To contribute to efforts to prepare the Australian community (*) 
to respond to threats to cultural heritage in times of disaster of all 
kinds.
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 (*) BSA acknowledges that ‘community’ includes the staff and 
volunteers of cultural heritage organisations, emergency 
management specialists, and the broader community as 
applicable.

4. Powers of the association

4.1 As the association is not incorporated, its powers relate to the 
pillar bodies and are subject to the willingness of these bodies to 
commit their resources to support the activities of the association.

4.2 The association’s activities focus principally on Australia’s areas of 
responsibility (#) and influence (§).

 (#) BSA adopts the Australian Government’s definition of Areas of 
Responsibility, being continental Australia (including Tasmania) 
and the off-shore territories

 (§) BSA adopts the Australian Government’s definition of Areas of 
Influence, being SE Asia and the SW Pacific.

5. Membership

5.1 The Members of the association are:

• Full members

• Associate members

5.2 Full members are the appointed representatives of the four 
Australian pillar bodies, namely:

• For the International Council on Archives: the Australian 
members of the ICA, meeting under the auspices of the 
Council of Australasian Archives and Records Authorities

• For the International Council of Museums: ICOM Australia

• For the International Council on Monuments and Sites: 
Australia ICOMOS

• For the International Federation of Library Associations and 
Institutions: the Australian Library and Information Association

 Note: At the international level, a fifth pillar body is recognised: 
the Coordinating Council of Audio-visual Archives Associations. 
There is no direct representative of this pillar body in Australia, 
where audio-visual archives are held in collections that are 
effectively represented by the Council of Australasian Archives 
and Records Authorities, ICOM Australia, and the Australian 
Library and Information Association.
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5.3 Each full member may be represented by a Proxy appointed 
in accordance with section 5.4. A Proxy may participate as an 
Observer at meetings where the Full member appointed by that 
pillar body is also present.

5.4 Each pillar body shall appoint its representatives (the Full 
member and a Proxy) in accordance with its own procedures. If 
no representative has been appointed by a pillar body, BSA will 
regard the pillar body’s President as the representative.

5.5 The Committee may invite any appropriate organisation that is 
not a pillar body but that is actively involved with the protection 
of cultural heritage and / or with Australia’s response to 
emergencies and armed conflict to join as an Associate member 
and to nominate a representative to receive communications 
and attend General Meetings of the association.

5.6 All members shall contribute to resourcing the BSA to the best of 
their ability.

5.7 A member shall be a natural person.

5.8 Resignations and replacements of members should be managed 
by the nominating organisations.

5.9 In the event that a member engages in conduct detrimental 
to the interests of the association, the BSA Chair will advise 
the head of the relevant nominating organisation and request 
that the matter be resolved in accordance with the rules of that 
organisation.

5.10 A committee membership register will be maintained by the 
BSA Secretariat to record the name and contact details for each 
member, plus the dates of the meetings attended by the member.

6. The Committee

6.1 The affairs of the association shall be managed and controlled by 
a Committee consisting of the four Full members.

6.2 The Committee has control of any funds contributed by the pillar 
bodies or received in the name of the association from other 
sources.

6.3 The Committee has authority to interpret the meaning of these 
rules and any other matter relating to the affairs of the association 
on which these rules are silent.

6.4 The Committee is chaired by a Full member, in accordance with a 
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rotating schedule (see 6.7).

6.5 The deputy Chair is normally the representative of the pillar that 
is scheduled to hold the chair in the following year.

6.6 The Chair’s term of office is normally two years.

6.7 The sequence for rotation of the Chair is normally alphabetical:

  ICA

  ICOM

  ICOMOS

  IFLA

 The sequence from 1 July 2013 is:

  ICA, 2013 – 2015

  ICOM, 2015 – 2017

  ICOMOS, 2017 – 2019

  IFLA, 2019 - 2021

6.8 A member of the Committee having a direct or indirect pecuniary 
interest in the activities of the association must disclose the 
nature and extent of that interest to the Committee, and shall 
not vote with respect to that activity.

6.9 The office of a Committee member shall become vacant if a 
committee member is:

• permanently incapacitated by ill health;

• absent without apology from more than two consecutive 
meetings in a financial year; or

•  no longer the duly appointed representative of a pillar body.

6.10 The BSA ‘Secretariat’ will record and assist with implementing the 
decisions taken by the BSA committee. 

6.11 The Committee has the power to co-opt individuals to assist it 
in its work, and to define the rights and responsibilities of each 
co-opted individual. Such an individual is not required to be a 
member of the association.
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7. The seal

As the association is not incorporated, it does not have a common seal.

8. Meetings

8.1  The association may convene Committee Meetings and General 
Meetings.

8.2 The Committee may invite other persons to attend its meetings 
as guests or observers.

8.3 A quorum for any meeting of the BSA committee shall be 
achieved when three of the four pillar bodies are represented.

8.4 When the appointed BSA Secretariat is not also a BSA committee 
member they do not have voting rights.

Committee meetings

8.5 The Committee shall meet for the dispatch of business at least four 
times per year. Meetings may be convened by teleconference. If 
possible, at least one face-to-face meeting should be convened 
each year.

8.6 Questions arising at any meeting of the Committee shall be 
decided by a majority of votes. Each pillar body is entitled to 
one vote. In the event of equality of votes the Chair shall have a 
casting vote in addition to a deliberative vote.

8.7 Questions arising out-of-session may be decided by email 
consultation, and shall be decided by a majority of votes. Such 
decisions shall be ratified at the next formal meeting. Each pillar 
body is entitled to one vote. In the event of equality of votes the 
matter shall be referred to a meeting of the Committee.

General meetings

8.8 The Committee may call a General Meeting of all members.

8.9 Questions arising at any General Meeting shall be decided by a 
majority of votes. Each Full member and each Associate member 
is entitled to one vote. In the event of equality of votes the Chair 
shall have a casting vote in addition to a deliberative vote.
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9. Communications

Meeting papers

9.1 The following timetable is recommended for the normal management of meeting papers:

External communications

9.2 The primary channel for BSA communications is its website.

9.3 The BSA social media accounts will be updated and maintained by the appointed BSA 
Secretariat and nominated accounts owners.

Time Task

Secretariat Members

Prior 
to the 

meeting

10 working 
days

Call for input to the 
Agenda

3 working days 
(minimum)

Circulate Agenda and 
associated papers by 
email

Upload Agenda and 
associated papers

At the 
meeting

Amend Agenda if 
required

After the 
meeting

10 working 
days 
(maximum)

Circulate draft Minutes
Respond to all by 
email with any major 
corrections

At the 
next 

meeting

Amend Minutes if 
required

Confirm Minutes

Confirm dot-point 
summary for web-
publishing

Following 
that 

meeting

Circulate the confirmed 
Minutes to all 
members, to Observer 
Organisations, to the 
ANCBS and ICBS, and 
to other parties as 
required.
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9.4 Target audiences for BSA communications include:

 9.4.1 The pillar bodies and their representatives on the 
Committee

 9.4.2 Associate members and their representatives

 9.4.3 Mutual aid cooperatives (usually governed by 
Memoranda of Understanding) as and where they exist 
throughout Australia (e.g. DisACT)

 9.4.4 Other Blue Shield committees (internationally, and in 
Australia’s Areas of Influence).

 9.4.5 The Blue Shield formerly known as the ICBS and ANCBS

 9.4.6 Organisations that focus on emergency preparedness, 
response and recovery:

  (a) in Australia

  (b) in Australia’s Areas of Influence (e.g. the Asia Disaster 
Preparedness Centre)

 9.4.7 The Australian National Commission for UNESCO

10. Dispute resolution

10.1 The dispute resolution procedure set out in this rule applies to 
disputes under these Rules between:

•  One member and another

• A member and the association

10.2 The parties to the dispute must meet and discuss the matter in 
dispute and, if possible, resolve the dispute within 14 days after 
the dispute comes to the attention of all of the parties.

10.3 If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute at the meeting the 
parties may choose to meet and discuss the dispute before an 
independent third person agreed to by the parties.

10.4 In this rule ‘member’ includes any person who was a member not 
more than six months before the dispute occurred.

10.5 Where the Committee exercises any power of adjudication in 
relation to a dispute between the members, or a dispute between 
itself and members of the association, the rules of natural justice 
must be observed.
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11. Financial management and reporting

11.1 The BSA committee delegates to the appointed BSA Secretariat 
the management of and reporting on the BSA funds.

11.2 The BSA Secretariat must table BSA bank statements at all BSA 
meetings and the committee must approve all BSA financial 
transactions.

11.3 As and when required under relevant legislation the BSA 
Secretariat must arrange to have the BSA financial accounts 
audited.

12. Prohibition against securing profits for members

The funds of the association shall be applied exclusively to the 
promotion of its objects and no portion shall be paid or distributed 
directly or indirectly to members or their associates except as bona fide 
remuneration of a member for services rendered or expenses incurred 
on behalf of the association.

13. Winding up

The Committee, with the assistance of the pillar bodies, shall determine 
the process to be followed should the association need to be wound up.

14. Application of surplus assets

The Committee, with the assistance of the pillar bodies, shall determine 
the process to be followed for the application of funds if a surplus 
remains after the winding up of the association.

15. Rules

These rules may be altered (including any alteration to the association’s 
name) by resolution of the Committee, and should be reviewed every 
two years in conjunction with the change of Chair.
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NOTE:

*Collections Council of Australia (2004-2010)

The Collections Council of Australia (CCA) was established by the 
former Cultural Ministers Council in 2004 to represent Australia’s diverse 
archives, galleries, libraries and museums. CCA was the administrative 
support body (for organisation of board meetings & Minutes record) 
for all early BSA meetings over several years.  Following the closure 
of the CCA in April 2010, the Department has become the custodian 
and copyright holder of several resources developed by the CCA for 
collecting organisations.

Further information and archived records of CCA activities may be 
found on the Australian Government’s website (Arts) – as 
accessed 3/12/14: http://arts.gov.au/collections/collections-
council-of-australia

http://arts.gov.au/collections/collections-council-of-australia
http://arts.gov.au/collections/collections-council-of-australia
http://arts.gov.au/collections/collections-council-of-australia
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Yuji Kurihara
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Kanefusa Masuda
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Office for the Pacific States

Akatsuki Takahashi
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18 March 2015 
 
Original: English only  

 

  Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030  
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 I. Preamble 
 
 

1. The present post-2015 framework for disaster risk reduction was adopted at 
the Third World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction, held from 14 to 18 March 
2015 in Sendai, Miyagi, Japan, which represented a unique opportunity for countries 
to:  

 (a) Adopt a concise, focused, forward-looking and action-oriented post-2015 
framework for disaster risk reduction;  

 (b) Complete the assessment and review of the implementation of the Hyogo 
Framework for Action 2005-2015: Building Resilience of Nations and Communities 
to Disasters;1 

 (c) Consider the experience gained through the regional and national 
strategies/institutions and plans for disaster risk reduction and their 
recommendations, as well as relevant regional agreements under the implementation 
of the Hyogo Framework for Action; 

 (d) Identify modalities of cooperation based on commitments to implement a 
post-2015 framework for disaster risk reduction;  

 (e) Determine modalities for the periodic review of the implementation of a 
post-2015 framework for disaster risk reduction.  

2. During the World Conference, States also reiterated their commitment to 
disaster risk reduction and the building of resilience2 to disasters to be addressed 
with a renewed sense of urgency in the context of sustainable development and 
poverty eradication and, as appropriate, to be integrated into policies, plans, 
programmes, and budgets at all levels and considered within relevant frameworks.  
 

  The Hyogo Framework for Action: lessons learned, gaps identified and  
future challenges 
 

3. Since the adoption of the Hyogo Framework for Action in 2005, as 
documented in national and regional progress reports on its implementation as well 
as in other global reports, progress has been achieved in reducing disaster risk at 
local, national, regional and global levels by countries and other relevant  
stakeholders, leading to a decrease in mortality in the case of some hazards. 3 
Reducing disaster risk is a cost effective investment in preventing future losses. 

                                                           
 1  A/CONF.206/6 and Corr.1, chap. I, resolution 2. 
 2  Resilience is defined as: “The ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards to 

resist, absorb, accommodate to and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient 
manner, including through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures and 
functions”, United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR), “2009 UNISDR 
Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction”, Geneva, May 2009 
(http://www.unisdr.org/we/inform/terminology). 

 3  Hazard is defined in the Hyogo Framework for Action as: “A potentially damaging physical 
event, phenomenon or human activity that may cause the loss of life or injury, property damage, 
social and economic disruption or environmental degradation. Hazards can include latent 
conditions that may represent future threats and can have different origins: natural (geological, 
hydrometeorological and biological) or induced by human processes (environmental degradat ion 
and technological hazards). 

http://www.unisdr.org/we/inform/terminology
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Effective disaster risk management contributes to sustainable development. 
Countries have enhanced their capacities in disaster risk management. International 
mechanisms for strategic advice, coordination and partnership development for 
disaster risk reduction, such as the Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction and 
the regional platforms for disaster risk reduction, as well as other relevant 
international and regional forums for cooperation have been instrumental in the 
development of policies and strategies and the advancement of knowledge and 
mutual learning. Overall, the Hyogo Framework for Action has been an important 
instrument for raising public and institutional awareness, generating political 
commitment and focusing and catalysing actions by a wide range of stakeholders at 
all levels.  

4. Over the same 10-year time frame, however, disasters have continued to exact 
a heavy toll, and as a result the well-being and safety of persons, communities and 
countries as a whole have been affected. Over 700 thousand people lost their lives, 
over 1.4 million were injured and approximately 23 million were made homeless as 
a result of disasters. Overall, more than 1.5 billion people were affected by disasters 
in various ways. Women, children and people in vulnerable situations were 
disproportionately affected. The total economic loss was more than $1.3 trillion. In 
addition, between 2008 and 2012, 144 million people were displaced by disasters. 
Disasters, many of which are exacerbated by climate change and increasing in 
frequency and intensity, significantly impede progress towards sustainable 
development. Evidence indicates that exposure of persons and assets in all countries 
has increased faster than vulnerability4 has decreased, thus generating new risk and 
a steady rise in disasters losses with a significant economic, social, health, cultural 
and environmental impact in the short, medium and long term, especially at the 
local and community level. Recurring small-scale disasters and slow-onset disasters 
particularly affect communities, households and small and medium-sized enterprises 
and constitute a high percentage of all losses. All countries — especially developing 
countries where the mortality and economic losses from disasters are 
disproportionately higher — are faced with increasing levels of possible hidden 
costs and challenges to meet financial and other obligations.  

5. It is urgent and critical to anticipate, plan for and reduce disaster risk in order 
to more effectively protect persons, communities and countries, their livelihoods, 
health, cultural heritage, socioeconomic assets and ecosystems, and thus strengthen 
their resilience.  

6. Enhanced work to reduce exposure and vulnerability, thus preventing the 
creation of new disaster risks, and accountability for disaster risk creation are 
needed at all levels. More dedicated action needs to be focused on tackling 
underlying disaster risk drivers, such as the consequences of poverty and inequality, 
climate change and variability, unplanned and rapid urbanization, poor land 
management and compounding factors such as demographic change, weak 
institutional arrangements, non-risk-informed policies, lack of regulation and 
incentives for private disaster risk reduction investment, complex supply chains, 
limited availability of technology, unsustainable uses of natural resources, declining 
ecosystems, pandemics and epidemics. Moreover, it is necessary to continue 

                                                           
 4  Vulnerability is defined in the Hyogo Framework for Action  as: “The conditions determined by 

physical, social, economic and environmental factors or processes, which increase the 
susceptibility of a community to the impact of hazards”. 
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strengthening good governance in disaster risk reduction at the national, regional 
and global levels and improving preparedness and national coordination for disaster 
response, rehabilitation and reconstruction, and to use post -disaster recovery and 
reconstruction to “Build Back Better” supported by strengthened modalities of 
international cooperation.  

7. There has to be a broader and a more people-centred preventive approach to 
disaster risk. Disaster risk reduction practices need to be multi -hazard and 
multisectoral based, inclusive and accessible in order to be efficient and effective. 
While recognizing their leading, regulatory and coordination role, Governments 
should engage with relevant stakeholders, including women, children and youth, 
persons with disabilities, poor people, migrants, indigenous peoples, volunteers, the 
community of practitioners and older persons in the design and implementation of 
policies, plans and standards. There is a need for the public and private sectors and 
civil society organizations, as well as academia and scientific and research 
institutions, to work more closely together and to create opportunities for 
collaboration, and for businesses to integrate disaster risk into their management 
practices.  

8. International, regional, subregional and transboundary cooperation remains 
pivotal in supporting the efforts of States, their national and local authorities as well 
as communities and businesses to reduce disaster risk. Existing mechanisms may 
require strengthening in order to provide effective support and achieve better 
implementation. Developing countries, in particular the least developed countries, 
small island developing States, landlocked developing countries and African 
countries, as well as middle-income countries facing specific challenges, need 
special attention and support to augment domestic resources and capabilities 
through bilateral and multilateral channels to ensure adequate, sustainable, and 
timely means of implementation in capacity-building, financial and technical 
assistance and technology transfer, in accordance with international commitments . 

9. Overall, the Hyogo Framework for Action has provided critical guidance in 
efforts to reduce disaster risk and contributed to the progress towards the 
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals. Its implementation has, 
however, highlighted a number of gaps in addressing the underlying disaster risk 
factors, in the formulation of goals and priorities for action,5 in the need to foster 
disaster resilience at all levels and in ensuring adequate means of implementation. 
The gaps indicate a need to develop an action-oriented framework that Governments 
and relevant stakeholders can implement in a supportive and complementary manner, 
and which helps to identify disaster risks to be managed and guides investment to 
improve resilience.  

10. Ten years after the Hyogo Framework for Action, disasters continue to 
undermine efforts to achieve sustainable development.  

11. The intergovernmental negotiations on the post-2015 development agenda, 
financing for development, climate change and disaster risk reduction provide the 

                                                           
 5  The Hyogo Framework priorities for action 2005-2015 are: (1) ensure that disaster risk 

reduction is a national and a local priority with a strong institutional basis for implementation; 
(2) identify, assess and monitor disaster risks and enhance early warning; (3) use knowledge, 
innovation and education to build a culture of safety and resilience at all levels; (4) reduce the 
underlying risk factors; and (5) strengthen disaster preparedness for effective response at all 
levels. 
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international community with a unique opportunity to enhance coherence across 
policies, institutions, goals, indicators, and measurement systems for 
implementation, while respecting their respective mandates. Ensuring credible links, 
as appropriate, between these processes will contribute to building re silience and 
achieving the global goal to eradicate poverty.  

12. It is recalled that the outcome of the UN Conference on Sustainable 
Development 2012, “The Future We Want”, which called for disaster risk reduction 
and building of resilience to disasters to be addressed with a renewed sense of 
urgency in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication and, as 
appropriate, to be integrated at all levels. The Conference also reaffirms all the 
principles of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development.  

13. Addressing climate change as one of the drivers of disaster risk, while 
respecting the mandate of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change 6 , represents an opportunity to reduce disaster risk in a meaningful and 
coherent manner throughout the inter-related intergovernmental processes.  

14. Against this background, and in order to reduce disaster risk, there is a need to 
address existing challenges and prepare for future ones by focusing on: monitoring, 
assessing and understanding disaster risk and sharing such information and how it is 
created; strengthening disaster risk governance and coordination across relevant 
institutions and sectors and the full and meaningful participation of relevant 
stakeholders at  appropriate levels; investing in the economic, social, health, cultural 
and educational resilience of persons, communities and countries and in the 
environment, also through technology and research; enhancing multi-hazard early 
warning systems, preparedness, response, recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction. 
To complement national action and capacity, there is a need to enhance international 
cooperation between developed and developing countries and between States and 
international organizations.  

15. The present framework will apply to the risk of small-scale and large-scale, 
frequent and infrequent, sudden and slow-onset disasters, caused by natural or man-
made hazards as well as related environmental, technological and biological hazards 
and risks. It aims to guide the multi-hazard management of disaster risk in 
development at all levels as well as within and across all sectors.  
 
 

 II. Expected outcome and goal 
 
 

16. While some progress in building resilience and reducing losses and damages 
has been achieved, a substantial reduction of disaster risk requires perseverance and 
persistence, with a more explicit focus on people and their health and livelihoods, 
and regular follow-up. Building on the Hyogo Framework for Action, the present 
framework aims to achieve the following outcome over the next 15 years:  
 

  The substantial reduction of disaster risk and losses in lives, livelihoods and health 
and in the economic, physical, social, cultural and environmental assets of persons, 
businesses, communities and countries 
 

                                                           
       6 The climate change issues mentioned in the present framework remain within the mandate of the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change under the competences of the Parties to the Convention.  
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The realization of this outcome requires the strong commitment and involvement of 
political leadership in every country at all levels in the implementation and follow -
up of this framework and in the creation of the necessary conducive and enabling 
environment.  

17. To attain the expected outcome, the following goal must be pursued:  

 Prevent new and reduce existing disaster risk through the implementation of 
integrated and inclusive economic, structural, legal, social, health, cultural, 
educational, environmental, technological, political and institutional measures 
that prevent and reduce hazard exposure and vulnerability to disaster, increase 
preparedness for response and recovery, and thus strengthen resilience  

The pursuance of this goal requires the enhancement of the implementation capacity 
and capability of developing countries, in particular the least developed countries, 
small island developing States, landlocked developing countries and African 
countries, as well as middle-income countries facing specific challenges, including 
the mobilization of support through international cooperation for the provision of 
means of implementation in accordance with their national priorities.  

18. To support the assessment of global progress in achieving the outcome and 
goal of this framework, seven global targets have been agreed. These targets will be 
measured at the global level and will be complemented by work to develop 
appropriate indicators. 

National targets and indicators will contribute to the achievement of the outcome 
and goal of this framework. 

The seven global targets are:  

 (a) Substantially reduce global disaster mortality by 2030, aiming to lower 
average per 100,000 global mortality between 2020-2030 compared to 2005-2015. 

 (b) Substantially reduce the number of affected people globally by 2030, 
aiming to lower the average global figure per 100,000 between 2020-2030 compared 
to 2005-2015. 7 

 (c)  Reduce direct disaster economic loss in relation to global gross domestic 
product (GDP) by 2030. 

 (d) Substantially reduce disaster damage to critical infrastructure and 
disruption of basic services, among them health and educational facilities, including 
through developing their resilience by 2030. 

 (e) Substantially increase the number of countries with national and local 
disaster risk reduction strategies by 2020.  

 (f) Substantially enhance international cooperation to developing countries 
through adequate and sustainable support to complement their national actions for 
implementation of this framework by 2030.   

                                                           
 7  Categories of affected people will be elaborated in the process for post Sendai work decided by 

the Conference. 
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 (g) Substantially increase the availability of and access to multi -hazard early 
warning systems and disaster risk information and assessments to the people by 
2030.  
 
 

 III. Guiding principles 
 
 

19. Drawing from the principles contained in the Yokohama Strategy for a Safer 
World: Guidelines for Natural Disaster Prevention, Preparedness and Mitigation and 
its Plan of Action8 and the Hyogo Framework for Action, the implementation of the 
present framework will be guided by the following principles, while taking into 
account national circumstances, and consistent with domestic laws as well as 
international obligations and commitments:  

 (a) Each State has the primary responsibility to prevent and reduce disaster 
risk, including through international, regional, subregional, transboundary and 
bilateral cooperation. The reduction of disaster risk is a common concern for all 
States and the extent to which developing countries are able to effectively enhance 
and implement national disaster risk reduction policies and measures in the context 
of their respective circumstances and capabilities can be further enhanced through 
the provision of sustainable international cooperation;  

 (b) Disaster risk reduction requires that responsibilities be shared by central 
Governments and relevant national authorities, sectors and stakeholders, as 
appropriate to their national circumstances and system of governance;  

 (c) Managing the risk of disasters is aimed at protecting persons and their 
property, health, livelihoods and productive assets, as well as cultural and 
environmental assets, while promoting and protecting all human rights, including 
the right to development;  

 (d) Disaster risk reduction requires an all-of-society engagement and 
partnership. It also requires empowerment and inclusive, accessible and non -
discriminatory participation, paying special attention to people disproportionately 
affected by disasters, especially the poorest. A gender, age, disability and cultural 
perspective in all policies and practices; and the promotion of women and youth 
leadership; in this context, special attention should be paid to the improvement of 
organized voluntary work of citizens;  

 (e) Disaster risk reduction and management depends on coordination 
mechanisms within and across sectors and with relevant stakeholders at all levels, 
and. it requires the full engagement of all State institutions of an executive and 
legislative nature at national and local levels and a clear articulation of 
responsibilities across public and private stakeholders, including business and 
academia, to ensure mutual outreach, partnership, complementarity in roles and 
accountability and follow-up;  

 (f) While the enabling, guiding and coordinating role of national and federal 
State Governments remain essential, it is necessary to empower local authorities and 
local communities to reduce disaster risk, including through resources, incentives 
and decision-making responsibilities, as appropriate;  

                                                           
 8  A/CONF.172/9, chap. I, resolution 1, annex I. 
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 (g) Disaster risk reduction requires a multi-hazard approach and inclusive 
risk-informed decision-making based on the open exchange and dissemination of 
disaggregated data, including by sex, age and disability, as well as on the eas ily 
accessible, up-to-date, comprehensible, science-based, non-sensitive risk 
information, complemented by traditional knowledge;  

 (h) The development, strengthening and implementation of relevant policies, 
plans, practices and mechanisms need to aim at coherence, as appropriate, across 
sustainable development and growth, food security, health and safety, climate 
change and variability, environmental management and disaster risk reduction 
agendas. Disaster risk reduction is essential to achieve sustainable  development;  

 (i) While the drivers of disaster risk may be local, national, regional or 
global in scope, disaster risks have local and specific characteristics that must be 
understood for the determination of measures to reduce disaster risk;  

 (j) Addressing underlying disaster risk factors through disaster risk-
informed public and private investments are more cost-effective than primary 
reliance on post-disaster response and recovery, and contribute to sustainable 
development; 

 (k) In the post-disaster recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction phase it is 
critical to prevent the creation of and to reduce disaster risk by “Building Back 
Better” and increasing public education and awareness of disaster risk;  

 (l) An effective and meaningful global partnership and the further 
strengthening of international cooperation, including the fulfilment of respective 
commitments of official development assistance by developed countries, are 
essential for effective disaster risk management;  

 (m) Developing countries, in particular the least developed countries, small 
island developing States, landlocked developing countries and African countries, as 
well as middle-income and other countries facing specific disaster risk challenges 
need adequate, sustainable and timely provision of support, including through 
finance, technology transfer and capacity-building from developed countries and 
partners tailored to their needs and priorities, as identified by them.  
 
 

 IV. Priorities for action 
 
 

20. Taking into account the experience gained through the implementation of the 
Hyogo Framework for Action, and in pursuance of the expected outcome and goal, 
there is a need for focused action within and across sectors by States at local, 
national, regional and global levels in the following four priority areas:  

 1. Understanding disaster risk;  

 2. Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk;  

 3. Investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience;  

 4. Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response, and to “Build 
Back Better” in recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction.   

21. In their approach to disaster risk reduction, States, regional and international 
organizations and other relevant stakeholders should take into considerat ion the key 
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activities listed under each of these four priorities and should implement them, as 
appropriate, taking into consideration respective capacities and capabilities, in line 
with national laws and regulations.   

22. In the context of increasing global interdependence, concerted international 
cooperation, an enabling international environment and means of implementation 
are needed to stimulate and contribute to developing the knowledge, capacities and 
motivation for disaster risk reduction at all levels, in particular for developing 
countries.   
 

  Priority 1. Understanding disaster risk 
 

23. Policies and practices for disaster risk management should be based on an 
understanding of disaster risk in all its dimensions of vulnerability, capacity, 
exposure of persons and assets, hazard characteristics and the environment. Such 
knowledge can be leveraged for the purpose of pre-disaster risk assessment, for 
prevention and mitigation and for the development and implementation of 
appropriate preparedness and effective response to disasters.   
 

  National and local levels 
 

24. To achieve this, it is important to: 

 (a) Promote the collection, analysis, management and use of relevant data 
and practical information. Ensure its dissemination, taking into account t he needs of 
different categories of users, as appropriate;   

 (b) Encourage the use of and strengthening of baseline and periodically 
assess disaster risks, vulnerability, capacity, exposure, hazard characteristics and 
their possible sequential effects at the relevant social and spatial scale on 
ecosystems in line with national circumstances; 

 (c) Develop, update periodically and disseminate, as appropriate, location-
based disaster risk information, including risk maps, to decision makers, the general 
public and communities at risk to disaster in an appropriate format by using, as 
applicable, geospatial information technology;   

 (d) Systematically evaluate, record, share and publicly account for disaster 
losses and understand the economic, social, health, education, environmental and 
cultural heritage impacts, as appropriate, in the context of event -specific hazard-
exposure and vulnerability information;   

 (e) Make non-sensitive hazard exposure, vulnerability, risk, disasters and 
loss disaggregated information freely available and accessible, as appropriate;   

 (f) Promote real-time access to reliable data, make use of space and in situ 
information, including geographic information systems (GIS), and use information 
and communications technology innovations to enhance measurement tools and the 
collection, analysis and dissemination of data;   

 (g) Build the knowledge of government officials at all levels, civil society, 
communities and volunteers, as well as the private sector, through sharing 
experiences, lessons learned, good practices and training and education on disaster 
risk reduction, including the use of existing training and education mechanisms and 
peer learning;   
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 (h) Promote and improve dialogue and cooperation among scientific and 
technological communities, other relevant stakeholders and policymakers in order to 
facilitate a science-policy interface for effective decision-making in disaster risk 
management;   

 (i) Ensure the use of traditional, indigenous and local knowledge and 
practices, as appropriate, to complement scientific knowledge in disaster risk 
assessment and the development and implementation of policies, strategies, plans 
and programmes of specific sectors, with a cross-sectoral approach, which should be 
tailored to localities and to the context;   

 (j) Strengthen technical and scientific capacity to capitalize on and consolidate 
existing knowledge, and to develop and apply methodologies and models to assess 
disaster risks, vulnerabilities and exposure to all hazards;   

 (k) Promote investments in innovation and technology development in long-
term, multi-hazard and solution-driven research in disaster risk management to 
address gaps, obstacles, interdependencies and social, economic, educational and 
environmental challenges and disaster risks;   

 (l) Promote the incorporation of disaster risk knowledge, including disaster 
prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response, recovery and rehabili tation, in 
formal and non-formal education, as well as in civic education at all levels, as well 
as in professional education and training;   

 (m) Promote national strategies to strengthen public education and awareness 
in disaster risk reduction, including disaster risk information and knowledge, 
through campaigns, social media and community mobilization, taking into account 
specific audiences and their needs;   

 (n) Apply risk information in all its dimensions of vulnerability, capacity and 
exposure of persons, communities, countries and assets, as well as hazard 
characteristics, to develop and implement disaster risk reduction policies;   

 (o) Enhance collaboration among people at the local level to disseminate 
disaster risk information through the involvement of community-based 
organizations and non-governmental organizations.   
 

  Global and regional levels 
 

25. To achieve this, it is important to: 

 (a) Enhance the development and dissemination of science-based 
methodologies and tools to record and share disaster losses and relevant 
disaggregated data and statistics, as well as to strengthen disaster risk modelling, 
assessment, mapping, monitoring and multi-hazard early warning systems;   

 (b) Promote the conduct of comprehensive surveys on multi -hazard disaster 
risks and the development of regional disaster risk assessments and maps, including 
climate change scenarios;   

 (c) Promote and enhance, through international cooperation, including 
technology transfer, access to and the sharing and use of non-sensitive data, 
information, as appropriate, communications and geospatial and space -based 
technologies and related services. Maintain and strengthen in situ and remotely-
sensed earth and climate observations. Strengthen the utilization of media, including 
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social media, traditional media, big data and mobile phone networks to support 
national measures for successful disaster risk communication, as appropriate and in 
accordance with national laws;   

 (d) Promote common efforts in partnership with the scientific  and 
technological community, academia and the private sector to establish, disseminate 
and share good practices internationally;   

 (e) Support the development of local, national, regional and global user-
friendly systems and services for the exchange of information on good practices, 
cost-effective and easy-to-use disaster risk reduction technologies and lessons 
learned on policies, plans and measures for disaster risk reduction;   

 (f) Develop effective global and regional campaigns as instruments for 
public awareness and education, building on the existing ones (for example, the 
“One Million Safe Schools and Hospitals” initiative, the “Making Cities Resilient: 
my city is getting ready!” campaign, the United Nations Sasakawa Award for 
Disaster Reduction and the annual United Nations International Day for Disaster 
Reduction), to promote a culture of disaster prevention, resilience and responsible 
citizenship, generate understanding of disaster risk, support mutual learning, share 
experiences. Encourage public and private stakeholders to actively engage in such 
initiatives, and develop new ones at local, national, regional and global levels;   

 (g) Enhance the scientific and technical work on disaster risk reduction and 
its mobilization through the coordination of existing networks and scientific 
research institutions at all levels and all regions with the support of the UNISDR 
Scientific and Technical Advisory Group in order to: strengthen the evidence-base in 
support of the implementation of this framework; promote scientific research of 
disaster risk patterns, causes and effects; disseminate risk information with the best 
use of geospatial information technology; provide guidance on methodologies and 
standards for risk assessments, disaster risk modelling and the use of data; identify 
research and technology gaps and set recommendations for research priority areas in 
disaster risk reduction; promote and support the availability and application of 
science and technology to decision-making; contribute to the update of the 2009 
UNISDR Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction; use post-disaster reviews as 
opportunities to enhance learning and public policy; and disseminate studies;   

 (h) Encourage the availability of copyrighted and patented materials including 
through negotiated concessions as appropriate.   

 (i) Enhance access to and support for innovation and technology as well as in 
long-term, multi-hazard and solution-driven research and development in disaster 
risk management.   
 

  Priority 2. Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk  
 

26. Disaster risk governance at the national, regional and global levels  is of great 
importance for an effective and efficient management of disaster risk. Clear vision, 
plans, competence, guidance and coordination within and across sectors as well as 
participation of relevant stakeholders are needed. Strengthening disaster risk 
governance for prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response, recovery, and 
rehabilitation is therefore necessary and fosters collaboration and partnership across 
mechanisms and institutions for the implementation of instruments relevant to 
disaster risk reduction and sustainable development.   
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  National and local levels  
 

27. To achieve this, it is important to: 

 (a) Mainstream and integrate disaster risk reduction within and across all 
sectors. Review and promote the coherence and further development , as appropriate, 
of national and local frameworks of laws, regulations and public policies, which, by 
defining roles and responsibilities, guide the public and private sectors to: 
(i) address disaster risk in publically owned, managed or regulated service s and 
infrastructures; (ii) promote and provide incentives, as relevant, for actions by 
persons, households, communities and businesses; (iii) enhance relevant 
mechanisms and initiatives for disaster risk transparency, which may include 
financial incentives, public awareness-raising and training initiatives, reporting 
requirements and legal and administrative measures; and (iv) put in place 
coordination and organizational structures;   

 (b) Adopt and implement national and local disaster risk reduction stra tegies 
and plans, across different timescales with targets, indicators and time frames, 
aimed at preventing the creation of risk, the reduction of existing risk and the 
strengthening of economic, social, health and environmental resilience;   

 (c) Carry out an assessment of the technical, financial and administrative 
disaster risk management capacity to deal with the identified risks at local and 
national level;   

 (d) Encourage the establishment of necessary mechanisms and incentives to 
ensure high levels of compliance with existing safety-enhancing provisions of 
sectoral laws and regulations, including those addressing land use and urban 
planning, building codes, environmental and resource management and health and 
safety standards, and update them, where needed, to ensure an adequate focus on 
disaster risk management;   

 (e) Develop and strengthen, as appropriate, mechanisms to follow-up, 
periodically assess and publicly report on progress on national and local plans. 
Promote public scrutiny and encourage institutional debates, including by 
parliamentarians and other relevant officials, on progress reports of local and 
national plans for disaster risk reduction;   

 (f) Assign, as appropriate, clear roles and tasks to community 
representatives within disaster risk management institutions and processes and 
decision-making through relevant legal frameworks. Undertake comprehensive 
public and community consultations during the development of such laws and 
regulations to support their implementation;   

 (g) Establish and strengthen government coordination forums composed of 
relevant stakeholders at national and local levels, such as national and local 
platforms for disaster risk reduction, and a designated national focal point for 
implementing the post-2015 framework. It is necessary for such mechanisms to have 
a strong foundation in national institutional frameworks with clearly assigned 
responsibilities and authority to, inter alia, identify sectoral and multisectoral 
disaster risk, build awareness and knowledge of disaster risk through sharing and 
dissemination of non-sensitive disaster risk information and data, contribute to and 
coordinate reports on local and national disaster risk, coordinate public awareness 
campaigns on disaster risk, facilitate and support local multi-sectoral cooperation 
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(e.g. among local governments), contribute to the determination of and reporting on 
national and local disaster risk management plans and all policies relevant for 
disaster risk management. These responsibilities should be  established through laws, 
regulations, standards and procedures;   

 (h) Empower local authorities, as appropriate, through regulatory and 
financial means to work and coordinate with civil society, communities and 
indigenous peoples and migrants in disaster risk management at the local level;   

 (i) Encourage parliamentarians to support the implementation of disaster 
risk reduction through developing new or amending relevant legislation and setting 
budget allocations;   

 (j) Promote the development of quality standards, such as certifications and 
awards for disaster risk management, with the participation of the private sector, 
civil society, professional associations, scientific organizations and the United 
Nations;   

 (k) Formulate public policies, where applicable, aimed at addressing the issues 
of prevention or relocation, where possible, of human settlements in disaster risk 
zones, subject to national law and legal systems.   

 

  Global and regional levels  
 

28. To achieve this, it is important to: 

 (a) Guide action at the regional level through agreed regional and 
subregional strategies and mechanisms for cooperation for disaster risk reduction, as 
appropriate in the light of this framework, in order to foster more efficient planning, 
create common information systems and exchange good practices and programmes 
for cooperation and capacity development, in particular to address common and 
transboundary disaster risks;   

 (b) Foster collaboration across global and regional mechanisms and 
institutions for the implementation and coherence of instruments and tools relevant 
to disaster risk reduction, such as for climate change, biodiversity, sustainable 
development, poverty eradication, environment, agriculture, health, food and 
nutrition and others, as appropriate;   

 (c) Actively engage in the Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction, the 
regional and subregional platforms for disaster risk reduction and the thematic 
platforms in order to forge partnerships, periodically assess progress on 
implementation and share practice and knowledge on disaster risk-informed policies, 
programmes and investments, including on development and climate issues, as 
appropriate, as well as promote the integration of disaster risk management in other 
relevant sectors. Regional intergovernmental organizations should play an important 
role in the regional platforms for disaster risk reduction;   

 (d) Promote transboundary cooperation to enable policy and planning for the 
implementation of ecosystem-based approaches with regard to shared resources, 
such as within river basins and along coastlines, to build resilience and reduce 
disaster risk, including epidemic and displacement risk;   

 (e) Promote mutual learning and exchange of good practices and information 
through, inter-alia, voluntary and self-initiated peer reviews among interested states;   
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 (f) Promote the strengthening of, as appropriate, international voluntary 
mechanisms for monitoring and assessment of disaster risks, including relevant data 
and information, benefiting from the experience of the Hyogo Framework for Action 
Monitor.  Said mechanisms may promote the exchange of non-sensitive information 
on disaster risks to the relevant national Government bodies and stakeholders in the 
interest of sustainable social and economic development;   
 

  Priority 3. Investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience 
 

29. Public and private investment in disaster risk prevention and reduction through 
structural and non-structural measures are essential to enhance the economic, social, 
health and cultural resilience of persons, communities, countries and their assets, as 
well as the environment. These can be drivers of innovation, growth and job 
creation. Such measures are cost-effective and instrumental to save lives, prevent 
and reduce losses and ensure effective recovery and rehabilitation.    
 

  National and local levels  
 

30. To achieve this, it is important to: 

 (a) Allocate the necessary resources, including finance and logistics, as 
appropriate, at all levels of administration for the development and the 
implementation of disaster risk reduction strategies policies, plans, laws and 
regulations in all relevant sectors;   

 (b) Promote mechanisms for disaster risk transfer and insurance, risk sharing 
and retention and financial protection, as appropriate, for both public and private 
investment in order to reduce the financial impact of disasters on governments and 
societies, in urban and rural areas;   

 (c) Strengthen, as appropriate, disaster resilient public and private 
investments, particularly through: structural, non-structural and functional disaster 
risk prevention and reduction measures in critical facilities, in particular schools and 
hospitals and physical infrastructures; building better from the start to withstand 
hazards through proper design and construction, including the use of the principles 
of universal design and the standardization of building materials; retrofitting and 
rebuilding; nurturing a culture of maintenance; and taking into account economic, 
social, structural, technological and environmental impact assessments;   

 (d) Protect or support the protection of cultural and collecting institutions 
and other sites of historical, cultural heritage and religious interest;   

 (e) Promote the disaster risk resilience of work places through structural and 
non-structural measures;   

 (f) Promote the mainstreaming of disaster risk assessments into land-use 
policy development and implementation, including urban planning, land degradation 
assessments and informal and non-permanent housing, and the use of guidelines and 
follow-up tools informed by anticipated demographic and environmental changes;   

 (g) Promote the mainstreaming of disaster risk assessment, mapping and 
management into rural development planning and management of, inter alia, 
mountains, rivers, coastal flood plain areas, drylands, wetlands and all other areas 
prone to droughts and flooding, including through the identification of areas that are 
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safe for human settlement and at the same time preserving ecosystem functions that 
help reduce risks;   

 (h) Encourage the revision of existing or the development of new building 
codes, standards, rehabilitation and reconstruction practices at the national or local 
levels, as appropriate, with the aim of making them more applicable in the local 
context, particularly in informal and marginal human settlements, and reinforce the 
capacity to implement, survey and enforce such codes, through an appropriate 
approach, with a view to fostering disaster-resistant structures;   

 (i) Enhance the resilience of national health systems, including by 
integrating disaster risk management into primary, secondary and tertiary health 
care, especially at the local level; developing the capacity of health workers in 
understanding disaster risk and applying and implementing disaster risk reduction 
approaches in health work; and promoting and enhancing the training capacities in 
the field of disaster medicine; and supporting and training community health groups 
in disaster risk reduction approaches in health programmes, in collaboration with 
other sectors, as well as in the implementation of the International Health 
Regulations (2005) of the World Health Organization;   

 (j) Strengthen the design and implementation of inclusive policies and soci al 
safety-net mechanisms, including through community involvement, integrated with 
livelihood enhancement programmes, and access to basic health care services, 
including maternal, newborn and child health, sexual and reproductive health, food 
security and nutrition, housing and education, towards the eradication of poverty, to 
find durable solutions in the post-disaster phase and to empower and assist people 
disproportionately affected by disasters;   

 (k) People with life threatening and chronic disease, due to their particular 
needs, should be included in the design of policies and plans to manage their risks 
before, during and after disasters, including having access to life -saving services;   

 (l) Encourage the adoption of policies and programmes address ing disaster-
induced human mobility to strengthen the resilience of affected people and that of 
host communities as per national laws and circumstances;   

 (m) Promote, as appropriate, the integration of disaster risk reduction 
considerations and measures in financial and fiscal instruments;   

 (n) Strengthen the sustainable use and management of ecosystems and 
implement integrated environmental and natural resource management approaches 
that incorporate disaster risk reduction;   

 (o) Increase business resilience and protection of livelihoods and productive 
assets throughout the supply chains. Ensure continuity of services and integrate 
disaster risk management into business models and practices;   

 (p) Strengthen the protection of livelihoods and productive assets, including 
livestock, working animals, tools and seeds;   

 (q) Promote and integrate disaster risk management approaches throughout 
the tourism industry, given the often heavy reliance on tourism as a key economic 
driver.   
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  Global and regional levels 

 

31. To achieve this, it is important to: 

 (a) Promote coherence across systems, sectors and organizations related to 
sustainable development and to disaster risk reduction in their policies, plans, 
programmes and processes; 

 (b) Promote the development and strengthening of disaster risk transfer and 
sharing mechanisms and instruments in close cooperation with partners in the 
international community, business, international financial institutions and other 
relevant stakeholders;   

 (c) Promote cooperation between academic, scientific and research entities 
and networks and the private sector to develop new products and services to help 
reduce disaster risk, in particular those that would assist developing countries and 
their specific challenges;   

 (d) Encourage the coordination between global and regional financial 
institutions with a view to assessing and anticipating the potential economic and 
social impacts of disasters;   

 (e) Enhance cooperation between health authorities and other relevant 
stakeholders to strengthen country capacity for disaster risk management for health, 
the implementation of the International Health Regulations (2005) and the building 
of resilient health systems;   

 (f) Strengthen and promote the collaboration and capacity-building for the 
protection of productive assets including livestock, working animals, tools and 
seeds;   

 (g) Promote and support the development of social safety nets as disaster 
risk reduction measures linked to and integrated with livelihood enhancement 
programmes in order to ensure resilience to shocks at the household and community 
levels;   

 (h) Strengthen and broaden international efforts aimed at eradicating hunger 
and poverty through disaster risk reduction;   

 (i) Promote and support collaboration among relevant public and private 
stakeholders to enhance the resilience of business to disasters.   
 

  Priority 4. Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response and to “Build 
Back Better” in recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction  
 

32. The steady growth of disaster risk, including the increase of people and assets 
exposure, combined with the lessons learned from past disasters, indicates the need 
to further strengthen disaster preparedness for response, take action in anticipation 
of events, integrate disaster risk reduction in response preparedness and that ensure 
capacities are in place for effective response and recovery at all levels. Empowering 
women and persons with disabilities to publicly lead and promote gender equitable 
and universally accessible response, recovery rehabilitation and reconstruction 
approaches are key. Disasters have demonstrated that the recovery, rehabilitation 
and reconstruction phase, which needs to be prepared ahead of the disaster, is a 
critical opportunity to build back better, including through integrating disaster risk 
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reduction into development measures, making nations and communities resilient to 
disasters.   
 

  National and local levels 
 

33. To achieve this, it is important to:  

 (a) Prepare or review and periodically update disaster preparedness and 
contingency policies, plans and programmes with the involvement of the relevant 
institutions, considering climate change scenarios and their impact on disaster risk, 
and facilitating, as appropriate, the participation of all sectors and relevant 
stakeholders;   

 (b) Invest in, develop, maintain and strengthen people-centred multi-hazard, 
multisectoral forecasting and early warning systems, disaster risk and emergency 
communications mechanisms, social technologies and hazard-monitoring 
telecommunications systems. Develop such systems through a participatory process. 
Tailor them to the needs of users, including social and cultural requirements , in 
particular gender. Promote the application of simple and low-cost early warning 
equipment and facilities and broaden release channels for natural disaster early 
warning information;   

 (c) Promote the resilience of new and existing critical infrastructure, 
including water, transportation and telecommunications infrastructure, educational 
facilities, hospitals and other health facilities, to ensure that they remain safe, 
effective and operational during and after disasters in order to provide live-saving 
and essential services;   

 (d) Establish community centres for the promotion of public awareness and 
the stockpiling of necessary materials to implement rescue and relief activities;   

 (e) Adopt public policies and actions that support the role of public service 
workers to establish or strengthen coordination and funding mechanisms and 
procedures for relief assistance and to plan and prepare for post -disaster recovery 
and reconstruction;   

 (f) Train the existing workforce and voluntary workers in disaster response 
and strengthen technical and logistical capacities to ensure better response in 
emergencies;   

 (g) Ensure the continuity of operations and planning, including social and 
economic recovery, and the provision of basic services in the post-disaster phase;   

 (h) Promote regular disaster preparedness, response and recovery exercises, 
including evacuation drills, training and the establishment of area -based support 
systems, with a view to ensuring rapid and effective response to disasters and 
related displacement, including access to safe shelter, essential food and non-food 
relief supplies, as appropriate to local needs;   

 (i) Promote the cooperation of diverse institutions, multiple authorities and 
related stakeholders at all levels, including affected communities and business, in 
view of the complex and costly nature of post-disaster reconstruction, under the 
coordination of national authorities;   

 (j) Promote the incorporation of disaster risk management into post-disaster 
recovery and rehabilitation processes, facilitate the link between relief, 
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rehabilitation and development. Use opportunities during the recovery phase to 
develop capacities that reduce disaster risk in the short, medium and long term, 
including through the development of measures such as land use planning, structural 
standards improvement and the sharing of expertise, knowledge, post -disaster 
reviews and lessons learned. Integrate post-disaster reconstruction into the economic 
and social sustainable development of affected areas. This should also apply to 
temporary settlements for persons displaced by disaster;   

 (k) Develop guidance for preparedness for disaster reconstruction, such as on 
land use planning and structural standards improvement, including by learning from 
the recovery and reconstruction programmes over the decade since the adoption of 
the Hyogo Framework for Action, and exchanging experiences, knowledge and 
lessons learned;   

 (l) Consider the relocation of public facilities and infrastructures to areas 
outside the risk range, wherever possible, in the post-disaster reconstruction process, 
in consultation with the people concerned, as appropriate;   

 (m) Strengthen the capacity of local authorities to evacuate persons living in 
disaster-prone areas;   

 (n) Establish a mechanism of case registry and a database of mortality 
caused by disaster in order to improve the prevention of morbidity and mortality;   

 (o) Enhance recovery schemes to provide psychosocial support and mental 
health services for all people in need;   

 (p) Review and strengthen, as appropriate, national laws and procedures on 
international cooperation, based on the guidelines for the domestic facilitation and 
regulation of international disaster relief and initial recovery assistance.   
 

  Global and regional levels 
 

34. To achieve this, it is important to: 

 (a) Develop and strengthen, as appropriate, coordinated regional approaches 
and operational mechanisms to prepare for and ensure rapid and effective disaster 
response in situations that exceed national coping capacities;   

 (b) Promote the further development and dissemination of instruments, such 
as standards, codes, operational guides and other guidance instruments to support 
coordinated action in disaster preparedness and response and facilitate information 
sharing on lessons learned and best practices for policy practice and post -disaster 
reconstruction programmes;   

 (c) Promote the further development of and investment in effective, 
nationally-compatible, regional multi-hazard early warning mechanisms, where 
relevant, in line with the Global Framework for Climate Services, and facilitate the 
sharing and exchange of information across all countries;   

 (d) Enhance international mechanisms, such as the International Recovery 
Platform, for the sharing of experience and learning among countries and all 
relevant stakeholders;   

 (e) Support, as appropriate, relevant United Nations entities to strengthen 
and implement global mechanisms on hydrometeorological issues, in order to raise 
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awareness and improve understanding of water-related disaster risks and their 
impact on society, and advance strategies for disaster risk reduction upon request of 
States;   

 (f) Support regional cooperation to deal with disaster preparedness, 
including through common exercise and drills;   

 (g) Promote regional protocols to facilitate sharing of response capacities 
and resources during and after disasters;   

 (h) Train the existing workforce and volunteers in disaster response.   
 
 

 V. Role of stakeholders 
 
 

35. While States have the overall responsibility for reducing disaster risk, it is a 
shared responsibility between Governments and relevant stakeholders. In pa rticular, 
non-state stakeholders play an important role as enablers in providing support to 
States, in accordance with national policies, laws and regulations, in the 
implementation of the framework at local, national, regional and global levels. Their 
commitment, goodwill, knowledge, experience and resources will be required.   

36. When determining specific roles and responsibilities for stakeholders, and at 
the same time building on existing relevant international instruments, States should 
encourage the following actions on the part of all public and private stakeholders:   

 (a) Civil society, volunteers, organized voluntary work organizations and 
community-based organizations to: participate, in collaboration with public 
institutions, to, inter alia, provide specific knowledge and pragmatic guidance in the 
context of the development and implementation of normative frameworks, standards 
and plans for disaster risk reduction; engage in the implementation of local, national, 
regional and global plans and strategies; contribute to and support public awareness, 
a culture of prevention and education on disaster risk; and advocate for resilient 
communities and an inclusive and all-of-society disaster risk management which 
strengthen the synergies across groups, as appropriate. On this point, it should be 
noted that:   

 (i) Women and their participation are critical to effectively managing 
disaster risk and designing, resourcing and implementing gender-sensitive 
disaster risk reduction policies, plans and programmes; and adequate capacity 
building measures need to be taken to empower women for preparedness as 
well as build their capacity for alternate livelihood means in post -disaster 
situations;   

 (ii) Children and youth are agents of change and should be given the space 
and modalities to contribute to disaster risk reduction, in accordance with 
legislation, national practice and educational curricula;   

 (iii) Persons with disabilities and their organizations are critical in the 
assessment of disaster risk and in designing and implementing plans tailored to 
specific requirements, taking into consideration, inter alia, the principles of 
universal design;   
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 (iv)  Older persons have years of knowledge, skills and wisdom, which are 
invaluable assets to reduce disaster risk, and they should be included in the 
design of policies, plans and mechanisms, including for early warning;   

 (v)  Indigenous peoples, through their experience and traditional knowledge, 
provide an important contribution to the development and implementation of 
plans and mechanisms, including for early warning;   

 (vi) Migrants contribute to the resilience of communities and societies and 
their knowledge, skills and capacities can be useful in the design and 
implementation of disaster risk reduction.  

 (b) Academia, scientific and research entities and networks to: focus on the 
disaster risk factors and scenarios, including emerging disaster risks, in the medium 
and long term; increase research for regional, national and local application; support 
action by local communities and authorities; and support the interface between 
policy and science for decision-making;   

 (c) Business, professional associations and private sector financial 
institutions, including financial regulators and accounting bodies, a s well as 
philanthropic foundations, to: integrate disaster risk management, including 
business continuity, into business models and practices via disaster risk-informed 
investments, especially in micro, small and medium-sized enterprises; engage in 
awareness-raising and training for their employees and customers; engage in and 
support research and innovation as well as technological development for disaster 
risk management; share and disseminate knowledge, practices and non-sensitive 
data; and actively participate, as appropriate and under the guidance of the public 
sector, in the development of normative frameworks and technical standards that 
incorporate disaster risk management;  

 (d) Media to: take an active and inclusive role at local, national, regional and 
global levels in contributing to the raising of public awareness and understanding, 
and disseminate accurate and non-sensitive disaster risk, hazard and disaster 
information, including on small-scale disasters, in a simple, transparent, easy-to-
understand and accessible manner, in close cooperation with national authorities; 
adopt specific disaster risk reduction communication policies; support, as 
appropriate, early warning systems and life-saving protective measures; and 
stimulate a culture of prevention and strong community involvement in sustained 
public education campaigns and public consultations at all levels of society, in 
accordance with national practices.   

37. With reference to the General Assembly resolution 68/211 of 20 December 
2013, commitments by relevant stakeholders are important to identify modalities of 
cooperation and implement this framework. Those commitments should be specific 
and time-bound in order to support the development of partnerships at local, 
national, regional and global levels and the implementation of local and national 
disaster risk reduction strategies and plans. All stakeholders are encouraged to 
publicize their commitments and their fulfilment in support of the implementation 
of the framework, or of the national and local disaster risk management plans, 
through the website of the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction 
(UNISDR).   
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 VI. International cooperation and global partnership 
 
 

  General considerations  
 

38. Given their different capacities as well as the linkage between the level of 
support provided to them and the extent to which they will be able to implement the 
present framework, developing countries require enhanced provisions of means of 
implementation, including adequate, sustainable, and timely resources, through 
international cooperation and global partnership for development, and continued 
international support, to strengthen their efforts to reduce disaster risk.  

39.  International cooperation for disaster risk reduction includes a  variety of 
sources and is a critical element in supporting the efforts of developing countries to 
reduce disaster risk.   

40. In addressing economic disparity and disparity in technological innovation and 
research capacity among countries it is crucial to enhance technology transfer 
involving a process of enabling and facilitating flows of skill, knowledge, ideas, 
know-how and technology from developed to developing countries in the 
implementation of the present framework. 

41. Disaster-prone developing countries, in particular the least developed countries, 
small island developing States, landlocked developing countries and African 
countries, as well as middle-income countries facing specific challenges, warrant 
particular attention in view of their higher vulnerability and risk levels, which often 
greatly exceed their capacity to respond to and recover from disasters. Such 
vulnerability requires the urgent strengthening of international cooperation and 
ensuring genuine and durable partnerships at the regional and international levels in 
order to support developing countries to implement this framework in accordance 
with their national priorities and needs. Similar attention and appropriate assistance 
should also be extended to other disaster-prone countries with specific 
characteristics, such as archipelagic countries, as well as countries with extensive 
coastlines.   

42. Disasters can disproportionately affect small island developing States, due to 
their unique and particular vulnerabilities. The effects of disasters, some of which 
have increased in intensity and have been exacerbated by climate change, impede 
their progress towards sustainable development. Given the special case of small 
island developing States, there is a critical need to build resilience and to provide 
particular support through the implementation of the outcome of the SIDS 
Accelerated Modalities of Action (SAMOA) Pathway9 in the area of disaster risk 
reduction.   

43. African countries continue to face challenges related to disasters and 
increasing risks, including those related to enhancing resilience of infrastructure, 
health and livelihoods. These challenges require increased international cooperation 
and the provision of adequate support to African countries, to allow for the 
implementation of this framework.   

                                                           
 9  General Assembly resolution 69/15, annex.  
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44. North-South cooperation, complemented by South-South and triangular 
cooperation, has proven to be key to reducing disaster risk and there is a need to 
strengthen cooperation in both areas further. Partnerships play an addition al 
important role by harnessing the full potential of countries and supporting their 
national capacities in disaster risk management and in improving the social, health 
and economic well-being of individuals, communities and countries.   

45. Efforts by developing countries offering South-South and triangular 
cooperation should not reduce North-South cooperation from developed countries as 
they complement North-South cooperation.   

46. Financing from a variety of international sources, public and private transfer 
of reliable, affordable, appropriate and modern environmentally sound technology, 
on concessional and preferential terms as mutually agreed; capacity-building 
assistance for developing countries; and enabling institutional and policy 
environments at all levels are critically important means of reducing disaster risk.   
 

  Means of implementation 
 

47. To achieve this, it is necessary to: 

 (a) Reaffirm that developing countries need enhanced provision of 
coordinated, sustained, and adequate international support for disaster risk reduction , 
in particular for the least developed countries, small island developing States, 
landlocked developing countries and African countries, as well as middle-income 
countries facing specific challenges, through bilateral and multilateral channels, 
including through enhanced technical and financial support, and technology transfer 
on concessional and preferential terms as mutually agreed, for the development and 
strengthening of their capacities;  

 (b) Enhance access of states, in particular developing countries to finance, 
environmentally sound technology, science and inclusive innovation, as well as 
knowledge and information-sharing through existing mechanisms, namely bilateral, 
regional and multilateral collaborative arrangements, including the United Nations 
and other relevant bodies;   

 (c) Promote the use and expansion of thematic platforms of cooperation such 
as global technology pools and global systems to share know-how, innovation and 
research and to ensure access to technology and information in disaster risk 
reduction.   

 (d) Incorporate disaster risk reduction measures into multilateral and 
bilateral development assistance programmes within and across all sectors, as 
appropriate, related to poverty reduction, sustainable development, natural resource 
management, environment, urban development and adaptation to climate change;   
 

  Support from international organizations 
 

48. To support the implementation of this framework, the following is necessary:   

 (a) The United Nations and other international and regional organizations, 
international and regional financial institutions and donor agencies engaged in 
disaster risk reduction are requested, as appropriate, to enhance the coordination of 
their strategies in this regard;   
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 (b) The entities of the United Nations system, including the funds and 
programmes and the specialized agencies, through the United Nations Plan of 
Action on Disaster Risk Reduction for Resilience, United Nations Development 
Assistance Frameworks and country programmes to promote the optimum use of 
resources and to support developing countries, at their request, in the 
implementation of this framework, in coordination with other relevant frameworks, 
such as the International Health Regulations (2005), including through the 
development and the strengthening of capacities, and clear and focused programmes 
that support the priorities of States in a balanced, well -coordinated and sustainable 
manner, within their respective mandates;   

 (c) The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR), in 
particular, to support the implementation, follow-up and review of this framework 
through: preparing periodic reviews on progress, in particular for the Global 
Platform and, as appropriate, in a timely manner with the follow-up process at the 
United Nations, supporting the development of coherent global and regional follow-
up and indicators and in coordination, as appropriate, with other relevant 
mechanisms for sustainable development and climate change and updating the 
existing web-based Hyogo Framework for Action Monitor accordingly; participating 
actively in the work of the Inter-Agency and Expert Group on Sustainable 
Development Indicators; generating evidence-based and practical guidance for 
implementation in close collaboration with States, and through mobilization of 
experts; reinforcing a culture of prevention in relevant stakeholders, through 
supporting development of standards by experts and technical organizations, 
advocacy initiatives, and dissemination of disaster risk information, policies and 
practices, as well as providing education and training on disaster risk reduction 
through affiliated organizations; supporting countries, including through the 
national platforms or their equivalent, in their development of national plans and 
monitor trends and patterns in disaster risk, loss and impacts; convening the Global 
Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction and supporting the organization of regional 
platforms for disaster risk reduction in cooperation with regional organizations; 
leading the revision of the United Nations Plan of Action on Disaster Risk 
Reduction for Resilience; facilitating the enhancement of,  and continuing to service, 
the Scientific and Technical Advisory Group of the International Disaster Risk 
Conference in mobilizing science and technical work on disaster risk reduction; 
leading, in close coordination with States, the update of 2009 Terminology on 
Disaster Risk Reduction in line with the agreed terminology by States; and 
maintaining the stakeholders’ commitment registry;    

 (d) International financial institutions, such as the World Bank and regional 
development banks, to consider the priorities of this framework for providing 
financial support and loans for integrated disaster risk reduction to developing 
countries;   

 (e) Other international organizations and treaty bodies, including the 
Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, international financial institutions at the global and regional levels, and the 
International Red Cross and the Red Crescent Movement to support developing 
countries, at their request, in the implementation of this frame work, in coordination 
with other relevant frameworks;   
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 (f) The United Nations Global Compact, as the main United Nations 
initiative for engagement with the private sector and business, to further engage 
with and promote the critical importance of disaster risk reduction for sustainable 
development and resilience;   

 (g). The overall capacity of the United Nations system to assist developing 
countries in disaster risk reduction should be strengthened by providing adequate 
resources through various funding mechanisms, including increased, timely, stable 
and predictable contributions to the United Nations Trust Fund for Disaster 
Reduction, and by enhancing the role of the Fund in relation to the implementation 
of this framework. 

 (h) The Inter-Parliamentary Union and other relevant regional bodies and 
mechanisms for parliamentarians, as appropriate, to continue supporting, and 
advocating for, disaster risk reduction and the strengthening of national legal 
frameworks;   

 (i) The United Cities and Local Governments organization and other 
relevant bodies of local governments to continue supporting cooperation and mutual 
learning among local governments for disaster risk reduction and the 
implementation of this framework.   
 

  Follow-up actions 
 

49. The Conference invites the General Assembly, at its seventieth session, to 
consider the possibility of including the review of the global progress in the 
implementation of this framework for disaster risk reduction as part of its integrated 
and coordinated follow-up processes to United Nations conferences and summits, 
aligned with the Economic and Social Council, the High-level Political Forum for 
Sustainable Development and the quadriennial comprehensive policy review cycles, 
as appropriate, taking into account the contributions of the Global Platform for 
Disaster Risk Reduction and regional platforms for disaster risk reduction and the 
Hyogo Framework for Action Monitor.   

50. The Conference recommends to the General Assembly the establishment at its 
sixty-ninth session of an open-ended intergovernmental working group, comprised 
of experts nominated by Member States, and supported by the United Nations Office 
for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR), with involvement of relevant stakeholders, 
for the development of a set of possible indicators to measure global progress in the 
implementation of this framework in conjunction with the work of the inter -agency 
expert group on sustainable development indicators. The conference also 
recommends that the Working Group considers the recommendations of the 
Scientific and Technical Advisory Group on the update of the 2009 UNISDR 
Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction by December 2016, and that the outcome 
of its work be submitted to the General Assembly for its consideration and adoption .   
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